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FORE\NORD 

This Installation Planning Guide has been prepared to help the user install his new UNIVAC 
9200 or 9300 Disc System as smoothly and as economically as possible. Proven conversion 
methods are outlined; procedures are described; charts and forms are provided. The user who 
takes full advantage of the experience behind this publication can maximize his efficiency 
not only in the planning and implementation stages but for many years to come. 

Although this guide is specifically oriented to the UNIVAC 9200 or 9300 System and 8410 
Direct Access Subsystem, most of the concepts presented would apply equally well to all 
Univac disc systems. 
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1. DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

INT RODUCT ION 

In a 9200/9300 Disc System installation, the direct access storage device is but one 
element of the total system. It is one of the most important elements, however, and many 
of the decisions made during the installation planning stage will be based on its 
capabilities. In order to get optimum use of the system, therefore, it is essential to be 
thoroughly familiar with the basic concepts of direct access processing before starting 
to plan the installation. For that reason, Section 1 of this guide is devoted to a general 
description of direct access processing as it relates to the 8410 Direct Access Subsystem 
(DAS). Additional information on the concepts of direct access storage can be found in 
Introduction to Direct Access Processing (UP-7565) and UNIVAC 8410 Direct Access 
Subsystem General Description (UP-7567 Rev. 1). 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 8410 DIRECT ACCESS SUBSYSTEM 

The 8410 DAS is an auxiliary storage device which provides low-cost, removable mass 
storage for large quantities of information. It may contain data, application programs, 
software, or work areas. 

Disc storage is much larger than main computer storage, but is much slower to access. 
Like main storage, the disc can be accessed directly or sequentially. Instructions and 
data cannot be operated upon in auxiliary storage; they must first be brought into main 
storage. Another important difference is that main storage is accessed in' bytes, whereas 
disc storage is accessed in 160-byte sectors. 

The 8410 DAS is designed for use with any UNIVAC 9200/930<1 System having a minimum 
configuration of 12K main storage, a reader, punch, printer, and Multiplexer Channel. A 
modular subsystem, the 8410 can be tailored to the individual needs of each installation. 
The basic disc configuration consists of a Disc File Control and a Dual Disc File Master. 
The Disc File Control is housed in the Central Processing Unit; it provides a single 
eight-bit data path to the Multiplexer Channel and a single eight-bit data path to the 8410 
Disc File. The Dual Disc File Master is a free-standing unit which contains two handlers, 
a nonaddressable core memory buffer and the Fastband Search feature. Figure 1-1 illustrates 
the minimum configuration for a 9200/9300 Disc System. 
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UNIVAC 9200 OR 9300 

PROCESSOR 

12 KB STORAGE 

I MULTIPLEXER 
PRINTER 

L--________ -lL--___ D_IS_C FILE CONTROL 

CARD~~ 
READE~~ 

DUAL DISC FILE MASTER 

Figure 7 -1. 9200/9300 Disc System: Minimum Configuration 

As storage requirements increase, up to six slave handlers can be added, one at a time, 
to the basic configuration. The slave handlers are housed in Dual Disc File Slave cabinets; 
each cabinet can contain two handlers. 

Each disc handler provides 1.6 million bytes of online storage, for a total subsystem 
capacity ranging from 3.2 million bytes to 12.8 million bytes. Figure 1-2 shows the 
expanded disc configuration. 
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Figure 7-2. 9200/9300 Disc System: Expanded Configuration 
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USES OF DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE 

The major uses of disc storage are as follows: 

Data Files: This is the most common use of disc storage. Obvious candidates for direct 
access are files which (1) are used frequently and have a high percentage of inactive items 
during each individual use, or (2) are affected by transactions in unsorted form, or (3) 
are used to produce reports in different sequences. 

Temporary Storage: Disc storage is often used as an extension of main storage for information 
such as tables, form headings, descriptive information, formulas, and summary totals. Use of 
disc storage in such cases may greatly enhance systems design. 

Program File Storage: The UNIVAC 9200/9300 System w ill accept object programs stored 
on cards, magnetic tape (9300 only), or disc. Transition from one program to the next may be 
accomplished by calling the next program from the library in online disc storage. 

Communications Buffering: When a computer is used for communications it is often desirable 
to set aside incoming messages for later handling -- for instance, to be transmitted to a 
different location. If a number of communications lines are simultaneously active, messages 
may be transmitted from and received into auxiliary storage, so that main storage can be 
devoted to the mechanics of communication. Actual processing of the communicated records 
may be done at another time. 

Peripheral Buffering: Use of disc files as peripheral buffers freque~tly improves the 
efficiency of computer operation. A long computer run, which might be seriously slowed 
by a high output card punching requirement, can stack the output card images on disc files 
during the run for punching at a more convenient time. If sufficient memory is available for 
use of the Concurrent Operating System, the card punching can proceed concurrently with 
a later program which does not require the punch. Print line images can also be accumulated 
on discs to speed a run whose speed would be limited by the printer, or to accumulate a 
related report for later printing. 

TYPES OF TRANSACTIONS SUITED TO DIRECT ACCESS PROCESSING 

Direct access storage permits each record to be accessed directly, regardless of its file 
position. Because of this unique capability, disc files are particularly desirable in the 
following four types of transactions: 

I 
1. When a small number of transactions must be processed against a large file: Direct access 

techniques do not require examination of all the records in the file to determine whether 
they are active. For instance, a customer order involving only four items can be processed 
against a complete stock inventory without progressing item by item through the entire 
inventory list. 

2. When each transaction affects multiple files which are not normally kept in the same 
sequence: Processing a single job card once can update an equipment usage file, a 
departmental cost file, and the production schedule, if these files are online in direct 
access storage. 

3. When transactions received in unsequenced order must be handled quickly; Critical time 
requirements often will not allow card or tape sorting of transactions to precede pro
cessing. 
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4. When an external transaction can trigger references to a number of items in a file: For 
example, in exploding a Bill of Materials, an order for one end product might cause reference 
to several assemblies, which call for examination of parts records. Without direct access, 
each level of reference would have to produce output records for sorting before applying 
to the next level file. 

THE DISC CARTRIDGE 

General Description 

The storage medium for the 8410 DAS is an aluminum disc, 14 inches in diameter, plated with 
nickel-cobalt. Each disc is enclosed in a plastic cartridge to protect it against accidental 
damage. The combined weight of the disc and cartridge is approximately 7.S pounds. 

Storage Des ign 

The disc surface is divided into 100 logical tracks, each comprised of 100 sectors. Each 
sector has a storage capacity of 160 eight-bit bytes, and can contain one or more records 
or a partial record. When a disc is mounted on the handler, the 1.6 million bytes of data 
located on the underside of the. disc are online, while those located on the upper surface 
are offline. The disc storage design is illustrated in Figure 1-3. 

1 TRACK = 100 SECTORS 
1 SECTOR = 160 BYTES 

FiglJre 7-3. Disc Storage Design 

SEGTORS 



For all practical purposes, a track can be thought of as one complete circle on the disc. 
In reality, however, the disc is divided into two zones, each containing 100 physical tracks. 
Each logical track consists of two parts: Sectors 00 through 54 are in Zone 1, and Sectors 
55 through 99 are in Zone 2. Although each logical track occupies two physical tracks, the 
control circuitry causes the system to function as though the two physical tracks were 
continuous. Thus, for purposes of designing file layout, programming, and estimating time, 
the storage design should be regarded as 100 tracks of 100 sectors each. 

Add re s s Structure 

A s illustrated in Figure 1-4, each of the 10,000 sectors on the disc is identified by a unique 
four-digit address ranging from 0000 to 9999. The first two digits of the address identify the 
logical track and are symbolically referred to as TT. The last two digits identify the sector 
within the track and are symbolically referred to as SS. 

TRACK SECTOR 

AOORESS= n n 

'---- SECTORS 05 

t "----- SECTORS 06 
_ ""'-------SECTORS 07 
'----------SECTORS 08 

Figure 1-4. Disc A ddres s Structure 

The entire address of the form TTSS is recorded on the disc by the Disc Prep program (a 
Univac utility program). This proces s is called" preppin g" the disc. 

Since up to eight discs can be online at the same time, a fifth digit (0 to 7), symbolically 
referred to as U, is added to the left of the track-and-sector address to identify the disc unit. 
The complete address, therefore, is a five-digit number of the form UTTSS, ranging from 00000 
to 79999, capable of uniquely identifying each of the possible 80,000 sectors online to the 
9200/9300 System. 
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Two spare sectors are provided on each data track to allow for possible damage to the primary 
sectors. If a sector should become unusable, the disc is reprepped to maintain the full 
contiguous address structure. 

Fastband 

In addition to the 100 data tracks described above, each disc surface contains a fast access 
track called Fastband. The Fastband track contains 50 sectors of 160 bytes each, thus 
providing an additional 8,000 bytes of storage. It also contains several spare sectors for 
reprepping needs. 

OPERATION OF THE 8410 DAS 

Track Access 

Da ta is read or written by two sets of magnetic read/write heads located in fixed positions 
on a movable access arm. The first read/write head is assigned to the outer portion of the 
disc, the second one to the inner portion. When a track is accessed, the access arm moves 
radially across the disc, both sets of read/write heads moving in tandem, until it reaches 
the correct track. The access arm can stop at anyone of 100 discrete positions. Since the 
two read/write heads are placed exactly 100 tracks apart, one complete logical track is 
accessible at each position. When the first read/write head is positioned on Sectors 00 to 
54 of a logical track, the second is automatically in place on Sectors 55 to 99 of the same 
logical track (see Figure 1-5). The section of the read/write head is made by circuitry. 

TRACK 99 
TO 

TRACK 00 

TRACK 99 
TO 

TRACK 00 

Figure 1-5. Track Access 



The Fastband is accessed by a permanently assigned read/write head. Since that head is 
fixed, there is no arm travel time involved in selecting a sector on the Fastband. (Disc 
rotation time, however, is still a factor.) 

Information Transfer 

Information is exchanged between the Central Processing Unit and the 8410 Disc File 
through the 8410 Disc File Control and the 9200/9300 Multiplexer Channel, as shown in 
Figure 1-6. 

Data is transferred one byte at a time (serially); all bits of a byte are transferred into 
memory at the same time (parallel). 

The 8410 is a buffered subsystem; thus, the 9200/9300 System can continue processing 
while a record is sought or while information is moved between buffer and disc. 

UNIVAC 
9200/9300 

PROCESSOR 

Data Va I idation 

MULTIPLEXER 
INPUT /OUTPUT 

CHANNEL 

8410 
CONTROL 

Figure 7 -6. Data T ronsfer 

8410 
BUFFER 

Assurance of correct data and address recording is provided by a combination of parity, 
bit count, and phase error checking. As entries are made, check bytes are developed and 
stored in each sector. When data is read from a sector, the check byte is recomputed. The 
new check byte is then compared to the one stored in the sector when the data was written. 

If the "Write and Check" command is used, data written on the disc is verified immediately; 
it is read back on the next disc revolution. At that time, the check bytes are recomputed 
and compared to the check bytes in the sector; in addition, each character in the sector is 
compared to the character received from main storage. 

FILE ORGANIZATION 

Sequential File Organization 

A seqq.ential file is one in which records are arranged in sequence, such as in ascending 
or descending order by key data fields. This is the same type of file organization use.d in 
a card or magnetic tape file. 

In a sequential file, records are usually accessed consecutively, starting with the first 
record and proceeding through each succeeding one. Transaction records must therefore 
be sorted in record key sequence before process ing. The file must be planned carefully, 
since additions can only be made by re-crea ting the file. 
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Sequential file organization is intended primarily for files in which most or all of the records 
are processed each time the file :.s used. Because head movement is minimal and there is no 
index to search, sequential acces.sing is the fastest method of handling files with a large 
percentage of active records. Another advantage of sequential file organization is that 
only one volume (disc) of a multivolume file is required online at a time. 

There are many variations of sequential file organization. A few of the more common ones 
are described below. 

• Expanded Sequentia I: This is similar to sequential file organization except that gaps 
are left during file construction to allow for anticipated additions to the file. In an ex
panded sequential file, a one-byte activity field is set aside in each record location 
to denote whether that locatior. contains an active record or is a gap area. 

Figure 1-7 shows an expanded sequential file having a gap between records 00100 and 
00168, and the same file when the gap has been filled by record 00101. 

WITH GAP 

o 1 2 

C
ECTOR 

98 

oo~~----IJ ~::Jd 
\ / KEY 

WITHOUT GAP 

ACTIVITY FIELDS 

2 

1 0 d----fJ- 6 88 
ACTIVITY FIELDS 

I 

Figure 7 -7. Expanded Sequential File Organization 

99 

• Partitioned Sequential: This type of file is partitioned into a number of sequential sub
files called members. Each member is processed sequentially. However, the file also 
contains a table that lists the record key of the first record in every member. As a result, 
processing of the file can begi:1 with any member desired, and entire members may be 
bypassed during processing. 



UNIT 0 

• Chained Sequential: Here the records are arranged in sequence, but an overflow area is 
set aside for additions. The file is processed sequentially according to record key. Each 
record in the file contains a chain field in addition to a record key. The chain field is 
usually blank or zero, indicating that the record in the adjacent position in the file is the 
next one in the record key sequence. 

When a new record is added to the file, it is put in the overflow area and chained to its 
proper place in the main area as follows: The address of the new record in overflow, 
Record 4, is put in the chain field of the record having the next lower record key, Rec
ord 3. In turn, the address of the record having the next higher record key, Record 5, 
is put in the chain field of the new record. When the file is accessed, the processor 
will read Record 3 from the prime area, Record 4 from overflow, then Record 5 back in 
the prime area. 

An example of chained sequential file organization is given in Figure 1-8. 

SECTOR 

TRACK 01 

00 01 02 03 

·Io~ o 0 1 5 41 • 
. 

•. 11\/\ t.. i\ do 0 1 6 21 • 
. 

·109700\01 1 2 31 • 
. 

• 11\ i\ i\ /\ ~ 0 1 2 4 51 . . 
~ ,~ 

.... .. 
KEY CHAIN 

FIELD 

SECTOR • 
TRACK 97 

(OVERFLOW) 

00 ~, 

001631· 

01 l 
. 

• 10 0 1 0 210 13 6 71 • 

02 

-=[J . 
• 10 0 1 o J 

Figure 1-8. Chained Sequential File Organization 

Indexed Sequentia I File Organ ization 

FILE LAYOUT 

An indexed sequential file is actually a variation of a sequential file. But, because it is 
one of the most frequently used methods of file organization, it is discussed here separately. 

A file organized by the indexed sequential method has three parts: 

First, a prime area, which contains a11 the original records of the file, arranged in sequential 
order according to their record key. Additional records may be added to the prime area if their 
record key is higher than that of any record previously in the file. 

Secondly, an overflow area, which is used when new records are added to the file, if the 
prime area is filled or if the new record has a lower key value than the highest record in 
the prime area. All records placed in the overflow area are chained to the ir proper place 
in the prime area, much as footnotes in a book would have a reference number in the text. 
The overflow area thus allows new records to be added to the file without completely 
rewriting or reorganizing the file. 

Thirdly, an index to the da ta records, which allows the file to be accessed directly as 
well as sequentially. 
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TYPES OF INDEXES 

There are several different type:3 of indexes. In one type, there is an entry in the index 
for every data record; each index entry contains a record key and the disc address of that 
record. Access to records is made by reference to the index. For efficiency, the index should 
always be in sequential order. 

Another type of index is split in two parts, rough and fine. The rough index references the 
fine indexes; it indicates the range of record keys controlled by a particular fine index and 
gives the track address of each fine index. The fine index gives the sector address of the 
desired record. The rough index may be stored in the computer main storage or in the disc 
device. The fine indexes are usually stored on the same disc as the record they reference. 

There are many variations to the rough and fine index technique. For example, indexes 
could be established in such a way that the first entry in the rough index equals Track 1 
in the disc device, the second en try equals Track 2, and so on. Similarly, in the fine 
indexes, the first entry would equal Sector 1, the second entry Sector 2, and so forth. 
This would be a rough and fine i.ndex technique based on the principle of relative position. 

A third type of index is the activity frequency index. Instead of being arranged sequentially, 
the index entries are put in order according to frequency of access, with the reference to 
the most active record appearing first. The file itself remains in sequential order according 
to record key. The index is searched sequentially - starting with the first entry and pro
ceeding through each successive entry. The number of comparisons required is minimized 
because the entries which are referenced often are at the beginning of the index. When a 
hit is made, an activity counter is incremented. Periodically, the index is rearranged and 
the counter cleared. 

ACCESSING THE INDEXED SEQUENTIAL FILE 

An indexed sequential file can be accessed sequentially or directly. If it is accessed 
sequentially, the index is ignored, but the records in the overflow area are accessed in 
their proper record key sequence. If the file is accessed directly, the program first searches 
the index, then goes directly to the desired record or, if rough and fine indexes are used, to 
the appropriate fine index then to the desired record. 

METHODS OF SEARCHING THE INDEX 

There are several ways of searching an index. Some of the most common ones are: 

1. Sequential Search: This is the most simple and straightforward method of index lookup. 
Starting at some index location (usually the first) the record key of each input record is 
compared to the key of each index entry until a match is found. When this method is 
used, the index entries could be in sequence or could be in any other order desired. 
This technique works well if the file is a small one. 



2. Merge Search: This is an extension of sequential search. It requires that both the index 
and the input data be sorted in the same sequence on the key involved. The record key 
of the first data record is compared to the first index key. If they do not match, the 
record key of the data record is compared sequentially to the index keys until an equal 
or greater index key is found. If a greater key is found, there is no matching index key, 
and the next data record is engaged to be compared to the index keys. There is no need 
to return to the be ginning of the index beca use it is arranged in the same sequence as 
the data records. If a match does occur between a data record and an index key, the 
data item is processed and the search for the next match begins. A big advantage of the 
merge search is that all the index entries need not be in main storage at once. They 
can be stored in a disc device. This is especially important when indexes are too large 
for main storage or when main storage requirements are critical. 

3. Binary Search: This method requires that the index be sequentially organized. The record 
key is compared for equality and magnitude to the median index entry. When the key and 
index are unequal, the next comparison is made to the median index entry in the half of 
the entries indicated by the magnitude tests results. Binary search is quite fast for many 
applications, because the number of comparisons required to find an index item is much 
less than the comparisons required in a sequential search. (Note that binary search can 
also be used to search a sequential file.) 

4. Scan Search: This method, also known as the computed position method, can be used 
to find an index entry when the data records in the file have a continuously numbered 
series of record keys, with no gaps. The address of the index entry which references a 
desired da ta record is found as follows: 

(a) Record key of desired record - Lowest record key in index 
No. of rec ords per index entry 

= Quotient A. Discard remainder. 

(b) Quotient A x No. of bytes per index entry = Quotient B 

(c) Tag of first index entry + Quotient B = Tag of desired index entry. 

To illustrate, suppose the file address of Record 1013 is desired. Let's assume that the 
index to that file starts with Record 1000 at the location of TAG and that each index entry 
has eight bytes and references five data records in the file. The index entry that references 
Record 1013 is found as follows: 

(a) 1013 5- 1000 = 2. Remainder of 3 is discarded. 

(b) 2 x 8 = 16 

(c) TAG + 16 = location of index entry that references Record 1013. 
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THI: INDEXED SEQUENTIAL FILE 

The indexed sequential file offers several important advantages: Storage space is used 
efficiently, because records can be tightly packed regardless of gaps in the record key 
series; the file can be accessed directly as well as sequentially; additions can be made 

without recopying the entire file; and processing may start at any point in the file. 

On the other hand, all volumes of the file must be online at the same time. Furthermore, 
access time of the file is increased because an index must be searched before a data 
record can be read or written. 

Random File Orga n ization 

GENERAL 

In a random file, records are stol'ed according to a logical or mathematical relationship 
between the record key and the file address. The file is accessed directly, without 
proceeding sequentially through an ordered set and without referencing an index. 

A random file requires no index, no overflow area, and no file support routine for 
reorganizing the file. It does require that all volumes of the file be online simultaneously. 
Random organization provides th,~ fas test wa y of obtaining da ta, since there is only 
one access per record. Storage w:ilization is usually not as efficient as for sequential 
or indexed sequential files; but the file can be tightly packed if the series of record 
keys used to calculate the addreBs contains few gaps. 

While sequential and indexed se<;uential files are normally used when a large percentage 
of the file is to be accessed, random files are chosen primarily when a small percentage 
(40% or less) of the file will be referenced and rapid access is desired. Random organiza
tion is also highly efficient in real-time applications and in applications where the sequence 
of reference to the file is unpredictable. 

ADDRESSING THROUGH A DIRECT RE LATIONSHIP TO RECORD KEYS 

The simplest way of achieving random organization is to use a record field, with little or 
no manipulation, as the disc storage address. For example, the record of inventory item 
number 12345 would be put in disc storage address 12345 (Drive 1, Track 23, Sector 45). 
Record fields commonly used include employee number, part number, invoice number, 
account number, and policy number. 

In some cases, the record key may be modified somewhat before it is used. For instance, 
the file address might be found by using the following formulas: 

(a) If there is only one record per secton 

Record key - Lowest record key in file 

No. of sectors per track 
= Track number (quotient) 

+ 
Sector number (remainde:r) 



(The lowest record in the file is subtracted from the key of the record to be addressed, 
to obtain an address relative to 0, since in computer logic the file begins at 0.) Thus, 
the disc address of Record 2000, where the lowest record key in'the file is 0001, would 
be: 

(2000 - 0001) 1999 
100 = 100 = 19 + remainder of 99 

or Track 19, Sector 99. 

(b) If there are n records per sector: 

Record key - Lowest record key in file 
No. of records/sector = Quotient A + Record number in sector (remainder) 

Quotient A 
No. of sectors/track = Track number (quotient) + Sector number (remainder) 

Assuming four records per sector, the disc address of Record 2000, where the lowest 
key in the file is 501, would be: 

(2000 - 501) 
4 = 1499 = 374 with a remainder of 3 -4-

374 = 3 with a remainder of 74 
100 

or Track 3, Sector 74, third record in sector. 

The direct relationship between record key and file position is often used for relatively 
small data files. It provides the fastest way of accessing records, since few calculations 
are required and there is no index to search. It also minimizes the amount of main storage 
needed for programming space, since little coding is required to interpret the file add res s 
of a desired record. 

This method of filing, however, works only if the identifier system matches the address 
structure of the 8410 Disc Subsystem, and is efficient only if most of the numbers in the 
range are used so that there is little wasted space. Furthermore, deletions may leave gaps 
which cannot readily be filled. Nor can additions be easily accommodated, unless they 
are already covered by the existing series of numbers, and storage areas have been 
allocated to them. New records must be assigned available record keys; for that purpose, 
a manual record of available numbers in the series must be maintained. 

ADDRESSING THROUGH RANDOMIZING TECHNIQUES 

The alternate method of achieving random organization is to convert the record key to a 
track and sector number through a mathematical operation. The mathematical formula used to 
transform the record key into a valid file position is known as a "randomizing" formula. 
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Depending on the randomizing technique employed, storage utilization can reach between 
80% and 90% efficiency. GeneraUy speaking, a technique that achieves high disc storage 
utilization generates more duplicate file positions, or synonyms, and thus increases access 
time. The randomizing technique chosen, therefore, depends to some extent on the relative 
importance of disc storage utilization versus access time. 

Once a randomizing technique has been selected for possible use, it should be evaluated 
with a sample selection of actual record keys. This evaluation provides information on the 
efficiency of disc storage utilization, the frequency and distribution of synonyms, the 
processing time required for calculation, and the evenness with which the generated 
addres ses are distributed. The results enable the user to select the technique most suited 
to his particular requirements and data pattern. 

COMMONLY USED RANDOMIZING TECHNIQUES 

A few of the most commonly used randomizing techniques which are economical in processing 
time and core memory requirements are outlined in the following paragraphs. There are 
many possible variations of thes.e methods, and many other methods not discussed here. 

1. Prime Number Division: A divisor is selected, equal to the number of record spaces 
allocated for the file. This divisor should be a prime number (that is, evenly divisible 
only by itself or one). If the number of record spaces is not a prime number, the first 
number above it that ends in I, 3, 7, or 9 is used. The record number, or relative 
position of the desired record within the file, is then calculated as follows: The record 
key of the current data record is divided by the number selected. The quotient is dis·· 
carded, and the remainder becomes the record number. 

Thus, 

Record key 
Prime number :: Quot:ient (discard) + Remainder (record number) 

This relative record number is then supplied to the Random Processor (laCS), which in 
turn will compute the desired track and sector address. 

2. Squaring, Enfolding, and Extracting: In this randomizing technique, the record key is 
squared; the resulting number is split in the middle and the two parts added together; 
and the middle digit(s) of that s urn are extracted to become the record addres s. (Other 
rules for determining the digits to be extracted are also acceptable.) To illustrate: 

Key: 45678 

Square: (45678)2:: 2086479684 

Enfold: 20864 + 79684 :: 100548 

Extract: (middle four digits) :: 0054 :: Record Address 

This method of randomizatlon requires extensive manipulation and usually results in 
many synonyms. 



3. Radix Conversion: Radix conversion is applied to strictly numeric keys. A radix is 
the arbitrary base of a system of numbers. For example, the decimal number system has 
a radix of 10; the binary number system has a basis of two. In the radix conversion method 
of randomization, each decimal digit of the record key is treated as if it were a radix 11 
digit. Each digit is then" converted" to a radix 10 digit, and the high order digits are 
discarded, to obtain a field of the desired length. Radix conversion is performed as 
follows: 

Key: 

Radix 11: 

301,283 

(3 . 115) + (0 . 114) + (1 . 11 3) + (2 . 112) 

+ (8 . 111) + (3 . 11 0) 

=483,153 +0 + 1,331 +242 +88 +3 

= 484,817 

To obtain the relative file position, various options are acceptable; one might be to 
trunca te the three leftmost digits in this example ma.king 817 the relative record position. 
The variety of ways in which a record key can be manipulated and still produce the same 
result is an advantage of radix conversion. This method of randomization, however, 
tends to produce more synonyms than does prime number division. 

4. Nonnumeric Control Numbers: When record keys are comprised of purely alphabetic or 
special characters, or of alphanumeric characters, it may be useful to treat the number as 
a binary number and to perform binary arithm~tic on it. This has the advantage of allowing 
zone bits to be retained, so that unnecessary synonyms are avoided. When alphabetic 
record keys are converted to file addresses, zone bits generally should not be dropped, 
since that immediately gives rise to three possible sets of synonyms: (G,H,I) (P,Q,R) and 
(X, Y ,2). However, if the record keys are largely numeric, with only a few nonnumeric 
characters scattered throughout the series, zone suppression may be acceptable. Record 
addresses could then be calculated by using decimal arithmetic. 

F REQUENCY ANALYSIS 

As a preliminary step in selecting a randomizing technique, it is often desirable to perform 
a frequency analysis on the key field of the file. The frequency analysis gives a pattern 
of distribution for each key position; that pattern shows which positions are best to use 
when truncating or extracting addresses from the record keys, and often indicates whether 
a particular type of randomizing technique is suitable to that file. 

To begin the analysis, the record keys of each record in the file are examined to determine 
how often any digit appears in anyone position of the record key. For example, if there 
are 16,050 records in the file, the fifth key position might contain a 0 in 5,168 record keys; 
digits 4 through 9 might not occur in the fifth position in any record key. This count gives 
the actual distribution of digits occurring in each key position. 

If the distribution were perfectly even, each of the ten digits would occur one tenth of the 
time. With 16,050 records, therefore, each digit ideally would occur 1,605 times in anyone 
key position. 
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The deviation from the ideal distribution is determined by taking the difference between the 
actual number of times a digit occurs in the key position and the ideal number of times it 
s,hould occur (in this case, 1,60~»). Thus, if 0 actually occurs in the fifth key position of 
5,168 different records, the deviation would be 5,168 minus 1,605, or 3,563. The deviation 
is calculated for all ten digits, then all the deviations are summed to find the total 
deviation for that key position. The results for a six-digit record key of a file containing 
16,050 records are shown in Figure 1-9. The lower the total deviations, the more even the 
distribution, consequently, the I'Jwer the access time for any given record. 

r----------------------------r-'----------~------------~r_------------r_----------"~ 
-Key Position Key Position Key Position 

2 

---~-NO-. -Of~------l--N-O-,-o-f -~Devlatl·on Nc. of ! Deviation 
Digit Occurrences Deviation Occurrences I Occurrences I 

16,050 14,445 1.605 1,605 

1,605 I 605 4,,108 2,803 

1,605 2,198 593 3. !92 2.187 

1,605 581 1.024 2,;'36 631 

1,605 I ,J 95 410 2,459 854 

1,605 12,076 10.471 3 ,J 55 1,550 

1,605 i 605 1,605 

1,605 I 605 1,605 

1.605 I 605 1,605 

1.605 I 605 1.605 

Key Position 

4 

No. of 1 DeViation 
Occurrences I 

1.852 247 

3,147 1,542 

1.174 431 

2,724 1,119 

1,194 411 

1,267 338 

1,243 362 

1,228 377 

1.227 378 

994 611 

Key Position 

No, of I 
Occ urre nces I 

5,168 

5,638 

4,958 

286 

I 
I 

o I 

I 

Deviation 

3,563 

4,033 

3,353 

1,319 

1,605 

1,605 

1,605 

1,605 

o I 1,605 

I 
o I 1.605 

Key Position 
6 

No, of 
Occurrences 

1,807 

2,120 

1,745 

1,689 

1,378 

1,647 

1.560 

1,329 

1.415 

1.360 

Deviation 

202 

515 

140 

84 

227 

42 

45 

276 

190 

245 

-~----- _._---
Total 

-~--.---- .. ------·1 T ~----~------+-----~-I 

Deviation I 28,890 I 22 128 16,050 I 5,816 
I I I ______________ .. ___ .. .1. ... ----- -.-----~- ----- ---_.--_.-

I 21,898 1,966 
I I 

'---_ ... ----_.-----1-------------

Figure 1-9. Example of Deviation Calculation for Six-Digit Key 

HANDLING DUPLICATE FILE POSITIONS (SYNONYMS) 

Ideally, the randomiz ing formula transforms every record key in the file in to a unique file 
address. In reality, though, duplicate positions are occasionally assigned. A good random
izing formula minimizes them, but usually cannot eliminate them entirely. These duplicate 
positions are known as synonyms. Two of the most common ways of handling synonyms are: 

• Random Chained Format: When synonyms are created in a random chained file, one record 
is stored at the generated position. Other records are linked to this record through a chain 
field. They are stored in an overflow area or in unused areas of the file . 

• Random Sequential Format: This method handles synonyms in a manner similar to the 
random chained format except that synonyms are stored sequentially at the first available 
position following the generated position. The file is loaded in two passes. On the first 
pass, all records are loaded to generated positions. On the second pass, all synonyms 
are loaded in the unused areas of the file. 



RELATIVE ADDRESS VARIATION OF RANDOM ORGANIZATION 

A variation of random file organization is the "relative address" method of organization. 
In this method, the address found by the randomizing formula is a file position relative to 
the first address allocated to the file rather than an actual disc address. Thus, a relative 
address of 1000 would indicate the 1000th record of the designated file area. An additional 
calculation is then required to obtain the actual track and sector address for the record. 
Synonyms are handled in the same way as for other random files. 

Choosing a Method of File Organization 

Time, space, and cost are the ultimate factors which determine the best method of organ
ization for a particular file. Knowlege of those factors, however, depends on thorough 
knowledge of the 9200/9300 System, the 8410 DAS, the file being considered, the software 
supporting the different organization methods, and the use of the file. 

The following questions illustrate some of the details that must be considered before a 
method of file organization is chosen: 

• What volumes of data are involved? 

• How frequent and how large are the peak volumes? 

• What is the reference frequency to data and how does this vary, both among records and 
among particular fields within records? 

• Which processing method and addressing techniques will be used for access to the 
various files? 

• Are disc devices to be the sole storage medium, or will certain data be stored on 
magnetic tape or cards? 

• Are the existing record keys usable, and if not, what is the cost of conversion or 
modification? 

• What expansion or modification of file structure is foreseen? 

• What are the inquiry requirements - what data is to be printed out? 

• What are the total reporting requirements and what is the desired sequence for report 
generation? 

• Will associated records be referenced individually as required or will they be 
consolidated? 

• Will a particular file be processed in more than one processing mode? 

• What will be the extent and complexity of file maintenance requirements? 

• Is the total systems approach envisaged, or will each application be processed 
individually? 

• Is the file primarily static or dynamic? 
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• How many different types 0:: master records and transaction records are used in the 
application? 

• What are the response time requirements? 

The answers to these questions can only be obtained after careful study of the available 
system and the specific application involved. 

THE DISC DISPATCHER 

The Disc Dispatcher is the supervisory subroutine which provides the interface between 
a problem program and the 8410 DAS. Working from a "request packet" provided by 
the problem program, the Disc Dispatcher issues disc I/O commands, queues requests, 
handles error recoveries and performs the other functions of an I/O routine. The request 
packet is a table of parameters. It can be supplied directly by the problem program, or can 
be generated automatically by H.e problem program through the Input Output Control Systems 
(IOCS) software package. 

INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL SYSTEMS (lOCS) 

The Input/Output Control Systems (IOCS) is a generalized software package which controls 
the I/O functions of the 8410 DAS. The IOCS performs all the "housekeeping" chores of 
file management, leaving the programmer free to work at the logical level. 

The 8410 IOCS is a macro-generated system. A macro is a single instruction from the 
programmer which, when proces~:ed, generates several predefined instructions or sub
routines. Macros are specialized for particular programs by parameter statements. For 
example, for a file definition macro, parameter statements such as OUTPUT = YES or 
OUTPUT = NO tell the macro generator whether to include or exclude the instructions 
necessary to write output records on a disc file. File specification through macro parameters 
thus provides a compact, efficient I/O routine to the program. 

To provide for the three major types of file organization, there are three IOCS packages: 
The Sequential, Indexed Sequent ial, and Random Processors. Each IOCS Processor consists 
of three parts: 

1. An I/O file control routine 

2. A file definition section defined by declarative macros 

3. An imperative macro processing section 

T he I/O file can trol rout ine check s and produces file labels, end-of-volume and end-of-file 
notification, automatic unit swap, and error processing and display; and it interfaces with 
the Disc Dispatcher. The I/O file control routine for a particular IOCS Processor is common 
to all files of the related file organization, and is required only once in the user's program. 
For example, the Sequential Processor's I/O routine would be included only once to process 
several sequential files used by a particular program. 

The file definition declarative macro and its parameter statements are used to define and 
describe in detail the file to be processed. A separate declarative macro is required for 
each file. 



Imperative macros are instructions such as GET and PUT, which tell the macro generator 
to supply the instructions to move data between the 8410 DAS and the 9200/9300 System's 
internal memory. 

The three IOCS Processors are discussed individually in the paragraphs below. 

The Sequential Processor 

The Sequential Processor is used to create and process sequentially organized files. 
Through declarative macro parameters, the programmer specializes the proper IOCS sub
routine for the file to be processed. 

One of the factors specified through the declarative macro is whether records are to be 
blocked (more than one record per sector) or unblocked (one record per sector). Sector 
size is 160 bytes. Records between 1 and 160 bytes can be written in the unblocked mode; 
any unused portion of the sector will be cleared to zeros. For blocked records, the IOCS 
Processor computes automatically the maximum number of records which can be contained 
in a sector. This number is called the "blocking factor." Blocked records must have a 
record size equal to or less than 80 bytes. If the record size is greater than 80 bytes and 
blocking is requested, the blocking factor will be 1 and no blocking will take place. 

The Sequential Processor responds to four imperative macros: 

1. OPEN, which must be issued before a file can be accessed. 

2. GET, which causes a data record to be read into the problem program work area. 

3. PUT, which causes a data record to be moved from the problem program work area to 
the disc IOCS area. 

4. CLOSE, which indicates that the problem program is finished processing a file. If additional 
processing of a file is required after the file is closed, another OPEN macro must be issued 
for that file. 

The Sequential- Processor handles four types of files: 

1. Input Files. These are single or multivolume files which are read from the disc. Records 
may be bloc ked or unb locked; rna xim urn record size is 160 bytes. 

When the Sequential Processor detects the end-of-file condition, it automatically transfers 
control to the end-of-file routine for that file. The address (label) of the end-of-file routine 
is supplied by the programmer through a declarative macro parameter statement. 

2. Input/Update Files. These are identical to Input files, with the added feature that a 
record just read may be processed and rewritten. The record will be written to the same 

sector, or for blocked files to the same position in the block, from which it was read. 

When an Input/Update file is processed, any number of GET commands may be issued 
without an intervening PUT; however, two PUT's must not be issued without an inter
vening GET. 

3. Output Files. These are files bein g written to the disc. Like Input files, they may be 

single or multivolume; records may be blocked or unblocked, and the maximum record 
size is "160 bytes. 
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Each sector written is automatically read back and compared to the data still resident 
in the 8410 DAS buffer. This verification procedure requires one extra disc revolution 
for each record written. The programmer may, if he wishes, exercise the option of 
writing without check. 

4. Work Files. These provide H scratch area on disc, which may be used as input, output, 
or both during the execution of a problem program. The Work file is a single volume 
unblocked file with a maximum record size of 160 bytes. Like any other file, it must 
be defined and disc storage allocated for it. 

Once a Work file has been opened for processing, the first GET or PUT macro sets the 
direction of the file until a CLOSE instruction is issued. For example, if the first instruction 
following the OPEN was a GET, then the Work file would be set for input and only GET 
requests would be accepted. To change the direction of a Work file, the user must close the 
file, reopen it, and issue either a PUT or GET, as the case may be. Once a Work file is 
set for either input or output, it is treated like any other Input or Output file. 

The Indexed Sequentia I Proces !iOr 

The Indexed Sequential Processor, as its name implies, is used to create and process 
indexed sequential files. These files may be less than one volume or as large as eight 
volumes; records may be blocked or unblocked. When the programmer writes the file, he 
must define a prime area and an overflow area. When the file is loaded, the Indexed 
Sequential Processor stores the records densely in ascending order in the prime area. At 
the same time, it creates an indexing system, consisting of two parts: 

1.. A track index, residing on the Fastband. This index iden tifies the highest record 
contained by each logical track assigned to the prime area. Because of the low access 

time of the Fastband, the track index provides fast reference to any given track of the 
file. 

2. A sector index, which occupies the first positions of each sector. It consists of two 
fields: a sector key field, which contains the record key of the highest record associated 
with that se.ctor, and a 5-byte link field, which provides a reference or chain to the 
overflow area. The chain identifies a logical extension of the sector. 

A t the time of loading, the overflow area of the file is blank and the link fields in each 
sector contain no linking information. When records are added to the file, the overflow 
area is used as follows: Suppo~ie a file contains unblocked Records 4 and 6 in the prime 
area. If Record 5 is added to the· file, Record 6 is moved to the overflow area; Record 5 
is placed in the location vacated by Record 6; and the overflow address of Record 6 is 
put in the link field of Record 5. 

If the file has blocked records, the last record in the se ctor is the one moved to overflow. 
For example, suppose a sector contains Records 4, 6, 8, and 9. If Record 5 were added to 
that file, Record 9 would be moved to overflow, Records 6 and 8 would be moved over one 
record length, and Record 5 would be inserted in the gap left between Records 4 and 6. The 
overflow address of Record 9 would be placed in the link field at the beginning of the prime 
area sector. With this filing technique, additions can be made without recreating the file, 
and entries in the track and sector indexes need only be updated when records are added to 
the end of the file when the prime area is fu 11. 



Files loaded by the Indexed Sequential Processor can be accessed sequentially or directly. 
When a file is accessed sequentially, four imperative macros are used: SETL, GET, PUT, 
and WRITE NEWKE Y. The programmer may define the point at which he wants to start 
processing by using the SETL (set lower limit) macro immediately after the file is opened. 
If the SETL macro is not used, process ing starts with the first record in the file. Note 
that SETL may be issued any n1;lmber of times after the file is opened. All records, including 
linked ones, are accessed in record key sequence. The GET macro transfers a record from 
the file to the user's work area. The PUT macro will rewrite an updated record to its same 
pos ition in the file. The WRITE NEWKEY macro indicates to the Indexed Sequential Process or 
that a file is being created or that a record is to be added to the file. Upon receipt of this 
command, the Indexed Sequential Processor alters the Index to include the new record and 
writes the record in the file. 

When a file is accessed directly, two imperative macros are used: READ and WRITE. First, 
the programmer must specify that the file is to be accessed directly rather than sequentially. 
Then the READ macro us ing the record key will transfer a specified record from the disc to 
the user's work area, where the data in the record (but not the record key itself) may be up
dated. The WRITE macro transfers the record in the work area back to its original position 
in the file. 

The Random Processor 

The Random Processor is used to process files having the relative address form of random 
organization. Files as large as eight volumes (or a total of 79,568 records) can be accessed. 
Records are unblocked and maximum record size is 160 bytes. c, 

Random processing is most often used to avoid the time-consuming process of stepping 
through a sequential file or of reading an index before accessing a record. However, becRuse 
these somewhat mechanical steps are bypassed, the Random Processor requires more 
information from the worker pl'~gram than do the Sequential or Indexed Sequential Processors. 
The Random Processor considers the string of records making up the file to be in logical 
sequence, with the first record being Record 0, the second, Record 1, and so forth. When a 
record is to be accessed, its file position relative to 0 must be calculated by the problem 
program and presented to the Random Processor with a GET or PUT macro. Thus, in effect 
the worker program says, "GET the record in file position 138." The Random Processor 
then delivers the 139th record (since the first record is in file position 0) to the worker 
program, without regard for the record's actual key value; the worker program, in turn, need 
not be concerned with the disc unit, track, or sector where the record was stored. 

DIRECT PROCESSING 

Although the Univac IOCS Processors will satisfy the great majority of user requirements, 
it is conceivable that, because of system design or application considerations, other file 
management techniques may become desirable. In that case, the worker program would 
process the file directly; that is, it would issue commands directly to the Disc Dispatcher 
without the aid of IOCS. 
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In direct processing, the physica 1 input! output operations to the disc are performed by the 
8410 Disc Dispatcher, while logical control of the file is the responsibility of the worker 
program. The worker program giv·es the Disc Dispatcher a request packet that includes the 
address (disc unit, track, and sector) of the desired record as well as other pertinent informa
tion. (The contents and format of a Dispatcher request packet are explained in the 8410 
DAS software manuals.) 

In addition to defining and controlling the request packet, the worker program must also 
perform other functions, such as providing error checking and handling routines, checking 
and maintaining file labels if used, and blocking and deblocking records if multiple records 
are to be stored in a sector. 



2. SCHEDULING 

INTRODUCTION 

Careful scheduling is essential to the successful installation of any data processing 
system. A good schedule serves a dual purpose: It helps to organize the installation 
activities as efficiently as possible, and it provides a means of evaluating and controlling 
the progress of each activity as the installation proceeds. 

Development of the installation schedule involves: 

1. Classifying and defining the work to be done. 

2. Determining the sequence in which the tasks are to be performed. 

3. Evaluating the experience of personne I who wi II be doing the work. 

4. Estimating the time required to complete the work. 

The approach to scheduling suggested in the following pages utilizes a number of Univac
developed scheduling and control forms. Proper use of these forms, explained in detail in 
this section, will greatly facilitate the scheduling work. 

ESTABLISHING THE DELIVERY DATE 

Ideally, the delivery date is determined by establishing the work to be done and then 
estimating the time required to complete it. In practice, however, other factors influence 
this decision. For example, delivery may be wanted during a low activity period, or in 
time to handle a peak activity period of a major seasonal application. There might be 
also an urgent need to automate a particular application or planning and preparation 
might be telescoped to take advantage of an early equipment availability date. All 
these factors have a bearing on the establishmen t of the equipment delivery date. 

Once the delivery date has been set, the workload necessary to meet it should be esti
mated as soon as possible and a tentative schedule prepared. If the schedule shows that 
the delivery date can be met, the schedule becomes firm and the work can proceed. If it 
does not appear that the delivery date will be met, the follow ing alternatives can be 
cons idered: 

1. Additiona I personnel can be acquired. 

2. The number of applications, or their scope, can be reduced. 

3. The delivery date can be rescheduled. 
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C LASSIFICAT ION OF AP PLICJ~ T IONS 

The selection and classification of applications to be handled by the UNIVAC 9200/9300 
Disc System is a primary consideration in planning for systems installation. Above all else, 
scheduling must reflect the organization's ability to prepare the selected applications by 
the time the equipment is installed. The number and scope of applications and the appli
cation implementation dates must be reasonable in terms of the equipment delivery deadline. 

Applications to be handled by the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System fall into three categories: 

• Category 1 
Present punched card applications which w ill remain essen tially punched card appli
cations in the new system . 

• Category 2 
Applications which will be converted from punched card to direct access, possibly 
with some broadening of scope . 

• Category 3 
Present nonautomated applications to be converted to the computer system. 

Category 1 A pp I icati ons 

Applications in this category are usually minor or intermediate in scope. Depending on 
the condition of the present systems documentation, they can involve little or no systems 
investigation and design effort, and should be relatively easy to handle with the straight 
conversion method. Such applications provide an excellent means of acquiring experience 
with the Report Program Generator. Each designer-programmer should be assigned at 
least one of these applications as soon as possible after completing a programming 
course. These applications will also be used to cover slack time between efforts on inter
mediate and major applications. The greater the number of applications that can be 
assigned to this category, the more the total installation effort will be reduced. Following 
installation, these applications may be reevaluated and perhaps increased in scope to 
take full advantage of the processing capabilities of the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. 

Category 2 Applications 

Applications in this category ar'e usually the ones which provide the basis for acquiring 
the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. Handling them will usually have constituted the 
greater part of the present data processing system workload. Knowledge about, and 
documentation pertaining to, these applica tions can make them the ideal instrument for 
bridging the gap between punched card and direct access methods. In converting these 
applications to direct access, they can us ua lly be broadened to include additional 
organization requirements. To the extent that they are expanded, some degree of systems 
design effort will be required. Category 2 applications, which will usually require the 
major portion of the installation effort and which must be operational before any of the 
present equipment can be removed, should be scheduled for implementation as early as 
possible. 



Category 3 Applications 

Before being assigned to this category, applications should be studied thoroughly to 
determine the practicability of, and need for, direct access processing. Automation of 
applications in Category 3 requires greater experience and a larger amount of systems 
design effort. A significant characteristic of applications belonging to this category is 
the number of changes which occur as the personnel involved become increasingly famil
iar with the potential of disc processing with the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. 
Objectives prescribing the intent of the original implementation should be developed for 
al1 Category 3 applications to ensure adherence to the original schedule and to reduce 
the number of changes required. Knowled ge of the applica tion ga ined during the initial 
implementation phase should be documented so that changes and improvements can be 
made soon after delivery of the new system. 

For planning and scheduling purposes, the time estimates for systems investigation 
and application design obtained from the estimating charts for Category 3 applications 
should be doubled. It is recommended that Category 3 applications not be scheduled 
until all Category 2 applications have been developed to the point where their completion 
by the equipment delivery date is assured. 

DEFINING THE APPLICATION 

In order to estimate the amount of systems investigation and systems design time which 
will be required by individual applications, it is necessary to define the scope and com
plexity of each application. On the basis of this determination, applications are rated as 
minor, intermediate, or major. These terms are relative rather than absolute, however, 
and it is necessary to establish definitions for them which are relevant to the particu
lar installation. 

Minor applications require less s ys tems desi gn time than in termed ia te applications; these, 
in turn, require less than major applica tions. Category 1 applications, since they require 
little systems investigation and design and provide little opportunity for the use of ad
vanced direct access techniques, are usually minor. Although Category 2 applications 
may require little systems investigation outside of the data processing department, they 
do require additional systems design time to enable files and procedures to take advantage 
of disc processing. Category 3 applications require extensive efforts in both systems 
investigation and systems design. 

In order to classify an application as minor, intermediate, or major, it is necessary to 
specify exactly what the application is to include. 

To illustrate, let's assume that a manufacturing organization has the following require
ments: order entry, billing or invoicing, inventory, sa les analys is, accounts receivable, 
inventory control, production scheduling, payroll, manpower scheduling, cost accounting 
and control, purchas'ing, accounts payable, and fiscal accounting. For the UNIVAC 9200/9300 
Disc System, a single application could include anyone, or many combinations, of these 
tasks. The "mix" would depend on the amount of system capability required. 

Several typical applications are described below. 
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Typical Minor Application: Sales Analysis 

Input for processing this application is provided by punched cards which contain the 
information for each line of customer in voice as we 11 as cus tomer, sales man, and sa les 
territory code numbers. The s ys tern is to produce a current mon th and year-to-da te report 
of sales dollars, by customer, fer each salesman within each territory, and a current 
month and year-to-date report by product code number. 

Year-to-date figures are now kept in punched card summary files. If this is to be a 
Category 1 application (thus remaining essentially a punched card operation) summary 
files would be maintained on discs to reduce the time required to produce the updated 
summary record. There would be no other change to the application. 

Typical Minor Application: Accounts Payable 

After vendor invoices are approved, cards are punched with the vendor number, ledger 
account number, date due, discount date, and amount. Cards are listed in payment date 
sequence. When it has been determined what vendors are to be paid in a given cycle, 
their cards, together with a vendor name and address file, are used to prepare the checks 
and, subsequently, account distribution for ledger entries. 

In the new system the vendor name and address file might be maintained on discs. Other 
than that, the applica tion would remain the same. 

Typical Intermediate Application: Payroll 

There are no complicated procedures required to arrive at gross pay for this 1,000-man 
payroll. Daily input is provided by punched cards which contain: man number, job 
number, pay rate, straight time, premium time, and shop code. Cards are extended daily 
to produce straight, premium, shift, and gross earnings. Weekly input is provided by 
punched cards containing man number and attendance hours. The job number is used to 
prepare weekly labor distribution reports. Payroll checks and allied production registers 
are produced weekly. There are also a few monthly reports, the quarterly state and 
federal tax reports, and annual v/-2's. This application could become a Category 2 appli·· 

cation for two reasons: the need to use direct access methods for processing, and a desire 
to broaden the scope of the application to produce additional output parts. Satisfying these 
requirements necessitates greater systems design effort than was needed for the Category 
1 applications described above. 

Intermediate Category 2 Applications 

Careful attention should be given to the extent that intermediate Category 2 applications 
are increased in scope. The production of additional reports from information already 
available is usually easy to accomplis h with the additional speed and capacity of the 
UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. If additional input data is required to produce new reports, 
however, the application could eas ily become major. New types of input data require 
systems design investigation to determine outside preparation and control procedures. 
New input formats must be devised. Design changes to master files are necessary and 
completely new files are required. Systems des ign reflecting the flow of data from run to 
run will be affected and additional runs will have to be designed or new functions added 
to existing runs. For these reasons, intermediate applications currently being processed 
utiliz ing punc hed cards require the most careful consideration. Plac ing s uc h applications 
in Category 1 greatly lessens the difficulty of meeting the original schedule, particularly 
if there are also major applications to be considered. 



ESTABLISHING APPLICATION IMPLEMENTA TIONPRIORITIES 

To establish implementation priorities, applications are divided into two groups: 

• Group 1 - consists of those applications which must be completed by equipment 
delivery date . 

• Group 2 - consists of applications which are to be implemented after delivery date. 
Applications in this group should not be scheduled for implementation until the timely 
conversion of Group 1 applications is assured. 

Group 1 is made up of those Category 1 and 2 applications which are currently being 
processed on equipment that will be replaced by the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. 
There may also be justifica tion for including a Category 3 application in Group 1. Applica
tions assigned to Grou·p 1 must, of course, be given the highest application priority. 

Priority within Group 1 is normally assigned on the basis of category. Category 2 
applications will usually be given a higher priority than Category 3 applications. Category 
1 applications are handled as personnel availability permits until, as the equipment 
delivery date approaches, they assume a priority which places them above Category 3. 

The sequence in which applications within each category are to be implemented must also 
be determined. The se lection of Ca tegory 1 applica tions for use as additiona I training 
vehicles should be based on the simplicity of each applica tion and the programmer's 
familiarity with it. The scheduling of Category 2 applications would be based on the 
availability of individuals who have the most knowledge of, and experience with, the 
applications. A second factor is the occurrence of peak periods. During peaks resulting 
from seasonal activity, personnel outside of the data processing department may be too 
busy to work with the systems designer. If the peak period is in the data processing 
department, present system processing requirements may make heavy drains on the time 
available. 

RATING PRESENT SYSTEM APPLICATION DOCUMENTATION 

In addition to rating the application itself, it is also necessary to estimate the condition 
of the present system documentation. If such documentation is reasonably complete and 
up to date, it should be rated as "good." If it is not, it should be rated "poor." If it is 
somewhere in between, or if its status is mixed, it is rated as "fair." For Category 3 
applications that are not presently mechanized, there is of course no documentation. The 
documentation rating is thus" poor." 

EVALUATING PERSONNEL EXPERIENCE 

In addition to classifying and rating individual applications and determining the quality 
of existing documentation, it is necessary to determine the experience of personnel who 
will be performing the tasks. Based on the extent of their systems investigation and 
systems design experience, individuals should be rated as inexperienced, average exper
ience, or experienced. The first rating, of course, reflects no experience at all. Individuals 
who have previously investigated and designed at least severa I applica tions for direct 
access processing can be rated as experienced. Those whose experience falls in between 
the two extremes are rated as having avera ge experience. The Systems Des ign Estima ting 
Chart (Figure 1-5) and Programming Estimating Chart (Figure 1-7) provide a graduated 
scale within each classification as a further experience rating aid. 
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Individuals performing the systems design and programming work for a program must also 
be given an experience rating. Factors considered here should include experience with 
direct access programming and experience with the programming languages - RPG, 
Assembler, and COBOL - used by the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. Initial assignment 
to simple programs of minor applications will provide inexperienced individuals with the 
opportunity to gain experience in these languages. 

EVALUATING THE PROGRAMMING EFFORT 

In order to schedule the desi gn and production of programs, it is necessary to determine 
the number and complexity of programs required by each application. This determination 
is made after the application has been designed and an application flowchart prepared. 

The documentation and flowcharts for each application provide the information necessary 
to arrive at this evaluation. In order to determine the systems design time and programming 
time required for each program, programs must be rated as simple, average, or complex. 
As an indication of the meanings of these terms refer to the examples previously given of 
minor and intermediate applications. In the typical Minor Application No.1 (Sales Analy
sis) the program which produced the month and year-to-date reports and new year-to-date 
files would be clas sified as "s :~mple." The program required for Minor Application No.2 

(Accounts Payable) would also be classified as "simple." In the Intermediate Applica
tion (Payroll), the program which produced daily gross earnings would be classified a 
little below average, and the program which calculated from gross to net, updated the 
year-to-date, and produced the payroll check and register data would be classified as a 
little above average. 

An example of a complex problem would be an invoicing program meeting the following 
requiremen ts: quantities coded by unit of measure, but priced on a unit basis (for 
example, 2V2 dozen at $1.375 each); item discount by product class and customer;, taxable 
and nontaxable items; weight pE·r unit used to calculate shipping charges; sales statis
tics by product class; back order statistics; and accounts receivable data. 

THE USE OF UNIVAC SCHEDULING FORMS 

Among the many advantages of the Univac method of installation planning is the avail
ability of a number of carefully designed forms and charts which facilitate, and increase 
the accuracy of, the scheduling effort. The following paragraphs summarize the function 
of each of these forms. The remainder of Section 2 explains ho~ the forms are prepared. 

The heading information at the top of each form and chart is self-explanatory. Blocks 
are provided at the top of each scheduling form in which to enter the names of the 
months (starting with the month in which the first scheduled event occurs) during which 
the installation will be accomplished. (Blocks are divided so that semimonthly progress 
can be recorded.) Event entries are made in the column identified by the month in which 
the event is scheduled. Date er.tries should be circled when the event has been com
pleted. Both estimated (Est.) and actual (Act.) times may be entered. 

Since it is frequently more convenient to change an entry on an existing form than to 
start a new form, entries should be made so that they may be erased and rewritten. All 
changes should be explained in an appropriate entry in the related supplementary file 
(described be low). 



Master Schedu Ie I 

Master Schedule I (Figure 2-1) is a checklist and summary of all major activities which 
take place during the installation effort. It provides a means of recording all the informa
tion needed to plan, schedule, and review installation activities. It summarizes the detail 
plans and schedules from the other forms, giving an overall picture of installa tion plans 
and progress. 

Master Schedule II 

Master Schedule II (Figure 2-2), which may contain any number of pages, lists indivi
dually all the applications to be converted for processing by the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc 
System. Entries are made for the major phases in the preparation of each application. 

The Work Assignment Chart 

Extreme ly important to the planning, sc hed uling, and control effort is proper utilization 
of the people who are to perform the work. To help achieve this, a Work Ass~gnment 
Chart (Figure 2-3) is prepared for each individual who will participate in the installation 
effort. This chart is a combination schedule and control form. Space is provided to list 
all the individual's activities - those which are directly involved with the installation 
effort as well as those which are not. Some individuals may be involved with the con
tinued performance of the prese nt s ys te m during the insta llation period. These activities 
and others, such as vacation and training, are entered first on the Work Assignment 
Chart. The date and duration of these activities should be easily determined. 

The Application Schedule 

An Application Schedule (Figure 2-4) is prepared for each of the applications entered on 
the Master Schedule. The first several items preprinted on the Application Schedule are 
those activities which have todo with the application as a whole. Following these items, 
space has been provided to enter the names of the programs to be designed and written 
for this applica tion. The vertical columns provided for recordin g the es tima ted and actual 
progress can be aligned with the columns on Master Schedule II for easy transcription. 

The Systems Design and Programming Estimating Charts 

Because the length of time required for both systems design and programming is subject 
to considerable variation, these phases of the installation effort must be the object of 
particularly careful scheduling and control. The Systems Design Estimating Chart 
(Figure 2-5) and the Programming Estimating Chart (Figure 2-7) facilitate this job 
by taking into consideration the principal factors influencing these estimates: (1) the 
difficulty of individual tasks, and (2) the experience of individuals assigned to them. 

By permitting a value to be assigned to each of these factors for each task, the charts 
help you arrive at initial estimates for the time required. These estimates are posted 
to the Work Assignment Chart for the individual involved and to the appropriate Program 
Chart for the a-ctivity. This ensures control of the work being done and allows the 
accuracy of the values assigned to these factors to be determined. In this way the accuracy 
of such estimates can be improved early in the installation period, resulting in a more 
reliable overall schedule. 
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The Program Chart 

A Program Chart (Figure 2-6) is also prepared for each of the applications to be imple
mented. The Program Chart is both a schedule and a control sheet for the preparation 
of each program. Space is provided on the form to enter the name of the program and the 
name of the individual(s) assigned to the task. Each of the programs entered on the 
Application Schedule will be entered on the Program Chart for the application. 

MAINTAINING SUPPLEMENTARY FILES 

To explain and supplement the :V1aster Schedule, written records pertaining to all 
scheduling and control activities should be kept. It is suggested that initially these 
records be filed and indexed in accordance with the major headings of the Master 
Schedule. As the installation proceeds, additional files reflecting the major headings 
on the Application Sched ule should be crea ted and mainta ined. A file should also be 
maintained to supplement each :individual's Work Assignment Chart. 

A void verbal communications wherever possible. Written communications reduce mis
understandings between individuals involved in the installation. Copies of such com
munications should be appropri:::.tely filed. It is important, too, that the reasoning behind 
the direction taken at all critic:::.! points in the planning and scheduling efforts be 
documented. 

PRE PARING MASTER SCHEDULE I 

Master Schedule I (F igure 2-1) is prepared in accordance with the follow ing directions. 
Freestanding, non indented headings reflect major headings at the left of the schedule. 
"Dependent Items" identify other entries which are es ta blished with the help of the entry 
under which the dependent item occurs. An asterisk indicates that the entry is found on 
Master Schedule I. If the entry is on another form, the name of the form is added. 

Delivery and Checkout 

Enter in the appropriate month column the date on which delivery and checkout are sche
duled. This is the week that control of the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System will be assumed 
by the user organization. 

Dependent Items: 

(a) Present Equipment* 

(b) Site Preparation* 

(c) Training (Operator)* 

(d) Order (Tapes, Discs, and Supplies)* 

(e) Parallel Run and Operational (Applica tion Sched ule) 



MASTER SCHEDULE 

INSTALLATION _________ _ PREPARED BY ________ _ DATE _ PAGE_ OF __ 

ENTER MONTHS 
(From starting 

month on) 

~-------~---+----+_---~------r----r----------~---- ------ -

UPDATE SEMI-MONTHLY 2 1 1 2 

DELIVERY & EST 1-----+---+----+---+---+----+----+--- --- ----- ----- ----J--
CHECK OUT ACT __ ----------J----

PRESENT EQUIPMENT 
CANCELLATION EST 

ACT 

REMOVAL EST 

ACT 

SITE PREPARATIONS 

ESTABLISH EST 

REQUIREMENTS ACT 

REVIEW EST 

ACT 

PREPARATION EST 

ACT 

TRAINING 
INSTALLATION EST 

GUIDE ACT 

PROGRAMMING EST 

ACT 

OPERATOR EST 

ACT 

ORDER 

FORMS EST 

ACT 

TAPES/DISC EST 

ACT 

SUPPLIES EST 

ACT 

TEST CENTER 
AVAILABLE EST 

ACT 

ORDER TEST EST 

TAPES/DISC ACT 

TRIPS EST 

ACT 

I----I---~~~-----+---~--~--~----~--~--t----+---

~--+---+---+---+---+---+---~---- ----- ---- --

1-----+----+---+---+---+---+---
1----1------1~-I--- - 1-------- ---- 1---------- ---- --- --

------- -

-- -- -- - -- --f------ -----

1----+----+----+-------
~.-\______If___j------+-----+--+---+----I------- ----1------ -- ---

I----+----+---+--+---+--- -1------ ---1------ --- ---

1------t----+----t----t----- - ------1------
---

--- - --- -- ----------1--- ----- ----

- I------,-------+----f----~------

1----+--+---+----- ----- 1--- --

~--+_--+_--+_--+_----- ------ 1---- ---- 1------ ----- --- ---

~--+_--+_--+__--+__--+_---t__---+-

I----t---I----+----t-----t----Ir-----r-- ---0--------------- --------------- --- --

1----+----1----+---+----- ----- ---- ---- -- ---- ----- ---- -- -
0-----1------ --- -- -------

I---+--+---+---+----+----+----+---~-_t_------- ----,---- 1----

Figure 2 -7. Master Schedule I 

Present Equipment 

- - ----

Cancellation - Enter the date on which the supplier of present equipment must be 
notified of its cancellation. 

Dependent Items: Present Equipment (Removal)* 

Removal - Enter the date on which the present equipment will no longer be needed. (Any 
change of this date should of course be reported to the supplier.) 

Dependent Items: None 

Site Pre pa ration 

Establish Requirements - As soon as the length of time required to prepare the site has 
been determined, enter the date on which site plans will be developed and submitted to 
Univac for review. If more than one week will be required, enter the number ?f weeks in 
parentheses following the date. (Refer to UNIVAC 9200/9300 Systems Installation Plan
ning Specifications, MH-1185, for assistance in determining site requirements.) 
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Dependent Items: Site Preparation (Review and Preparation)* 

Review - Enter the date on which Univac personnel will review site pre
paration plans. 

Dependent Items: Site Preparation (Preparation)* 

Preparation - Draw a line through the period during which the physical preparation of 
the site is to occur. 

Dependent Items: Delivery and Checkout* 

Training 

These entries are made from the Work Assignment Charts as personnel are scheduled fOIr 
training. Draw a line to reflect the duration of the training. If more than one training 
session is required, an equal number of additional lines should be drawn. 

Installation Guide - This should be the earliest scheduled event. 

Dependent Items: None 

Programming - Color codes may be used for RPG or Assembler. 

Dependent Items: All entries on the Application Sched ule 

Operator - This training may occur on a Test Center visit or after equipment delivery, 
or both. 

Dependent Items: None 

Order 

Enter the month, day, and year of the last date (based on supplier lead time) on which 
materials can be ordered and still arrive when needed. This is a "last possible" date 
and not the date on which it is planned to enter the order, which should be earlier. 
Except for general supplies, ordering will be scheduled on the basis of information 
entered on the Application Schedule. 

Farms - See preceding paragraph. 

Dependen t Items: Forms and SLpplies (Application Schedule) 

Tapes and Discs - See paragraph under "Order." (Note that a price reduction based on 
quantity may frequently be obta:ined by including all tape and disc requirements in a 
single order.) 

Dependent Items: None 

Supplies - See para graph under" Order." 

Dependent Items: None 



Test Center 

Available - Enter the date when the desired Test Center is available. Information for 
this entry is secured from the Univac Account Representative. 

Dependent Items: 

(a) System Test and File Conversion (Application Schedule) 

(b) Program Test (Program Chart) 

Order Test Tapes - Tape reels for test data and for use as scratch operating tapes are 
needed for Test Center visits. These tapes should be ordered, taking into account 
supplier lead time, so that they arrive prior to the Test Center availability date. 

Dependent Items: Test Center (Trips)* 

Trips - The "Ready To Test" column on Program Charts indicates the poss ible need for 
scheduling a Test Center trip. This information and the dates for which program completion 
are scheduled provide the input for this entry. Note that preparation for pro gram test data 
does not appear as an entry on any of the charts. It is assumed that test data is available 
for the system. If this is not the case, however, a program should not be indicated as 
"Ready To Test" until test data has been prepared. The need for special programs to 
convert test data from present system media and format to those of the new system 
should also be considered. If possible, such special programs should be written in time 
for use during file conversion for the new system. 

Dependent Items: None 

PREPARING MASTER SCHEDULE II 

Master Schedule II (Figure 2-2) presents information pertaining to individual applications 
to be converted for processing by the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. Although the 
sequence in which applications are entered is largely a matter of convenience, there are 
several considerations worth mentioning. 

Entering first the Category 1 applications used to reinforce classroon program training 
allows the relationship of activities occurring early in the planning, scheduling, and in
stalla tion phases to be seen at a glance. Alternate ly, the major Cate gory 2 applications, 
since they represent the major portion of the installation effort, could be entered first. 
Or, if it is desired to establish chronological order down and accross the schedule, appli
cations could be entered in priority sequence. Information posted to these items is obtained 
from the individual Application Schedule. 
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MASTER SCHEDULE II 

INSTALLATION PREPARED BY _________ _ DATE __ PAGE _OF __ _ 

ENTER MONTHS 
(From starting 

___ ~nth on) __ _ 
'--r---'---

UPDATE SEMI-MONTHLY 1 2 

APPL_ NAME 
INVESTIGATION ES T 

AC T 
SYSTEM DESIGN ES T 

AC T 
PROGRAMMING ES T 

AC T 
OPERATIONAL ES T 

AC T 

APPL_ NAME 
INVESTIGATION ES T 

AC T 
SYSTEM DESIGN ES T 

AC T 
PROGRAMMING ES T 

AC T 
OPERATIONAL ES T 

AC T 

APPL. NAME 
INVESTIGATION ES T 

AC T 
SYSTEM DESIGN ES T 

AC T 
PROGRAMMING ES T 

AC T 
OPERATIONAL ES T 

AC T 

APPL. NAME 
INVESTIGATION E ST 

A CT 
SYSTEM DESIGN E ST 

A CT 
PROGRAMMING E ST 

A CT 
OPERATIONAL E ST 

A CT 

APPL. NAME 
INVESTIGATION E ST 

A CT 

SYSTEM DESIGN E ST 
A CT 

PROGRAMMING E ST 
A CT 

OPERATIONAL E ST 
A CT 

r---------1------ __ 0_0-t----
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

--I----

--

.- t----

--

-- I----

----~-

Figure 2-2. Master Schedule 1/ 
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Although there may be several ways to begin scheduling the installation effort, the 
methods described below are recommended for the majority of installations. Regardless 
of how this schedule is derived, howe ver, it must inc lude margin for error or for unfore
seen difficulties. 

A pplica tions, identified by grou p, category, and priority sequence, should already be 
listed on Master Schedule II at this point, as should some of the other events. The 
next step, then, is to relate work to be done to personnel available. 
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Determining Personnel Requirements and Availability 

Prepare a Work Assignment Chart (Figure 2-3) for each individual participating in the 
installation effort. If such determinations can be made at this time, enter a figure repre
senting the percentage of the individual's time which can be devoted to each activity 
under the column headed "Work %." If the ind ividual's availability is apt to vary during 
the course of the installation effort, enter this figure as the individual is scheduled for 

each activity. 

In conjunction with personnel availability, it is also necessary to determine what per
sonnel are required to operate the present system. If certain individuals must be allocated 

to present system duties, enter "Required for Duty" as the first activity on their Work 

Assignment Charts. 
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Sc hedu ling Personne I T ra in ing 

The next step is to schedule personnel training and, depending on the time of year, 
vacations. A schedule of courseB offered by Univac may be obtained from the Un'ivac 
Account Representative. In determining when personnel are to attend such courses, 
consider the advantages of havin g them attend after, rather than before, their vacation. 
It is suggested that the more experienc'ed systems design and programming people be the 
first to attend Univac classes. This arrangement will enable the experienced staff to 
begin the preparation of applications to be programmed by the less experienced people 
after the latter have attended the class. 

To schedule each individual, enter the Activity Name, the Work Days, the Start Date 
and the End Date on his Work Assignment Chart, and draw a solid line through the 
calendar portion. These entrIes should all be on the "Est." (estimated) line. When the 
activity actually begins, enter the date started on the "Act." (actual) portion of the 
Start Date column. If this does not coincide with the estimated Start Date, make a 
vertical mark (equivalent to one day) in the calendar portion of the "Act." line. Deter
mine immediately what effect, if any, this change in start time w ill have on later 
activities scheduled for this ind'ividual. Also note if this change will have an effect on 
any other dependent activities. 

When these entries have been made on each individual's Work Assignment Chart, post 
the composite schedule to Master Schedule I by placing a line in the calendar portion 
of the "Est." line. Also, prepare a memo describing the training plans and file it, to
gether with copies of the enrollment requests transmitted to Univac, in the supplementary 
folder. 

Scheduling Systems Investigation 

Based on the estimated completion dates for training, assign individuals to the systems 
investigation of minor applications which are to be used as training reinforcement. Fill 
in the heading information on the Application Schedule (Figure 2-4) for each applica
tion. The following factors must be known in order to assign systems investigation 
tasks to individuals: 

1. The rating of the applications 

2. The rating of the documentation 

3. Experience rating of the individual 
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Using these factors and the Systems Design Estimating Chart (Figure 2-5), determine 
the estimated systems investigation time as follows: 

Place a ruler at the lower left-hand corner of the Systems Design Estimating Chart at an 
angle determined by the application rating. If the rating is the typical minor, intermediate, 
or major, use the line drawn on the chart. Locate the experience rating of the individual 
on the scale at the left side of the chart and follow this rating horizontally until it inter
sects the application rating. Proceed vertically from this intersection to the top of the 
chart and select the number of days from the proper horizontal scale which reflects the 
documentation rating of the application. Enter this number in the "Est." portion of the 
Chart Days column on the Work Assignment Chart for the individual. Using the "Work %" 
factor, determine and enter the Work Days estimated for the task. Keep in mind that a 
Work % of 50 means that the Work Days are twice the Chart Days; a Work % of 66 2/3 
means half again longer than Chart Days. 

Estimate the start date and end date, and draw a solid line in the calendar portion of the 
Work Assignment Chart. Examine the calendar portion of the chart above and below the 
line to make sure the individual is not scheduled for any other activity during this period. 
Indicate the fact that the event t.as been assigned and scheduled by drawing a solid line 
in the calendar portion of the Application Schedule opposite "Investigation." 
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Scheduling Systems Design 

Follow this same basic procedure to estimate the systems design time for each application. 
This time, however, proceed from the intersection of the experience rating and the applica
tion rating downward to the horizontal scale of days for A.pplication. (This is the upper 
part of the two lower scales. The lower part is used to estimate systems design for a 
single program.) Post the Chart Days, Work Days, etc., to the Work Assignment Chart 
and then to the Application Schedule. Information from the Application Schedule should 
now be posted to Master Schedule II. 

As the work proceeds, each individual should report the actual time he spends on the 
activity. Reporting frequency normally depends on the length of the activity and its re
lationship to other items on the schedule. Weekly reporting should be sufficient for a 
task estimated to- require two or three weeks. If a task is es timated at less than two 
weeks, it may be sufficient to make verbal progress checks and have the actual time 
reported only on completion. Or, the individual may be required to report when half of the 
estimated time has elapsed. Reports reflecting actual time and percentages of completion 
are posted to the individual's Work Assignment Chart. Add the reported time to the Ac
cumulated Work Days and post the new sum. By referring to the Est. Start Date, Act. 
Start Date, Est. End Date, Accum. Work Days, and % Comp., progress on the activity 
itself and the effect of this progress on the entire installation schedule can be determined. 

If it is determined that, the actual time will exceed, or be less than, the estimated time, 
and that the Est. End Date will not be met, use the following procedure: 

Using the actual time and percentage of completion figures, estimate the remaining time 
required to complete the activity. Add this estimate to the Accum. Work Days to arrive 
at a new total time estimate for the activity. Subtract the original Est. Work Days from 
the new total time and enter the difference (plus or minus) in the Work Days column on 
the "Act." line. (Do not change the original Est. Work Days. That figure is necessary to 
eva luate the ratings of the ind iv idual and of the activity.) Replace the original Est. End 
Date with a newly calculated Est. End Date. Make appropriate adjustments to the other 
schedules in which this activity appears, then determine the effect of the change in com
pletion date of this activity on the overall schedule. 

When each application's systems design work and flowchart have been completed, enter 
the program names and ratings on the Application Schedule. Prepare a Program Chart 
(Figure 2-6) for each application and enter the names and ratings of the programs. 

In some cases it may be difficult to decide whether or not a sort program should be 
scheduled as a task. If the sorting requires very little or no "own coding," list it on 
the Application Schedule but not on the Program Chart. Include it as part of the assign
ment of the program that follows. If the "own coding" requirements of the sort program 
are more than minimal, list it on the Program Chart also, and rate it as simple, average,or 
complex. The programming language to be used for each program is also entered on the 
Program Chart. 
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Figure 2 -6. Program Chart 

Programs should be entered on the Application Schedule and on the Program Chart in the 
execution sequence shown on the Application Flowchart. It may also be determined at 

Test 
Time 

this point that semiannual programs can be scheduled for programming after the UNIVAC 
9200/9300 Disc System is operational. This will remove some of the work load in the 

preinstallation period. Before making this decision, however, be sure that there is 
sufficient time to complete it after installation and before the due date of these programs .. 
Make certain also that the application systems design includes all of the data requirements 

for the se reports. 

The main reason for listing progra.ms in application flowchart sequence is to determine 
as soon as possible whether or not an oversight was made during the application systems 
design. Programs should be scheduled for systems design and progran:tming in the se
quence listed. If two or more people are going to perform the programming, they should 
be assigned alternating programs, enabling both to acquire good overall knowledge of 

the application. 

Run 
Docum. 



Scheduling Program Logical Design and Programming 

Application programming can be scheduled as soon as each application's Program Chart 
has been prepared. Required to complete this scheduling step are: 

1. The Program Chart 

2. The Systems Design Estimating Chart 

3. The Programming Estimating Chart 

4. A Work Assignment Chart for each individual involved 

The development of applications from systems investigation through programming follows 
a logical process. It is often desirable, therefore, to assign all phases of the work to the 
same persons. On the other hand, as an individual gains experience in one area, it may be 
preferable to take advantage of his increased experience in that area. The workload of the 
personnel involved and the amount of time available are the determining factors in assigning 
the programming work. If the programming is not done by the same person who performed 
the systems investigation and systems design, the documentation must be particularly 
clear or additional time will be required for clarification. It is recommended that the 
same person perform the logical design and the writing of a program. 

Once the work has been assigned, the logical design for the program can be scheduled. 
On the individual's Work Assignment Chart enter the program name, followed by the ab
breviation "Log. Des." Before the chart can be completed further, an estimate of the time 
required is needed. Using the Systems Design Estimating Chart, mark the complexity 
rating of the program (taken from the Program Chart) and the experience rating of the 
individual (taken from his Work Assignment Chart), then find the intersection of the two 
ratings. Move down on the chart to the lower scale of days, labelled "Program," to find 
the number of Chart Days. On the Work Assignment Chart, enter this number in the Chart 
Days column; then divide the Chart Days by the Work % to get the number of Work Days. 
From the system designer's workload, estimate the starting date and enter it on the Work 
Assignment Chart under "Est. Start Date." Compute and enter an Est. End Date and draw 
a line between the two in the calendar portion of the Work Assignment Chart. 

On the Program Chart enter the system designer's name in the upper half of the" Assigned 
To" column. From the information on the Work Assignment Chart, enter the Start Date, 
Est. Days (equivalent to the work days on the Work Ass ignment Chart), and Est. End Date, 
in the columns under "Systems Design." The "Last Start Date" column is to be used only 
if completion of a program by a certain time is essential to the success of a major activity 
or of the installation effort as a whole. For example, the system test of a series of daily 
runs for an application may be planned for a previously scheduled trip to the Test Center. 
By working backwards from the last program in the series and including a cushion factor, 
the designer can determine the latest'date on which each program in the series must be 
started in order to be ready at the desired time. The "Last Start Date" column serves to 
alert the system designer if he is not on schedule. 
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Programming is scheduled similarly; using the Programming Estimating Chart (Figure 
2--7). From the intersection of the program rating and the experience ratin g, move down on 
the chart to the appropriate scale of the programm in g language to be used to find the 
number of days required for programming. Complete the Work Assignment Chart and the 
Program Chart in the same way as described for program logical design scheduling. Use 
the columns under the heading "Programming" on the Program Chart. Enter the program
mer's name in the lower half ot the" Assigned To" column of the Program Chart if he was 
not the same individual who did the logical design. Enter the actual completion date for 
each of the activities noted. 
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Figure 2--7. Programming Estimating Chart 

The programming time entered on the Programming Estimating Chart does not include time 
required for keypunching of the program. If the punching of programs cannot be given a 
high priority, keypunch turnaround time must be added to the estimated number of Work 
Days (not Chart Days). 

A program is not considered to bE' complete until it is ready for testing. If test data is 
not available from the present system, the time required for its preparation should be a 
separa te ass ignmen t on a Work Ass ignmen t Chart. 

If a Test Center trip is scheduled, the "Ready To Test" column (Est.) can be used to 
determine whether a program shou.ld be tested at that time. The" Last Start Date" 
mentioned above should be determined for programs tha t are to be included on the trip. 
On the other hand, the estimated and actual "Ready To Test" dates can help to deter
mine when a Test Center trip can be scheduled. When a program is to be tested on a 
trip which is already planned, enter the date of the trip in the "Est." part of the "Test 
Time" column. When a program has been satisfactorily tested, enter the date in the 
"Act." part of the "Test Time" column. Next, assign and schedule "Run Documentation" 
on the Work Assignment Chart and enter the estimated completion date on the Program 
Chart. 

R.P.G 
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The actual time taken to perform the logical design for a program should be reported on 
the same basis as described for systems investigation and systems design, using the 
"% Comp." column on the Work Assignment Chart for control. For long programs, the 
percentage of completion and the completion dates for the interior programming event 
columns should be entered on the Program Chart. Short-term programs can be handled on 
the percentage of completion basis without regard to the interior events. After an activity 
has been assigned and scheduled on the Work Assignment Chart and the Program Chart, 
the activity is posted to the calendar portion of the Application Schedule. Periodically 
the entries on the Application Schedule are posted to Master Schedule II. Progress on 
the overall application as well as on the total installation effort can thus be seen. 

Scheduling Other Application Activities 

The other activities listed on the Application Schedule are: Forms and Supplies, Systems 
Test, File Conversion, Parallel Run, and Operational. 

The Forms and Supplies date depends on when the input/output requirements of the 
application are firm. The ordering of nonstandard forms and supplies should not present 
a scheduling problem unless the completion date of the programming is near the installa
tion date. If this is the case, the program s that use the forms should be assigned as the 
first efforts on the application. 

The systems test of an application is performed at a Test Center and consists of fitting 
together the individually prepar.ed programs to determine whether they will operate 
consecutively, performing the processing required of the total system. The time required 
for preparation of test data, if this is necessary, must be considered when scheduling a 
Test Center trip. In the calendar portion of the Application Schedule, draw a line to 
coincide with the line on Master Schedule I that indicates the scheduled Test Center 
trip. If the time required for test data preparation is significant, draw a line in the cal
endar portion of the Systems Test entry on the Application Schedule to indicate this 
activity. 

File conversion is the preparation of the magnetic tape or disc files to be used in the new 
system. The systems design will provide the information necessary to determine file con
vers ion requirements. 

The programs needed for file con version, their complexity rating, and the programming 
language to be used should all be listed on the Application Schedule and on the Pro-
gram Chart in the same manner as the processing programs. File conversion programs 
can be tested by being used to prepare test files for program and systems tests. File 
conversion is normally performed after control of the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System 
has been assumed by the user organization. The time required depends on the volume of 
data and the ease of conversion. This time must be considered when scheduling a parallel 
run. 

The parallel run technique is used to validate operation of the new system by process-
ing the same "live" data on the old system. The period of parallel operation varies with 
each application and each installation. If a parallel run is planned, its estimated date 
and duration should be entered on the A pplication Schedule. From this information, the 
date on which the new system will be operational can be estimated. The "Est. Opera
tional" date should then be entered on the Application Schedule and on Master Schedule II. 
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3. SYSTEMS DESIGN 

INTRODUCTION 

Systems design is the first major milestone in preparing for the new data processing system. 
The objectives of systems design, and suggested means of meeting these objectives, are 
discussed in this section. 

Prerequisite to successful systems design is knowledge in two specific areas: the basic 
concepts of direct access operation, and the hardware and software characteristics of the 
UNIVAC 9200/9300 System. The following Univac reference manuals provide valuable 
background in these areas: 

- UNIVAC 9200 System Description (UP-4086) 

- UNIVAC 9300 System Descripti!Jn (UP-4119) 

- UNIVAC 8410 Direct Access Subsystem General Description (UP-7567 Rev. 1) 

- UNIVAC 8410 Disc File Component Description (UP-7594) 

- UNIVAC 9200/9300 Systems Card Assembler Programmers Reference (UP-4092 Rev.2) 

- UNIVAC 9200/9300 Systems Card Report Program Generator Reference (UP-4106) 

- UNIVAC 9200/9300 Tape and Disc Report Program Generator Programmers Reference 
(UP-7620) 

- UNIVAC 9200/9300 Central Processor and Peripherals Programmers Reference (UP-7546) 



INVESTIGATING THE PRESENT SYSTEM 

General 

Essential to the successful design of a new system is a thorough understanding of the 
present system. Existing procedures and operations must be analyzed and all available 
documentation collected. If the present system is inadequately documented, sufficient new 
documentation must be created to completely define all aspects of the system. 

Defining The Present System's Objectives 

Before the requirements of an application to be implemented on the new system can be es
tablished, the general objectives met by that application in the present system must be 
determined. 

Theoretically, the only information needed by the system designer to define system ob
jectives is that relating to output and timing. In practice, however, the system designer 
must also consider such factors as input (what is available?), present equipment (what 
are its advantages and limitations?), system exceptions, and company policy. Definition 
of system objectives is thus based on a thorough understanding of all facets of the system. 

Since there is usually no single individual completely familiar with all aspects of the 
application, the information needed to define system objectives is gathered in several 
ways: 

1. By studying all available documentation and interviewing report users. 

2. By observing activities, both clerical and mechanical, that lead to the origination of 
printed documen ts and the maintenance of files .. 

3. By creating new documentation where none is available. 

Flowcharting The P resent System 

An extremely important source of information is the system flowchart, in that it depicts 
the whole of an application, bringing together and showing graphically all of its operations 
and their relationships. 

If existing documentation includes flowcharts that are complete and understandable, further 
flowcharting may not be required. Thorough understanding of the present system, however, 
frequently requires the preparation of multiple levels of flowcharts for each application. 
Flowcharts may range from system flowcharts which show the general flow of information 
through the system without reflecting run details, to flowcharts showing all the details of 
a sing Ie data processing function. 

Two types of flowcharts are particularly important in documenting the present system: 

1. The system flowchart - (illustrated in Figure 3-1) shows on one document all the 
operations, manual and mechanical, that are performed within an application. 

2. The application (run) flowchart - shows in detail all the operations performed within 
a single run. 
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Figure 3-7. Typical System Flowchart for a Payroll Application 

Figure 3-2 shows how a Univac-designed application chart is used to expedite the flow
charting of the runs of the payroll application in Figure 3-1. The chart is divided into 
vertical sections, each section con tainin g symbols representing various data processin g 
functions. The symbols used represent (1) an operation or function, (2) an input or output 
document, (3) input or output cards. Each operation symbol, or box, has room to enter the 
operation number, the number of tbe machine on which it is performed, and a brief descrip
tion of the operation. If necessary:. additional input or output symbols may be drawn to the 
left of the operation box. Connecting lines show the relationship and sequence of the data 
processing functions. 
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Figure 3-2. Run Flowchart: Existing Punched Card Application on Standard Form 
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Symbols for input and output documents should contain the report name (or brief description 
of the document) and the average card volume or the number of document lines. 

The connector symbol is a means of representing the junction of two lines of flow or a 
break in a single line of flow. 

A triangle may be used as a symbol for a file or storage point. 

A significant benefit of thorough flowcharting is the opportunity it offell's of identifying in
efficiencies in the present sys tem. Careful analysis of the completed flowcharts, for 
example, may uncover previously unnoted relationships and similarities among data or 
functions. Such information, if available to the system designer, can result in appreciable 
improvements in the design of runs for the new system. 

Specific limitations of present equipment should also be noted during the investigation. 
Knowing these limitations and the special processing procedures they neces~itate increases 

the system designer's awareness of areas in which greater processing efficiency can be 
realized with the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. 

Documenting The Individual Run 

Extra care and time spent in run documentation will be many times repaid by the speed and 
accuracy with which the resulting program can be written. Documentation for each run must 
be detailed and exact. All information pertinent to that run must be included, even though 
some of it (such as report forms, card and tape record layouts) may also pertain to other 
runs. The appearance of information in several places is less bothersome than having to 
search for it if it is documented once only. 

Documentation for each run of an application must include, in addition to the appropriate 
flowcharts: 

1. Input file format 

2. Output file format 

3. Narrative-type documents describing operating procedures, volumes, timings, etc. 

Two chatts provided by Univac facilitate the recording of run documentation for both the 
present and the new system: 

1. A Multiple Card Layout Chart 

2. The Printer Format Chart 

The Multiple Card Layout Chart: To aid in the description and clarification of punched 
cards (such as the one illustrated in Figure 3-3), and to establish a workable reference 
document for systems design and programming personnel, Univac provides a Multiple Card 
Layout Chart (Figure 3-4) on which data for as many as six individual input and output 
cards can be reco:rded. 
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Figure 3-3. Typical Punched Card for a Payroll Application 

Card names, control position, and other pertinen t data are recorded in the spaces provided 
at the left of each field. Two types of multiple card layout charts should be kept: (1) A 
master chart on which all cards used for the application are recorded, but which excludes 
information common to all runs (such as that pertaining to total control columns, input and 
output, etc.); (2) The card layout chart for each individual run, which includes all informa
tion pertinent to that run, including that which is omitted from the master chart. 

Figure 3-4 shows a Master Multiple Card Layout Chart for a payroll application. The 
boundaries of each card field are shown by lines drawn between the proper column numbers. 
If a particular field is common to more than one card, lines are extended downward from 
the first to subsequent cards. Each field of each card should be identified by name. Numeric 
fields (those which are involved in calculations or are numerically sequenced) must also 
show decimal points. A small triangular symbol (known as a "carat") is inserted between 
columns to indicate a decimal point. Any numeric field expressed as a whole number should 
have a carat placed on the vertical line at the right margin of the field. Credit pOSitions 
applying to individual fields must also be shown. 
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Figure 3-4. Master Multipl.e Card Layout Chart for a Payroll Application 

Control positions that identify cards and card names should be entered in the space provided 
for this purpose at the left of the chart (illustrated in Figure 3-SA). 

Total level control fields (thos e card fie Ids that cause automatic total breaks) w ill vary 
from run to run. This information must therefore be entered separately for each run. Total 
level control fields are recorded by extending the vertical separator lines upward into the 
"total level" tier at the top of the chart (illustrated in Figure 3-SB). The class of the 
total (major, minor, intermediate) is then entered in the resulting box. 

Sequence, number, and optional presence information also varies from run to run. It is 
entered in the four boxes at the left of the chart below "Card Name" (as illustrated in 
Figure 3-SC) under the following abbreviated headings: 

1. I/O 

2. SEQ 

3. No. Cds. 

4. OPT 
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Figure 3-SA. Master Multiple Card Layout Chart: Control Pos ition Entry 
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Figure 3-S8. Master Multiple Card Layout Chart: Total Level Control Fields Entries 
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Figure 3-SC. Master Multiple Card Layout Chart: Sequence, Number, and Optional Presence Entries 
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The I/O column indicates whether a given card type provides input or output for a particular 
run. An I or an 0 or both (if output data is punched into the same card used for input) can 
be entered in this column. 

The SEQ column indicates the sequence in which a particular card type is to be processed 
during a run. A "1" identifies the first card to be processed, "2" the second, and so forth. 
An "A" is entered if sequence of card types has no significance. 

The No. Cds. column indicates whether one only or any number of cards of a given type may 
appear in a control group. The entry "1" or "MUL" (for multiple) should be made. 

An "0" entered in the OPT column indicates that the presence of a given card type is 
optional. 

The Printer Format Chart: Printing format information can usually be obtained by examining 
existing printouts, such as the one illustrated in Figure 3-6. This information is then 
entered on the printer format chart supplied by Univac. Figure 3-7 illustrates a printer 
format chart on which informatio:n from the sample printout in Figure 3-6 has been entered. 
This chart is similar to other printer format charts except for the presence of several columns 
at the left of the chart in which information to be used later in the development phase can be 
entered. The application name, run number, and other pertinent data is entered at the top of 
each chart. Variable characters in each field are represented by X's. Sufficient X's should 
be entered to fill out the entire field. Detail lines are represented by at least 2 lines of X's. 

Each total line is represented by a small line of X's. Blank lines indicate multiple line 
spacing. Special symbols such as commas, periods, etc., should be entered where required. 
Page and column headings must be entered in the appropriate spaces, even if they are not 
shown on existing forms. 

Chart notations should include all vertical spacing and skipping requirements, including 
normal overflow to following pages. Forms that require eight-to-the-inch spacing should 
be identified. A summary of form construction information should be provided for each 
chart. 
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EVALUATING THE PRESENT .SYSTEM 

Using the information obtained during the investigation phase, the present system is evalu
ated to determine whether funda:nental improvements can be made either in the data process
ing department itself or in other departments concerned with data processing operations. 

Unless the Data Processing Department has had the benefit of continuing systems and 
procedures activity and organized program maintenance, there are likely to be known im·' 

provements which have not been made simply because other work had higher priority. Other 
weaknesses and potential improvements will be revealed simply because an objective in
vestigation and evaluation is being made from a new perspective. 

Inefficiencies can be located through an intensive study of system documentation, by 
observing day-to-day operations, and by talking with the users of the system's output. Of 
particular interest to the interviewer should be the answers to the following questions: 

1. What report information does the recipient utilize? 

2. What report information is not utilized? 

3. What information is needed but not received? 

Specific weaknesses to look for include: 

1. Incomplete input - through oversight, changed conditions, or previous equipment limita
tions. 

2. Duplication of input - when insufficient control permits the same transaction to be 
entered into the system twice. 

3. Late, incomplete, or inaccurate output. 

4. Redundancy of file and report content. One of the greatest savings in machine utiliza
tion involves proper consolidation and separation of file information (file design and 
its relationship to processing and sorting are discussed later in this section). 

S. Manual consolidation of reports. Extreme inefficiency results when report users are 
forced to extract or consolidate final results from incomplete or improperly constructed 
reports. 

6. Insufficient accuracy control. Additional inefficiency is introduced when operation 
must be halted to locate error sources. There are many techniques available to effec
tively control input and output accuracy, some of which are discussed later in this 
section. 

Most of the system weaknesses i.dentified are usually correctable. Some may not be, 
however, and the system designer must devise means of minimizing their effect. 

When evaluating the present system it is also necessary to consider all company policy 
or legal restrictions influencing its design or operation, since they will also apply to 
the new system. 



DECIDING ON A DESIGN APPROACH 

With the data gathered during system investigation and evaluation, and knowledge of what 
management will require of the new system, the system designer is able to determine the 
best method of systems design. Three approaches are generally recognized: direct change
over, limited redesign, and complete redesign. Each approach has its advantages and 
disadvantages. In determining the one most appropriate to each application, the system 
designer must consider to what extent and in what ways the present system is inadequate, 
what new requirements will be made of the system to be installed, what improvements are 
possible because of new equipment characteristics, what management expects in the way 
of data handling capability, and what time and' cos t limitations management has established. 

The three approaches possible and the criteria by which the selection is made are dis
cussed in the following paragraphs. 

Direct Change-Over 

The principal characteristic of direct change-over is that it utilizes, with a minimum of 
changes, the basic features of the present system. Changes are normally limited to the 
conversion of master files to disc, and consolidation of master files that require multiple 
card records. Inputs and outputs, specific runs, and the calculations performed in them, 
remain largely unchanged. 

Direct change-over is particularly easy to effect with the 9200/9300 Disc System because 
the addressable sector size is 160 bytes, just twice card capacity. With very little re
design, a 10,000 to 20,000 card master file can be transferred to a single disc surface for 
direct access. 

Direct change-over provides the fastest, simplest, and least costly method of obtaining 
higher speed processing, providing that the present application is meeting all of it objectives 
and can be used without design changes. 

Limited Redesign 

Limited redesign is a moderate approach that takes advantage of direct access techniques 
as well as the higher speed of the UNIVAC 9200/9300 System. Principal changes are to 
the internal data processing procedures. Existing files are consolidated, and new files and 
data processing procedures are created. Inputs and outputs retain the same format but may 
have minor changes in content. Reports and other documents may also require modification 
to satisfy added phases. 

By reducing the number of machine runs through an efficient direct access oriented design, 
limited redesign greatly increases the new system's information handling capability with
out altering the basic nature of the input and output documents. 
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Limited redesign is indicated if: 

1. Present systems design was restricted by limited equipment capability, 

2. The present system requires more than minor adjustments in order to meet the new out
put requirements, or 

3. The operation of the present system is notably inefficient. 

Complete Redesign 

The most time-consuming approach to implementing the new system is complete redesign. 
A thorough study of all internal and external aspects of the data processing operation must 
be undertaken to determine the total requirements to be met by the new system. Complete 
redesign, even where indicated, is not always necessary for the entire system, however. 
Individual applications, and even parts of applications, may be converted to the new 
system without a complete redesign effort. The decision as to whether (or how much of) 
the system must be completely redesigned is based on many factors, including volume of 
data involved, run frequency, the amount of system design or programming involved, infor
mational requirements, time and manpower available, and the effectiveness of the present 
system's design. 

Complete system redesign is indicated where operating and reporting procedures must be 
changed to meet new informational requirements. 

NEW SYSTEMS DESIGN 

New systems design begins after the current system has been documented and analyzed. 
The new system must, of course, be created with the general characteristics of the 9200/ 
9300 Disc Sys tem in mind. Usually a time factor also influences systems design to the 
extent that there is some degree of pressure to complete the theoretical phase of design 
and establish a schedule of concrete action. Certain techniques, rules, and conventions 
of systems design are presented in the following paragraphs. 

The first step in new systems design is called hypothesis. It means that a new system is 
created in concept only so that it can be examined, tested, and modified on paper until 
agreement is reached that it is the best that can be developed within existing constraints. 
A flowchart is the vehicle of the hypothesis. 

Development of a general flowchart illustrating graphically the flow of information, by 
application, through the entire system is the first stage of design. Being a master plan, 
the general flowchart does not show all system details. The format of input and output 
documents, for example, is not indicated, nor are record layouts and specific programming 
techniques. In addition to the general flowchart, files, input and output forma ts, working 
papers, etc. must be developed. Controls must also be established. 

Although primary responsibility for application design lies with the system designer, time 
limitations may prevent him from knowing and understanding fully all the exceptions and 
restrictions imposed on the system to 'be. It is vital therefore that he keep in constant 
touch with management and with operating personnel responsible for the applications. A 
small error in the early stages of systems design may well necessitate an eventual major 
redesign effort if it is not corrected. It is essential, too, that management personnel 
involved be completely familiar with the proposed system as it is developed. Frequent 
reviews of the emerging system by both system designer and management are thus highly 
desirable. 



Design Objectives 

There are several basic objectives that systems design must satisfy if it is to produce 
an efficient, trouble-free processing operation. 

Standardization 

Standardization during the early phases of systems design is most important in the areas 
of document formats, machine and clerical procedures, and flowcharting conventions. To 
illustrate the desirability of standardization during the design phase, suppose two divisions 
of a company are performing similar applications independently, but one operation is auto
mated while the other is done manually. Should the opportunity arise to add the manual 
operation to the automated system, the work involved would be significantly less if the 
original design of both operations had utilized the same formats, procedures, and conventions. 

The later phases of installation planning, the development of programs and operatio'nal pro
cedures, also lend themselves to standardization. During programming, for example, disc, 
tape, and card formats can be made compatible, thus permitting the use of standard sub
routines for handling similar processing procedures. Standardization of conventions (labels, 
tape sentine Is, etc.) is essential if the operating procedures themse lves are to be standard
ized. Use of Univac software conventions is strongly recommended. 

A significant benefit of standardization is the ease with which it allows personnel to adapt 
to new procedures. Reduction of the workload during programming, testing, and the opera
tional phases of the installation, is a further benefit. 

Streamlining 

Streamlining means the elimination of functions that are of no further practical use to the 
company's data processing operations. This applies in particular to the generation and 
inclusion of superfluous information. The content of files should be kept to a minimum 
consistent with informational requirements. Keeping the number of system controls to a 
practical minimum is also part of the streamlining function. 

Workload Smoothing 

Workload smoothing - the evening out of the peaks and valleys in the processing cycle -
is vital to the efficient utilization of the system. Although it could increase total processing 
time, spreading the workload helps to prevent the periodic backup of work waiting to be pro
cessed, allowing it to go through the system with fewer delays and without the necessity of 
costly overtime. 
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To avoid overloading during peak work periods, operations can be set up so that part of the 
work is performed ahead of time. Weekly summarizations, for example, will normally reduce 
the month-end workload. If several applications have the same closing period, the work 
volume at this time can become critical. Advancing cut-off dates, or increasing the frequency 
of data entry, will frequently help to lessen the severity of this problem. 

Flexibility 

Systems design should anticipate the need for future changes. Coding schemes should provide 
for expansion; runs should not be scheduled so tightly that an expansion in volume will 
dislocate the system. 

The Importance of Documentation 

It is difficult to overstress the importance of complete and accurate system documentation. 
The system designer must see that such documentation is created as part of the design 
effort. Equally important in ensuring continuing efficiency - since the system is bound to 
change as personnel responsible for it increase their knowledge of the UNIVAC 9200/9300 
Disc Sys tern's capabilities, ahd as the business of which it is a part changes and grows 
is the periodic review and updating of documentation to reflect current conditions. 

Developing Appl i cation F lowcha rts 

The development of flowcharts is an essential part of systems design. Three types of 
flowcharts, ranging from those which present the general overview of the system to those 
which give specific run details, are discussed below. 

The Overall Operational Flowchart 

The operational flowchart is concerned primarily with the creation and flow of input data 
and the distribution of system output. Machine room procedures are largely ignored at this 
stage. 

The effort required to develop the operational flowchart depends upon the nature of the 
application itself and the extent to which the existing application was flowcharted during 
systems investigation. Figure 3--8 illustrates an operational flowchart for a typical weekly 
pay roll application. 
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Figure 3-8. Operation Flowchart of a Payroll Application 
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Task Flowchart 

Once the purpose and general concept of the new application has been established and 
approved, development of a task flowchart showing the general input, output, and run 
requirements can be undertaken. Information is gathered for this flowchart by determining 
which reports are byproducts of other reports, what timing and deadline requirements have been 
established, and what input information is required. 

Output reports should be arranged in a logical sequence reflecting daily, weekly, monthly, 
etc., requirements. Figure 3-9 shows a task flowchart developed for a typical payroll 
application. 
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Figure 3-9. Task Flowchart for a Payroll Application 
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Run Flowcharts 

At this point the individual runs involved in each task can be considered. Internal reports 
developed for control purposes may also be established. The starting point in run flow
charting is normally with the most basic input to the system. Basic input for magnetic tape 
systems, for example, is normally provided by card-to-tape conversion. 

Relating the basic input available to the individual reports to be produced should provide 
answers to the following questions: 

1. What output is to be produced from the input available? 

2. What information must be developed as master information? 

3. What outputs will eventually become inputs and undergo further processing? 

The answers to these questions provide the raw material for the run flowcharts. 

Figure 3-10 shows the basic daily runs for a billing application. At this level the knowledge 
of volumes and frequency and the simplicity or complexity of the tasks divulged by the system 
investigation are balanced against the anticipated computer power to allocate specific accomp
lishments to each computer run. Similar run flowcharts would be developed for weekly, monthly, 
and annual processing related to the application. 
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Individual runs generally belong to one of three categories: 

1. Processing runs 

2. File maintenance runs 

3. Combined runs 

A processing run is a run which processes activity transactions affecting current operations. 
Figure 3-10 shows processing runs of a typical billing application, including transactions 
processed agains t files, calculation of totals, adjustment of balances, and production of 
new records as output. 

A file maintenance run differs from a processing run in that it contains only transactions 
which affect fixed or cons tant information main tained in a master file from one reporting 
cycle to the next. Examples of this type of information in a payroll file are the employee 
names, addresses, number of dependents. Although such information changes infrequently 
for individual employees, a number of such changes would probably have to be made each 
pay period when processing, for example, a SOD-man payroll. Before the payroll could be 
processed, therefore, the master file would have to be updated. Figure 3-11 shows a 
typical file maintenance run for a master employee file. 
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Figure 3 -77. Flowchart: Master File Maintenance Run 

Figure 3-12 shows a typical run flowchart for inventory file processing. Note that in 
Figure 3-12, input transaction cards are written onto discs and then sorted before process
ing against the in ven tory file. Alternate procedures would be to sort the transaction cards 
offline or to process them directly in random sequence. The procedure of choice varies 
from run to run and is determined by analyzing the input volume, key field size, equipment 
availability, and equipmen t time used in each technique. If the key field size is small, 
the card volume large, and the sequence totally unlike the reference file organization, offline 
card sorting may be best. 
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Figure 3-12. Flowchart: Inventory File Processing 

A combined run that includes both data processing and file maintenance is often possible. 
For example, the inventory processing run in Figure 3-12 could be changed to a combined 
run by introducing file main tenance cards with the transaction cards . Identify ing codes in 
the input cards would determine the action taken on the cards by the program. The advan
tage of a combined run is the elimination of two separate equipment set-ups and allowance 
for two runs in the schedule. 



Validation Procedures 

In the interest of simplicity, validation procedures were not shown in the preceding example. 
Validation is essential to effective data processing, however, and provisions for it must be 
included in the design of the ~pplication. The amount of validation built into the system 
depends on the type and history of the application. Applications which directly and immedi
ately result in money movement to or from the business demand complete validation. Billing, 
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, and Payroll are in this category. The systems 
design must provide for the correction and later processing of transactions rejected by the 
validation tests. 

Work Files 

The run flowchart states the logic involved in accomplishing the task, but does not indicate 
specific file content or input or output docum.ent format. In some runs a work file, either 
disc or magnetic tape, may be shown. Although the' exact content of the work file may not 
be documented, the designer is aware that the information desired is available at this point. 
In Figure 3-12 a work file (disc) is introduced for a card-to-disc conversion and subsequent 
sort operation; the system designer is aware that transactions in the proper sequence and 
format have become available for later use. A work file is frequently created as output of 
a run which is logically capable of producing several output reports from the data processed 
during the run, but is physically limited to one output report because there is only one printer. 
A payroll run, for example, might easily produce paychecks and earnings statements, a pay
roll register, and deduction register in a single run. If, while checks and earnings statements 
are being printed, the lines of the payroll registe,r and deduction register are written out to 
a disc or tape for later printing, that disc or tape is a work file. Later printing runs would 
pick only the correct lines from the work file for their output. 

Developing Input/Output Specifications 

The development of system I/O specifications must go hand in hand with the development 
of system flowcharts. Unless this is done, there will be little continuity of information 
between the runs. 

Input Considerations 

The system designer must be certain that the procedures and documents necessary to 
supply all the information required by the system (including that representing exceptions) 
are provided. This includes the design of forms which will furnish information for keypunch
ing. Such forms are generally formatted to expedite coding and keypunching rather than 
computer operation, since the data can easily be reformatted by the computer when it is 
entered as input data. 

Selection of transaction information for input to the system should not include that which 
is either constant or predictable. This type of information is normally contained in the 
master files or is generated by the system itself. 
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Output Considerations 

The quality of system output is particularly important since the output document is the 
principal communication link between the data processing system and the people it serves. 
The primary consideration in output design is satisfaction of the recipient's needs. Content, 
format, timeliness, and accuracy specifications must be developed, therefore, with the Ul~er 
in mind. 

Another consideration is the determination of the type and format of output forms. Questions 
such as the following must be answered: Who is to use the form? How many copies will be 
needed? What is the report frequency? 

Although it may reduce the system's throughput rate (depending on the number of lines 
printed), allowing the computer itself to print column headings on stock paper will reduce 
forms costs. Cost and time can also be reduced occasionally by utilizing a side-by-side 
printing technique. This technique is commonly used for applications such as label print
ing, where as many as four labels can be printed simultaneously. 

File Des ign and Ma intenance 

Two types of files are normally llsed in a direct access system: The master file containing 
information that is either fixed or subject to infrequent change, and the data transaction 
file, which contains the informa'tion reflectin g normal day-to-day activity. 

Master File Content 

The master file is made up of permanent information pertaining to a given item, product, 
account, or person. The term permanent means that the information is maintained from one 
processing cycle to the next, but does not imply that it is never subject to change. A 
typical master record for a payroll application might contain the follow in g information: 

1. Employee identification number 
2. Employee name 
3. Employee addres s 
4. Social Security number 
5. Number of dependents 
6. Deduction codes 
7. Deduction amounts 
8. Quarter and YTDtotal figureB 

The determination of what information should be allocated to the master file and what 
should be part of the normal day-to-day transaction data is based on the frequency with 
which it changes. Certain deductions (for example, bonds and union dues) are usually 
continuous from one pay period to the next, and are included in the master file. Other 
deductions (such as equipment purchases) are not continuing and belong in the data 

transaction file. 



Master File Sequence 

The efficiency of programs which process data against master files is affected by the 
organization of the master file on the file media. In an indexed sequential or random file, 
the degree to which both the master and transaction file are in the same sequence will 
govern the amount of search time and head movement required to locate each active item 
in the master file. The degree to which the master file is compacted will affect the total 
number of disc tracks over which the heads will have to move. Since master files are 
generally the most voluminous files in the system, every effort should be made to select 
an organization and access method which conserves space and minimizes search time 
while meeting the objectives of the run. 

Master File Consolidation 

The greater efficiency and larger processing capacity of the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc 

System, and the fact that records of up to 160 bytes may be used with the 8410 DAS, 
increases the feasibility of master file consolidation. 

The desired result of consolidation is the simplification of processing procedures. Fewer 
files mean less file handling. More information is processed with each use of the master 
file. Fewer disc cartridges are required because information duplication is reduced. 

There is a limit to profitable consolidation, however. Consolidation should be utilized 
only when the information between existing files is related. Specialized files sometimes 
provide greater advantage than consolidation. For example, the size of the specialized 
master file, because it contains only information necessary for that run, is smaller. As 
a result, the running time is usually less. In addition, since the consolidated file must 
accommodate more types of transactions, it could reach proportions that would make 
consolidation unfeasible. The poin t at which consolidation become s practical depends 
on the compatibility of transaction processing and the nature of the runs involved. 

ESTABLISHING DATA CONTROL 

Providing the controls that assure accuracy and validity of data as it passes through the 
system is also an essential part of systems design. Control of input to the system is 
usually the mos t critical, since it is during this phase that data is transferred fl'om one 
media to another through human action. Methods of controlling data within the computer 
room are more or less standard, as the intent is merely to guarantee the correctness of 
procedures and data output. Since fewer natural journals are produced as byproducts of 
direct access data processing, systems design must take into consideration the need for 
creating sufficient journals for auditing purposes. 

Input Control and Val idation 

The primary purpose of input control is to assure that every transaction presented to the 
sys tem is a valid one and that it is entered correctly. Once data has been entered incorrectly, 
recovery becomes difficult because of the speed with which it is propagated throughout the 
system. 
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Controls that aid in assuring the correctness of input include: 

1. Prenumbered source documents 

2. Hash totals developed at the point of origin and carried through as far as possible in 
the system 

3. Batch totals 

4. Cross-checking of manual operations 

S. Automatic production of the data through the use of devices such as time clocks, 
counters, etc. 

The use of a verifier is extremely important in obtaining accurate recording of input data 
from the keypunch operation. Transposition of numbers, for example, a frequent human 
error, can be cau gh t by the verifier. 

Validity checking of data enterin g the system is accomplished in a number of ways. For 
example, limit checks - resulting in computer rejection of any data whose value exceeds 
predetermined limits - is useful in many types of applications. "Reasonableness" checks 
are a further possibility. The advantage of using the computer for this type of checking is 
the speed with which the tests are performed and the certainty that it will test every item. 

Internal Control 

Two types of control are standard once the data has been recorded and entered into the 
sys tern: (1) Operational control to assure correct run sequence and data en try, and (2) the 
control required to assure the accuracy of the data itself. 

Label Checking 

Since data on a magnetic tape or disc is not visible, files must be labeled to identify con
tent, date produced, etc. External labeling alone, however, does not always provide 
absolute identification of the filE' 's con tent. To guard against the possibility of an externally 
mislabeled file, or the inadvertent selection of the wrong file, the same labeling information 
is included in the first data block of each file. This allows the computer itself to make 
certain it's using the correct disc or tape reel. 

Label checking subroutines are incorporated in all tape and disc handling software for the 
UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System, and are performed automatically unless the programmer 
specifies otherwise. 

Item Counts 

For systems including magnetic tape, item counting is a conventional device used to ensure 
that individual transactions are not lost during data manipulation. Transactions are counted 
as they are written to a magnetic tape reel, the total count being entered on the reel's final 
record. When the reel is subsequently used as input to another run, the transactions are again 
counted and the new total previously entered in the reel's final record. 



Checklists 

Checkoff lists of incoming and outgoing data, used in conjunction with batch proof totals, 
provide assurance that all data is accounted for. The use of batch totals alone as a 
validation procedure guarantees only that the particular batch being processed has not 
lost or gained any items during prior manipulations. It does not detect the loss of an 
entire batch - an added security that the checklist provides. 

Control Totals 

Control totals, althou gh they are incorpora ted at input and retained through output, are 
used principally to detect the inadvertent loss or gain of items during processing. However, 
their use can be extended to include the detection of incorrect data within an item. For 
example, if the quantity of a particular item in which the quantity f~eld is accumulated 
for a group total is destroyed or change.d in prior processing, the control total of the 
individual field will reflect a data error. Other fields, however, will reflect correct 
dollar value control totals and the incorrect item can be isolated through the use of the 
individual field total. 

The efficient use of con trol totals depends in part upon the determination of an optimum 
batch size. Too large a batch makes item searching difficult. At the same time, too small 
a batch requires excessive control handling because of th,e larger number of batches involved. 

Output Control 

The data process in g cen ter should maintain a con tinuing record of report dis tribu tion. To 
verify report results, such records should include dates and totals. 

Error control is another consideration. Control must be established to guarantee that all 
errors listed and turned over to accoun ting personnel for correction are reentered in the 
system prior to the completion of the processing cycle. This can be accomplished by total
ing each batch of errors for cross-checking with correction entries. 

Aud iting Cons iderations 

With manual or punched card data processing systems, transactions are normally recorded 
frequently during processing, producing an automatic audit trail in much the same way as 
posting to a ledger produces a day- by- day journal of transactions. With direct access 
systems, however, fewer natural journals such as these are produced as run byproducts. 
Also, since, updated record fields are written over the old data, there is no permanent 
record on disc of pas t transactions. 
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In order to determine the accuracy with which transactions are processed, it is necessary 
for the system designer to devisE~ a means of tracing all the transactions which took 
place during a month's processing period. One such device is called a "change" journal, 
which can be produced, for example, as the byproduct of a maintenance run. As the main
tenance run is made, changes to the file are recorded on a magnetic tape or printed journal 
to serve as a record of the transactions which took place. Transactions can then be traced 
at a later date through a study of the journals produced. 

Another method is the creation 0:: a special test deck containing as many different trans
action types as can be identified. These transactions are then fed through the processing 
cycle singly, and in various combinations, against a copy of the fil~s to determine the effect 
that each type and each combination of types has on the system. 



4. PROGRAMMING 

INTRODUCTION 

After the complete system is charted, duplication elimina ted, records des igned, con troIs 
and auditing trails established, the job of programming can begin. Section 4 stresses the 
importance to program development of careful planning and common sense. Although this 
section describes a variety of programming practices directed at producing effective and 
error-free programs, it is not intended to be a programming text. It augments, but in no 
way replaces, the programmer's own knowledge and ability. The reference manuals listed 
in Section 3 of this document are the primary sources of programming information for the 
9200/9300 Disc System. 

It is recognized that the size of the staff and the scope of the programming effort will 
vary widely among UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System users. In some installations, the 
programming staff will be responsible for writing and testing programs. In other installa
tions, programmers may have systems design and operational responsibilities in addition 
to programming assignments. In either case, the need for established policy and procedures 
cannot be overstated. 

PLANNING FOR PROGRAMMING 

File Conventions 

Es tablish file conventions for all types of files to be read in to, or produced by, the 
UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. Whenever possible, the conventions for different types 
of files should be similar. The operating systems provided by Univac are based upon 
certain conventions. The 9200/9300 System programmer reference manuals should be 
reviewed to determine what standard conventions may be used to satisfy the installation's 
needs. 

Programmer Trai n ing 

Programmers w ill usually have to participa te in training sess ions before they can be given 
specific programming assignments. In addition to knowing how to program the UNIVAC 
9200/9300 Disc System, they must have adequate knowledge of the user's business and 
of company policies. Univac is prepared to participate in training personnel to program 
the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. The user must provide training in company policy 
and procedures. 

Pr~gramming Procedures 

It is usually wise to provide at least a minimum number of programming procedures. Such 
procedures are of a control nature and provide a uniform operating guide for programmers 
which is independent of specific applications. Suggested general procedures are discussed 
below. 
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Coding Conventions 

An example of this type of conv€'ntion is the preassignment of certain ranges of the 99 
different RPG indicators to specific tasks. Indicators 1 through 9, for example, might be 

used as record type indicators; ] 0 through 19 could be used as comparison result indicators. 
The use of such conventions makes it easier for the other people in the installation to under
stand and, when necessary, revise runs they did not program. 

Other coding conventions might include the use of common labels for input fields used by 
more than one program, or the writing of statements on every other coding paper line to 
allow for adding correction lines (or leaving five open lines at the bottom of each page for 
the same purpose). One coding technique - not really a convention, but deserving of mention 
because it enhances the understanding of the program by others and helps the programmer in 
testing a run - is the use of comments. The entry of comments in the specified coding form 
areas aids in dividing the program into logical subroutines and assists in isolatin g specific 
subsections of the run for correction or revision. 

Coding conventions are based on practicality. They should therefore not be so numerous as 
to cause the programmer to worry more about conventions than about the program itself, but 
should be devised with the idea of ass is tin g in the communication between installation per
sonnel. 

Assembly or Compilation Procedures 

Procedures to be used for progran assembly or compilation must also be considered. If an 
open shop (one in which programr;lers use the machine themselves) is contemplated, the 
programmers must be trained to operate the computer. If a closed shop policy (allowing 
only operators to run the machine) is to prevail, the procedure for transmittal of source code, 
other needed data, and the return of assembly output to the programmer must be established. 
The procedure to be followed if an assem bly or compilation is aborted should also be con
sidered. Suggestions on which to build this procedure are covered later in this section. 

Program Test Procedures 

The method and procedures to be followed during all stages of program debugging should 
be considered. The degree of tes1 and the standards to be met by each program before it 
becomes operational must be fixed. Procedures should be established for ensuring that 
adequate instructions are available for operating each program at the time it is delivered 
to the operations staff. Information about common test techniques and run book layouts is 
covered in other parts of this section. A procedure to be followed for placement of opera
tional programs on a system tape must also be formulated. 



STAGES OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

All computer programs pass through many stages of development on their way to becoming 
fully operational. These stages are described in subsequent sections of this chapter. 

Generally, implementation of a computer program comprises the following major steps: 

• Reviewing systems design material. 

• Preparation of a gross design; discussion and adjustment of the design during a sub
sequent review. 

• Flowcharting the program logic. (The flowchart should clearly indicate the composition 
and logic of the program.) 

• Writing the source code for each program. 

• Assem bling the source modules. 

• Analyzing and correcting errors indicated by the assembly printout. 

• Correcting the source code and reassembling. 

• Preparing test data for use in testing the object program. 

• Testing the object program, revising and reassembling the source code. 

• Updating flowcharts and other technical documentation to include all changes. 

• Generating a larger set of "live" test data which will provide a thorough test of the 
entire program. 

• Retesting the program using the "live" data - correcting and reassembling the program 
if errors are detected. 

• Removing any program testing aids embedded in the program, and retesting. 

• Documenting both technical and operating instructions for inclusion in a Program Run 
Book when the program is error free. 

• Releasing the program for acceptance testing and filing in the system's library. 

CONTROLLING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

It can be seen from the number of stages involved in implementing a program that a method 
must be found for preventing production delays. For a programmer to make productive use 
of his time, it is often necessary that he have several programs in various stages of com
pletion. Should delays then be experienced in obtaining computer time for assembly or 
test, another program is available for him to work on. 

To keep the number of programs in progress to a manageable level, each programmer should 
maintain a production control document showing the current status of the programs assigned 
to him. He should give top priority to the completion of the programs that are more nearly 
finished. Programs will thus be completed at regular intervals, keeping to a minimum the 
number of unfinished programs in progress. 
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DESIGNING TH E PROGRAM 

Review of Systems Design 

The design of individual programs is influenced by several factors. The first programming 
task after assignment of a specific job, however, should be the thorough review of the 
sys terns design material. This is particularly important if the programmer is not also the 
system designer. The systems design review will greatly influence the program content 

since it shows the interaction of individual runs within an application and points out the 
general processing required to produce the desired results. The systems design review should 
also establish the completeness of the design and determine when actual programming can 
begin. 

Consideration of 9200/9300 Software Capabilities 

As a practical matter, the design of each program must take into consideration the capa
bilities of the computer on which it will be run. Specific software capabilities which the 
UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System user will wan t to consider are discussed below. These 
and other capabilities are explained in detail in the operating sys tern manuals. 

Concurrent Operation 

For systems which run concurrent programs (that is, more than one job sharing main storage 
and the computer at a time) consideration must be given to the amount of main storage used 
by the other program. Although it is usually difficult to determine the main storage utilization 
of a program in advance, an experienced programmer will have a "feel" for this kind of 
estimate. Knowing the approximate size of the program to be run concurrently, he can look 
more closely at program techniques which will save main storage in his own program. 

Program Segmentation 

Programs for the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System can be subdivided into segments in a 
fashion that permits only a part of the program to be loaded into the computer at anyone 
time. If the program is designed in this manner, the Executive Routine can be requested 
to search the sys terns disc and l,)ad any needed part of the program into a specified part 
of main storage. Each segment fhat can be so treated is called a program overlay. This 
technique is generally used when the program logic is complex enough to cause the pro
gram to exceed the capacity of main storage. Another technique which can be used when 
a program is too large is to subd:ivide it into two or more programs. In this case, two or 
more passes over the data are required to complete the processing. 

Program Checkpoints 

It is recommended that periodic checkpoints be included in any program expected to take 

a considerable amount of time to execute. Checkpoints cause the contents of main storage 
and other pertinent data to be recorded on an output file. The operating system uses this 
information to res tart the pro gram from an intermedia te point rather than reprocessing the 

en tire pro gram. 

The programmer should decide on the manner in which checkpoints are to be established. 
They may be established at intervals based upon the processing of a fixed number of 
records, at the time the end-of-file or end-of-reel is detected, or at any other point the 
programmer chooses. 



Program Testing Aids 

UNIV AC 9200/9300 Disc System software provides a main storage dump subroutine which 
may be incorporated in the problem program. If assembly language is being used, the main 
storage dump subroutine can be used to produce periodic main storage dumps on discs, tape, 
or printed forms under control of the problem program. The software also contains a utility 
tape/disc print program for use in selectively printing the contents of a dump. If the storage 
dump subroutine is not incorporated in the program, a storage dump routine can be loaded 
through the card reader. This routine causes the contents of main storage to be dumped 
through the printer. These main storage dumps are helpful in tracing program bugs which 
develop because of errors in program logic. 

PROGRAM FLOWCHARTING 

The importance of proper flowcharting cannot be overstated. A good flowchart is vital in 
both planning the program and in testing it after it has been written. One of the benefits 
of flowcharting is that it provides c;t written record of the program in capsule form. A flow
chart can be used by anyone to review and understand the analysis or solution of a problem. 

Several levels of flowcharts are developed during the systems design and programming 
phases of the installation. The first levels (discussed in Section 3) will normally be 
produced before the programming effort begins. The final and most detailed level is 
produced as part of the programming effort. 

The detailed program flowchart should show the complete logic of the program as it 
applies to the computer. It should be detailed enough to provide the perfect document 
from which to code the run. An example of a final flowchart is shown in Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-7. Section of a Detai led Program Flowchart for an Inventory Stock Status Report 
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The Univac Template (UD-1-723, Rev. 1-66) and instructions for using it are available 
through your Univac sales representative. The template conforms to both American and 
European standards. It is recommended that these standards be followed in all ins talla
tions. 

WRITING SOURCE CODE 

A primary programming function is the translation of system requirements into a medium 
that can ultimately be loaded into the computer to perform the required processing. This 
is accomplished by writing source code statements in symbolic assembly' language or by 
preparing Report Program Generator forms. 

Detailed instructions for writing source code statements or completing Report Program 
Generator forms are contained in the following programmer reference manuals: 

• UNIVAC 9200/9300 Systems Card Report Program Generator Reference (UP-4106 Rev. 1) 

• UNIVAC 9200/9300 Systems Tape and Disc Report Program Generator Programmers 
Reference (UP-7620) 

• UNIVAC 9200/9300 Systems Card Assembler Programmers Reference (UP-4092 Rev. 2) 

• UNIVAC 9300 System Tape Assembler Programmers Reference (UP··750B Rev. 1) 

Re,port Program Generator (RPG) 

Most business data processing installations produce a wide variety of reports. Each report 
usually requires a separate computer program or punched card tabulating equipment plug·· 
board. Univac software, however, includes a Report Program Generator which automatically 
produces efficient and accurate programs for each type of report to be produced. 

A description of the input file, the calculations to be performed (if any) and the report 
format is written on specially designed forms. This information is then keypunched into 
cards which are used as input to the Report Program Generator. The specifications are 
processed by the Report Program Generator to produce completely executable programs. 
These programs can then be filed in the library of executable programs and used repeatedly 
to produce the associated report.. 

Each generated program has a standard functional design. The specific processing of the 
input data and the information printed on the output forms results from the specifications 
furnished to the Report Program Generator. In general, the following processing steps are 

performed: 

• The generated program obtains an input record. 

• The record's type is established and the validity of the presence of this record type 
in the current sequence of input records is checked. 

• When a control break is detected, internal indicators are automatically set for this and 
all lower level control breaks. 



• Total-time calculations are conditionally performed and total lines are generated for 
output. 

• According to record type, input fields are moved to the named working storage location 
and indicators are set according to the values of those fields. 

• Detail-time calculations are conditionally performed and detail lines are genera ted for 
output. 

Symbolic Assembly Language 

The basic symbolic assembler provides a symbolic language for programming the UNIVAC 
9200/9300 Disc System. This language provides a convenient means of writing machine 
instructions, designating registers, and specifying the format and addresses of storage 
areas, data, and constants. 

Assembler output includes: (1) object modules suitable for linking into executable programs, 
and (2) a printout which lists source code, object code, and diagnostic messages. 

The alphabetic mnemonic machine instruction codes are assigned names which suggest 
the function of the corresponding instruction. Assembler directives are included in the 
symbolic assembly language to provide for generation of data words, values, or modifi
cation of assembly control. In some instances, additional source code and certain control 
parameters can be supplied through control stream job commands during assembly. Pro
cedures or macro instructions - user-coded subroutines which can be written once, placed 
in the software library, then incorporated in any program - can be defined and used during 
assembly. 

SELECTING A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

It is sometimes difficult when a choice of programming languages is available to select 
the proper one for a particular program. In many cases more than one will do the job. 
Rather than attempt to tie a specific language to a specific application or installation, 
the characteristics of the languages should be weighed against other factors':"" such as 

available time, main stora ge availability, etc. - to determine the best language for the 
majority of the programming. To help you make this decision the following paragraphs dis
cuss some of the characteristics of the four available program languages. 

Assembler 

The assembler, the most flexible of the programming languages, is the basis for the other 
types of languages. The assembler is the only type of lower level language which utilizes 
machine code. One of its outstanding advantages, consequently, is that it gives the user 
complete control of the computer's hardware operation. To use the assembler well, the 
programmer should have a thorough knowledge of how the computer operates and what the 
program is to accomplish. Using it properly will normally produce the most efficient programs 

in terms of main storage utilization and speed. 
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The assembler, however, has some drawbacks. Because it is a lower level language, more 

coding is necessary. Because the coding is more detailed, debugging may take somewhat 
longer than with other methods. As a result, the experience of the programmer is often the 
deciding factor in electing to use the assembler. In general, however, the more complex 
the program, the more likely the assembler will be used to produce optimum quality programs. 

Report Program Generator (R PG) 

RPG is an excellent language for the beginner to use and for jobs which do not require 
sophisticated input/output operations. Being problem-oriented rather than machine- oriented, 
it lessens the need for knowledge of how the computer operates. Since it has the character
istics of a compiler (it produces several object instructions for each source code statement), 
it also requires fewer lines of coding. 

Designed specifically for the UNIVAC 9200/9300 System, 9200/9300 RPG takes advantage 
of the computer's strong points to produce efficient programs with a minimum of programming 
effort. RPG is relatively simple to learn, and offers the psychological advantage of resembling 
English rather than a programming language. 

Although RPG allows the programmer only limited control over input and output functions, 
the incidence of runs requiring sophisticated I/O control is low in most installations. 

TRANSLATING SOURCE CODE TO OBJECT CODE 

Regardless of the programming language selected, the source language must be translated 
into machine language. This process is called" assembly" for the assembler, "generation" 
for the RPG, and "compilation" for COBOL or FORTRAN. For simplicity in this section, 
however, we will refer to the translation process in all cases as compilation. 

An important funcfion of the compilation process is checking the completeness and accuracy 
of the source code according to t:!1.e rules of the symbolic language. While the compilation 
cannot check program logic, it does check the fundamental content of each source code 
statement and the interrelationship of these statements. 

When a program is being compiled for the first time, it is usually advantageous to postpone 
the punching of object code card decks or the scheduling of tests until the assembly print
out has been reviewed for diagnostic messages. The investigation of the diagnostic mess
ages and subsequent correction of the indicated errors should precede the linking and 
testing of compiled object code. 

Source code cards can be first transcribed to discs and the assembly made fully disc
oriented. Also, the compiled output can be prin ted or punched directly, or it can be firs t 
written on disc and then printed and punched by a disc-to-card or disc- to-print program. 

The success of compilation is predicated upon many things. Accuracy and completeness 
of source code input to compilation is essential. Proper operation of the computer during 
the process is also of prime importance. The computer programmer or operator must fully 
understand his responsibilities in. compilation. Procedures that a programmer might follow 
to increase the likelihood of successful compilation include the following: 



Write source code statements carefully and legibly - The keypunch and verifier operators 
are less likely to make mistakes if the entries on the source code form are legible. Mistakes 
in punched card content must be eliminated before a program can become operational. 

Establish and use a card control system - To make sure that the source code is accurate 
and complete, it is recommended that a sequential control number be entered in each source 
code line and punched into the corresponding card. 

Check source code forms for accuracy and completeness before punched ca.rds are prepared -
Each source code statement line should be reviewed to make sure that it is complete. Each 
reference to another source code statement should be checked to verify that the associated 
statement has been included and the name or relative address is accurate. Verify the source 
code logic using the flowchart. 

Cross index the source code and flowchart - As part of the verification of program logic, 
transcribe the names of source code lines to the flowchart. This procedure will facilitate 
the use of the flowcharts during the program test stages. 

Check source code punched cards - To ensure punching accuracy, source code cards, or 
a listing of them, should be checked against the original source code forms. 

Correct source code deck errors prior to compilati on - Prepare a new source code form 
for the cards to be corrected. If possible, the corrected cards should be prepared by a 
fully qualified keypunch operator. The card content of the newly keypunched cards should 
be carefully checked. The incorrect cards should be removed from the source code deck 
and the new cards filed in the deck at their proper place. 

Provide complete instructions for the computer operator - If the programmer is to operate 
the computer during compilation, he should prepare a complete plan of operation before 
starting. This plan should cover all contingencies and should be in his possession during 

the assembly. 

If someone other than the programmer is to operate the computer, the programmer should 
prepare a complete and detailed set of operator instructions indicating any special condi
tions which should be considered. Written instructions should be furnished for the following: 

(1) The card-to-disc processing for a disc compilation. 

(2) The operating instructions for the compiling program. 

(3) The disposition of the input files and the compiler output. 

COMPILATION PRINTOUT 

The compilation printout provides a complete list of object program statements for reference 
during program testing. The entire content of the source code card deck is listed, together 
with the object code developed by the assem bly. Figure 4~2 is a sample of an assembler 
printout; other languages offer printouts of a similar nature. Following is an explanation of 
the information appearing in each numbered column. 
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Column 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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Contents 

contains a four-digit decimal card number indicating the number and sequence 
of each source code card read. 

contains error flags identifying errors or inconsistencies detected during the 

assembly. 

contains a four-digit hexadecimal number indicating the relative address of 

the object code resulting from the corresponding source code statement. 

contains the resuhant object code in hexadecimal notation (two characters 
per byte). 

contains the contents of the source code punched cards. For instructions or 
assembler directives it contains the label, the operation code, the operand, 
and the comments (in that order). This entire area contains only comments 
when additional comment lines have been used. 

contains the information punched in Columns 72-80 of the source code card. 
This information is included in the printout but otherwise ignored during the 

assembly. These columns may be used for source code control information. 



CD(DCD CD ~ 
3Z.. ~ ~r-"--.~~ "'"" OOD 1 CON C ST ART "096 CONe 0101 

00D2 1000 us IN G ., a CONC 0102 

0003 U() IN G .,1 CONe 010.3 

00o" us IN G .,2 CONC 010'1 

0005 U<i IN G .,3 CONe 0105 

0006 1000 00 T ES T DC XLI· 0' KEY_IN lOCATION 0212 

00075 lOCI C3C109C"[2D6E"0 F 10 DC ClS·CAROSOUT' F ItE 10 T APE au T CONe 0106 

0008 1009 FlFOF2F7FoF7 COT DC ClEi'102767' CREATION OATE CONe 0107 

0009 lOaf FOF~FQFC G NO DC Cl4 • 00 ~C' GENER AT ION NO CONe 0108 

0010 1013 FOFO Val DC el2 '00' v OlUME NO CONC 0109 

0011 1015 FlFOF2FEiFoF7 X aT DC CLEi ·10 2661' E X P IR AT uo N a A TE CONe 0110 

OrI2 1019 C BU F OS CLSO CARD BUFFER AREA C ONC 0201 

0013 1 CE B CAR 0 05 CL80 C AR 0 WO RK A REA CONe 020_ 

0014 I CS B lIN E 05 12CLll PRINTER WORK AREA CONe 0205 

0015S 113F DIN 1 OS lOCL8D 

0016 145 F DIN 2 os 10 CL 80 

0017 171F DOT 1 DC; 10 CL 80 PRIME TAPE OUT RAEA CONe 0208 

0018 lAc;F OaT 2 os 10CL 60 sn:ONDARY TAPE OUT AREA CONe 0209 

0019 IOSF FF ROB Y DC XLI'FF' READER 8YPASS SwITCH CONe C210 

0020 1 DC 0 FF PTa y DC XLI'Fr' PRINTER ByPASS SWITCH CONe 0211 

0021 1 DC 1 00 C ex F DC xL I '0' CONe 0213 

0022 0008 EQ EQ U 8 OPl = OP2 021_ 

0023 0004 LOW EQU 4 o PI < 0 P2 0215 

002" 0002 H IV EQ U 2 OPl ) OP2 0216 

0025 0006 U NE Q EQU ~ a PI o P2 AL 0217 

0026 DOOF ALL EQU 15 U NC' ON or TI aNAL 0218 

0021 DOOC N 00 P EQU 0 0219 

0028 ENT!;! Y CBUF C AQ 0 9U FF ER CON C 0303 

0029 ENTR Y ENOC CARD EOF LABEL CONe 030_ 

Figure 4-2. Typical Compilation Printout 
(Part 7 of 6) 
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00 
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003CS ENTRy DIN1 

0031 ENTRY O!N2 CONe C306 

0032 ENTR Y DOT 1 CONe C307 

OO~ 3 ENTR Y DO T2 C ONC C3 C8 

OG34 EXTRN OCI I/O CAllS C ONC 0309 

0035 EXTRN OT! CON C r3H' 

OC36 EXTRN oTO CON: 8311 

0031 EXTRN OPO CON!: C32? 

0038 EN TR Y cC X F 1 (101 FUN C CON C 032:! 

0039 ENTR Y C? PR!NTER SUSY I RETJ~N TAS CONC c324 

004 o. ENTRY C: =?EAJER 8USVY I RETURN TAG CONC 0325 

COli 1 EX TR N g?OT PRINTER BUSY T~ST C O~ C 0325 

0042 EX TR N O?OT 1 CO 1 3U sy T ES T CONe 0327 

Dell 3 ENTR,( ENOT T~PE [OF LABEL CON C 0328 

DOli liS I 0 C 2 4 70 C I ~ CEo S TR T BC O,C1 

0045 I1)C6 4500 IE 72 C 1 SAL 13,KEV C ONC 04 02 

0046 1 DC A 95 FF 10 CO CL I PT3Y,X'FF' PRINT BYPASS SW'ITC4 C ONC C4C3 

0047 1 0 C E 4 7 90 1 E 04 Be :~,C2 CON C e404 

004 '3 1 D02 45EO 00 08 co DO GE T OT I REA 0 TA PE CON C -C405 

0049$ 1 D D B 024 1I 10 S~ 98 C 1 MVC LIN::(6CJJd(SI IT EM TO PR IN T PUN CH TO 70 

005 C lODE 45EOOOC80(100 GE T oT I 

Des I 10E4 D23EllOO8001 MVC LIf'IIE+o'3(5'hll5l SECOND CARD FOR SKIP PuNCH TO 54 

0052 IDE A <35 Fl '30 DC! CL! C(B},X'Fl' F OR M~ T::S T C Of'04 ': C4 C7 

0053 IDEE 47801::36 3C EQ,C3 C G~ C C4 C8 

0054 1 OF 2 45 EO 00 DC E2 07 40 01 CN TR L DP 0, '5 P , • 1 SPA CE CON C C409 

oe55 1 D F A 4 5 EO 00 10 lOSS e4 PUT DPO,LINE P PI NT ALINE CON C [410 

OC56 IEae 47FO 1J C6 ae AL L, C 1 C (I~;: [411 

0057 • CON C [4 I? 

::Cs '3 1E04 ~5F~IOBF" C2 CL I RDBY,X 'FF' 1 DO I ByPASS SwITCH COr..) C [U13 

Figure 4-2. Typical Compilation Printout 
(Part 2 of 6) 



0059 lEOS 47g:-11t52 BC EQ,C5 CONe 0414 

0060 IEee 920B III Cl MV I CCXF,X'OS' T RF t. q EA 0 PR IM AR y CONe 04145 

0061 lE10 145EOooC91C60 GE T OCr-CAiD REA 0 A CA Ro CON C 0415 

0062 lE16 95011063 CL I CAR~'::'I' CON C 04155 

0063 lElA 47BGl=::42 BC EG, END C CON C 04156 

00645 lEI E 024· 90 CO Ie 63 C1 MVC CC 30,9 itO RD CAR 0 TO TAP E CO Ne 0416 

OOf, 5 lE24 45£0 co Ie' ('0 CC PUT OTO W RI TE TAP E CONe 0418 

0066 IE2 A 95F F IF 4A CL I CLSW,X'FF' C ONC 04185 

0067 1£2E 147g0 IE 42 SC fQ, E ND C CON C C4I86 

0068 lE32 47FO I=:: 52 BC ALL, C5 C ONC 0419 

0069 • CON C 042(1 

0070 lE3645EOOOQC[2024G07 C 3 CNTRL OPO.SK ,,7 HOM E PA PE R CONC 04201 

0071 lE3E 47FOIDFA 9C ALL, C4 CON e 0422 

0072 C ONC C423 

OC73 IE" 2 92000001 E NO C MV I O?OT+1 ,X'O' C LO SE CAR 0 TO T AP E CONe e501 

0074 1 E "6 14 5 E:J 00 04 CL OS E DC I C LO SE I 10 CONC 0502 

0075 IE4A ,,5£00004 CLOSE aTo C LO Sf 1/0 C ONC 0503 

0076 lE4 £ 92FF 10 BF MV I ROaY,X'FF' SET co TO TP BYPASS CON C e504 

0077 lE5295FF"lllCO C5 Cl I PTsY,X'FF' C ONC 0505 

0078 lE56147BOlOC6 BC EG,C1 CONe 0506 

0079 lE5A 47FCl::lFA BC AlL,C4 C ONC 05065 

OOBO • CONC 0508 

0081 1 E 5 £ 45 E 0 00 04 ~ NQ T CLOSE OTI C LO SE T AP E TO P RI NT C ONC 0509 

0082 lE62 92FF1DCO MV I PTBY,x·FFo C ONC 05 H~ 

0083 1E66 92000001 C6 MVI B?OT+l ,X'O' CONe 0511 

OQ!P' lE6A "5EOOO04 CLOSE OPO CON C (;517. 

0085 1 E 6 [ If 7 F~ 1D Cf, BC AlL.Cl CONe 0513 

0086 • C ONC 051a. 

0087 1[72 95001000 KEY CL I TEST.X·O· KEY IN TE ST C ONC 0515 
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00 
tv 

0088 1 E 1 6 "780 00 en oC [Q,Oft 13) C ONt C51E. 

008'3 1 E 1 A '3 SOl 10 00 CL I TEST'X'Ol' P AU SE co TO T P CON C 01) 1.7 

OG9C 1 E 7 E 47 8e IE Do ~c EQ,cto CON: 05H 

0091 1£5Z 9SGZICCr'1 CL I T[ST.X 'OZ' P AU SE T P TO P R CON C 0519 

009Z 1ES647801[EZ ac EQ, C 11 CONt 0520 

DOq 3 lEBA 95041008 Cl I TEST,X·04' C LO SE 0 D TO T P CON C C521 

:JDS4 l[S£: ,,7gDEEA ac EJ,CIZ 0 C ONC 0522 

OC95 1£92 950'3 1G 00 CL I TEST,x·oa' Cl os E TP T 0 PT CONe 0601 

D09E. 1 E 9 £) 47 se It: F2 3C EQ, C 13 CONe 0602 

ne91 lEO::A 9SI:::lGCO CL I TEST.X'Ir' O? EN co TO T P CON C 0603 

OC98 IE9E 418CEFA BC EQ,CI4 CON C 0604 

0099 1~A2 9S2C:lCOO CL I TEST,X·20' OP EN T P TO P T C ONC 0605 

0100 lEAf 47gClF12 3C EQ,C15 CON C 06G6 

0101 lEt..A 95401000 CL I TEST,X'4(1' KI LL CON C [;507 

0102 1 E A E 47 SO 1~ Z6 3C EQ,C16 CONC 0508 

Q 103 lE92 c:sa01GOO CL I TESTtX'~O' CL OS E BO TH 8 10( IL L CONe 0609 

0104 lE96 47821f"2A BC E;),C17 CON C C610 

0105 IE 2. A ~5i3l1CCO CL I T:-ST,X'81' RES TA;:?T C'J TO T P C ONt 0511 

::J 10 5 1 [9 E 479(' IF 3A 3C EQ,Cl~ CON C ['612 

[lID 1 1EC2 g53:? }:Jcr> CL! TEST ,x .~ 2' R ES TA RT T P TO P T C~C 0613 

0108 lEU; 41a01F4? 3C EQ'~19 CONe 0614 

010 '3 1 E C A '35 F=- 10 DO CL I TEST.X 'FF' C LO S~ T P TO P T gK IL L CON C O~ 16 

0110 1 E C E 47 Br IF 32 BC EQ,C20 CON C 0617 

011 1 1E02 47F:! 1)0 co BC AL l' 0 ( ,1 3) CONC 06115 

011 Z CONe 0618 

::; 11 3 1 EDt- Q? F>=" 10 aF C 10- MV I RD8Y,X'FF' C eN C C61:1 

0114 lEOA ~2C~ 10 00 C 50 MV I TEST,X'OC' RES ET T ES T CONe 052Cl 

0115 1 ED E 47 Fe 0000 3'.: Al L , 0 ( .1 3) COlli C 0621 

011E CONe 0622 

Figure 4-2. Typical Compilation Printout 
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0117 IE [2 92FF 1J ca Cll MY I PTi3Y,X"FF" CONe 0701 

0118 1E[6 47F0 E OA BC ALL. C5 c: CONe 0102 

0119 CONe 01Q3 

012 C IE EA 92FF IF 4A C 12 MV I ClSW,X·FF" CONe 0104 

0121 IEEE 47FO IE OA Be ALL,C5C CONe 0105 

0122 CONe 070F; 

O1?3 1 E F 2 '3 2 00 10 00 C13 MV I TEST,O CONe 0101 

012 " IEF6 47FO IE SE Be ALl,ENDT CONe 0108 

0125 * CONe 0109 

0126 1EF A 45EO 00 C(1 C 14 OPEN DCI CONe 0110 

0127 lEFE '32300001 MYI D?OT+l,X"3r" CONe 0111 

0128 IF02 45EO 00 00 OPEN OTO CONe 0712 

0129 IF 06 92001085 MV I ROBY,O CONe 0113 

013e IFOA '3200 IF 4A MV! CLSW,Q CONe 07135 

0131 IFOE 47FOIEDI\ BC ALL,C50 CONe 0114 

0132 • CONe 0715 

0133 1 F 1 2 45 EO 00 DO e 15 OPfN OPO CONe C716 

0134 1Fl6 '32300001 MV I B?OT+l ,X"3 O' CONe 0711 

0135 IFIA 45Eoeoco OPEN OT I CONe 0718 

0136 IFIE 92001;)CQ MV I PTBY,O CONe 0119 

0137 IF2247FOEDA Be ALl,C50 CONe 0720 

0138 * CONe 0721 

0139S IF26 AlIA 00 00 e 16 SR e 0,26 

OIl.! C • CONe 01235 

01111 1FZA '32 Fr:-lOOO C17 MyI TEST,X"FF" CONe 0801 

0142 IF2E 47FQIElfZ ~c AlL.ENDC CONe 0802 

0111 3 • CONe 0803 

01" 4 IF32924('1000 C zo MV I TE5T,X·4(1" CONe 0801t 

0145 IF3647FOIE5E BC Al L. EN DT CONe 080S 

Figure 4-2. Typica I Compilation Printout 
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CONe 0806 
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CORRECTING THE SOURCE CODE DECK 

It is mQst impQrtant that the SQurce cQde deck fQr each prQgram be cQrrected and maintained. 
If Qbject cQde CQrrections are permitted, full details shQuld be entered Qn the latest printQut. 
SQurce cQde CQrrectiQns shQuld be entered Qn a new set Qf SQurce cQde fQrms. These fQrms 
shQuld be identified by date, prQgram name, and the name Qf the programmer who. made the 
CQrrectiQns. After the SQurce cQde cards have been punched and checked, these fQrms shQuld 
be filed with the Qriginals. 

PERFORMING RECOMPILATION 

MQst prQgrams will have to. be cQmpiled several times during testing to. eliminate prQgram 
IQgic errQrs revealed by diagnQstiC messages in the listing, Qr to. make changes in the 
values Qf CQnstants used by the prQgram. Several methQds can be used to. make tempQrary 
changes in the Qbject cQde, but the SQurce cQde shQuld always be cQrrected to. reflect 
such changes. A final recQmpilatiQn shQuld be perfQrmed to. eliminate any prQgram testing 
aids used. The prQgram shQuld then be tested befQre being released to. QperatiQnal status. 

PROGRAM TESTING 

Generally speaking, each cQmputer prQgram written in symbQlic language is a hand-crafted 
part Qf a cQmputer system. It cannQt be assumed to. be CQrrect Qr reliable until it has been 
thQroughly tested. Depending UPQn the cQmplexity Qf the prQgram, it is usually desirable 
to. test each prQgram in IQgical subsectiQns. After the parts Qf a prQgram are fQund to. be 
individually accurate and wQrkable, they can then be cQmbined fQr a cQmpQsite test. VariQus 
aspects Qf testing UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System prQgrams are described belQw. 

Generation of Test Data 

The planning and preparatiQn Qt test data fQr each prQgram requires a significant amQunt 
Qf prQgrammer effQrt. It is desirable, therefQre, to. institute a system fQr the cQllectiQn Qf 
all test data into. a permanent systems test library. The CQst Qf future tests will thus be 
reduced and their cQmprehensiveness will be ensured. In a relatively shQrt periQd Qf time, 
the aggregate test library will prQvide a higher degree Qf accuracy fQr the system than 
CQuid be Qbtained if testing were limited to. currently prepared test cases. 

One methQd Qf develQping test files is the piecemeal creatiQn Qf test cases by cQding and 
punching full data recQrds. The fields in these recQrds are as signed arbitrary values which 
meet the variQUS cQnditiQns fQr which the prQgram prQvides. BQth CQrrect and incQrrect data 

are included in such recQrds. 

AnQther methQd is to. develQP a cQmputer prQgram which fabricates test recQrds Qn a logical 
Qr randQm basis. Such a prQgram, if develQped, shQuld be a generalized Qne. After it has 
been debugged, then, it can be used to. prQduce test data fQr many prQgrams. 

Program Logic Test 

It is recQmmended that each prQgrammer develQP a list Qf the cQnditiQns to. be tested 
during the preparatiQn Qf the flQwchart. This list shQuld be Qriented to. data file CQntent 
in a way that permits it to. be used by a clerical staff fQr prQducing the cQrresPQnding 
test recQrds. 
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The points at which storage dumps are to be taken, and the part of the program to be dumped, 
should be indicated on the flowchart. The means by which the storage dumps are to be iden
tified for printout and the Significance of each dump must also be considered. 

Test Practices 

While the compiling program is designed to continue its processing regardless of the errors 
in input data, problem programs are much more easily stalled. For this reason a program 
test demands more preparation effort on the part of the programmer. Following are some 
recommendations for achieving satisfactory test results. 

Establish Test Schedules Ahead of Time 

The operations staff should establish and maintain a system for scheduling computer usage. 
This schedule should be es tabli shed for periods from several days to several weeks. It 
should be published well in advance of its actual use. A schedule coordinator should be 
appointed to obtain estimates of the dates test time will be needed and the amount of time 
to be allocated to each test. A procedure for cancelling or exchanging test periods should 
be established and responsibilities fixed for taking the initiative in altering the schedule. 
Where possible, scheduled backup jobs and tests should be available for processing in the 
advent of last minute cancellations. 

Have All Files Ready Before T€'st Time 

The file containing the program, all input test files, and adequate output file media should 
be compiled prior to the test. The programmer should verify that everything is in readiness 
in advance of test time. Care should be exercised to avoid last minute changes in test 
objectives or tardy preparation c f the executable program. 

Prepare a Documented Plan of 0 peration 

The programmer should prepare a complete plan of operation for conducting the test. This 
plan should be documented and contain all the significant details of the test. The name of 
each file and the reel or disc number con taining it should be indica ted. The device on which 
each file is to be mounted and the disposition of the output files should be recorded. A 
documented plan covering the alternatives in case of errors should be in the programmer 1 s 
possession. A good approach to documentation of operating procedures is to design a form 
similar to that illustrated in Figure 4-3. This form can eventually become the basis for 
the operator's Run Book. 



I RUN I.D. PROG RAMME R: 

FILE NAME: DEVICE: 

INPUT' 
FILE NAME: DEVICE: 

FILE NAME: DEVICE: 

OUTPUT 
FILE NAME: DEVICE: 

LOAD STANDARD OTHER: 
PROCEDURE 

DISPLAY REASON ACTION 

PROGRAM 

STOPS 

FORM NAME: 

CARRIAGE LOOP NO.: 

PRINTER 

FORM 

SET-UP 

SPECIAL 

INSTRUC-

TIONS 

Figure 4-3. Program Operating Procedures 
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Have Program Documentation Available For Reference 

Generally, the problems encountered during program testing are unpredictable. Because 
of this, the programmer must be able to reference program documentation to determine the 
nature of a problem. An adequate work area should be placed in the immediate vicinity of 
the computer to facilitate this reference. The programmer should be familiar enough with 
the program documentation to locate rapidly the documentation corresponding to any 
specific point in the program. J[t is most helpful if the programmer provides himself with 
a checklist of items necessary for successful testing. The checklist might resemble the 
one in Figure 4-4. 

I. RUNS TO BE TESTED 

II. SOFTWARE R EQU IRE D 

D RPG D ASSEMBLER o COBOL o FORTRAN 

OTHER ___________________ . ___________________ _ 

III. NEEDED ITEMS 

D PROGRAM FLOWCHARTS 

D SOURCE CODE FORMS AN D DECK 

D SO FTWARE OP ERATING I N:)TRU CTIONS 

D TEST DATA 

D WORK TAPES 

D WORK DISCS 

D PRINTER FORMS AND FORMS CONTROL LOOP 

D SAMPLES OF VALID OUTPJT 

Figure 4-4. Program Test Checklist 



Systems Testing 

Most of the programs in the system have some input-to-output relationship to other runs in 
the system as well as among themselves. Each series of programs should be tested by 
running a reasonable volume of data through two or more complete processing cycles. It 
is recommended that this technique be used as part of an acceptance test for each program 
before the full systems test is performed. When input to a program is one of its output files 
from a previous cycle, the programmer should make sure that such output is fu11y acceptable 
input. Also, part of the acceptance test for each program should include test processing of 
its output files by the other programs that are to use these files as input. 

MAINTAINING THE PROGRAM LIBRARY 

Day-to-day operation of a UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System involves the creation and main
tenance of several libraries of programs. These libraries should .include at least: 

1. Source Code input to the compilers 

2. Object programs produced by the .compilation program 

UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System software includes a utility program for use in creating 
and maintaining program library files. This Library Services program can be used to 
selectively copy a11, or parts, of one or more input library discs to an output library disc 
or tape. 

Specified portions of input libraries can be copied or deleted. Individual lines can be 
deleted or replaced by new instructions. 

In addition .to the output library file, the Library Services program produces output which 
can be printed directly or written on disc or tape for subsequent printing. The amount of 
information in this listin g can be varied according to the specific library function executed. 
Specific list options and the command format are described in the UNIVAC 9200/9300 
Assembler Reference Manuals. 

THE PROGRAMMER'S DOCUMENTATION RESPONSIBILITIES 

Proper program documentation is extremely important to the success of a data processing 
installation. It is essential to the effective operation of all affected departments, that 
complete and accurate documentation be available for reference during resolution of oper
ational problems. 

There are two distinct classes of documentation in a programming assignment. One, classi
fied as technical documentation, provides exact information about the design and content 
of the program. The other classification comprises the operator instructions. Both classes 
should be collected and maintained in a program Run Book before programs are released to 
operational status. 
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Techn ical Documentation 

Instructions for preparation of technical documentation (such as flowcharts) have been 
covered to some extent in the foregoing sections. Technical documentation includes the 
following: 

• The functional description prepared at the outset of the programming effort 

• Fully updated flowcharts used in designing the program 

• A fully updated listing of the source code 

• Fully corrected source code 

• Samples of the input and output 

• Main storage dumps and other informative printouts 

Operator's In struction s 

The overall responsibilities of the operator during program processing should be covered 
in this type of documentation. This material, which can be taken from the Run Book, should 
provide sufficient information to enable the operator to successfully complete all phases of 
his responsibilities. 

The Run Book 

The Run Book is a collection of all documen tation pertaining to each program. It should 
include all information that will increase understanding of the problem or of the approach 
chosen for its solution. The effectiveness of the Run Book can be measured by the degree 
to which persons not associated with the development of the program find its contents 
readily understandable. The information included in the Run Book should be presented in 
the sequence dictated by the frequency of its reference. It should be made up of several 
distinct sections. 

Introduction 

This section describes in general terms the processing to be performed by this program. It 
includes the functional specifications of the program and a chart illustrating the processing 
flow of data from the input files, through the program, to the output files. 

Operational Instructions 

This section provides all the procedures to be followed when operating the program. Included 
are program loading, file mounting, and descriptions of any exchanges of messages or signals 
which take place between the operator and the program. A good basis for these instructions is 
an operations form similar to the one illustrated in Figure 4-3. 

Input/Output Files 

The different types of files tha.t can be processed by the program and the data file conven
tions that have been followed ~;hould be described in an introductory paragraph. 



Each input and output file should then be described under a separate heading (functional 
name). A figure might be used to illustrate the file organization and the format of file 
records. The different types of records which may appear in the file should be listed. 

If an input file is to be automatically carried over from another routine, this should be 
indicated. If input file processing is contingent upon further direction from the programmer 
staff, the specific conditions should be described. 

If an output file is to be automatically forwarded to another routine, this fact should be 
indicated. If output file processing is contingent upon further direction from the programmer 
staff, the specific conditions should be set forth. Explain the format of any hard copy output 
of the program. Provide an example of such outputs. The following topics should be consid
ered: 

• Label Records - Indicate whether label records are placed on the file. If they are used, 
describe label content. Describe the method used to identify each new file to distinguish 
it from prior output of the same program. 

• Data Records - Provide a general description of the data records included on the file. 
Indicate record size and the number of records which may be included in a data block. 
Describe any control words or other devices which have been included in each data 
block. 

• Rerun/Restart - Explain the rerun/restart capability provided for this file. 
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5. FILE PREF:JARATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Installation of a new computer almost always involves file preparation. Even when files 
used with a previous computer are perfectly compatible with the new system, new files 
will usually be wanted to take advantage of the higher power of the new system (such as 
larger main storage or new peripherals) or to apply new work to the computer. As used in 
this section the term "files" includes, but is not limited to, master files, transaction 
files, report files, program fil,~s, and tables. 

Because the entire data proce.5sing system is based on the files used, file preparation 
demands careful planning, strict control, and complete auditing. File preparation should be 
treated as a complete application in itself, receiving the same care as other major appli
cations. The standard development steps of problem definition, information gathering, 
data analysis, and procedure establishment should be taken. 

FILE PREPARATION CHECKLIST 

Initially, a File Preparation Checklist (Figure 5-1) should be prepared to define the 
scope of the conversion workload, prevent oversights, and help establish file priority. For 
every file in the new system, the following information should be included: file name and 

num ber, related application, date required (application cutover date), pref;1ent media, and 
required media. This information can be obtained from the Systems Design Application 
Flowcharts (illustrated in Figure 3-9). Later, when file classifications and conversion 
methods have been determined, they can be added to the File Preparation Checklist. 



FILE PRESENT REQUIRED DATE FILE CONVERSION 

NO. 
APPLICATION 

MEDIA MEDIA REQUIRED CLASS. METHOD NAME 
---

~ v------~ ---- -- ........ -- -----Figure 5-1. File Preparation Checklist 

INFORMATION COLLECTION 

The syst~ms design documents (see Section 3) must be reviewed in order to determine what 
data is needed in the new files. These documents will also define new file format; that is, 
card and report layouts, record and sector designs, run descriptions, and estimated volumes. 

Existing files, regardless of their media, should then be investig~ted for file content. The 
existing files must also be discussed with the people using and maintaining them, to learn 
the purpose and importance of the file as well as present methods of use, control, and schedul
ing. The degree of validation needed for each file can be estimated at this time. Needed in
formation which is not found by these means must be sought in the various departments 
within the company. 

Besides file content, the informa tion gathered must define: 

• Codes - The meaning of currently used codes. 

• Volumes - The quantity of cards, ledgers, blocks, records, and other media in existing 
files. This information will be used to estimate and schedule conversion requirements. 

• Purging - The method of removing inactive or obsolete records from present files. 

• Error Handling - Present procedures for the detection and correction of errors. 

• Frequency of Use - The time period when existing files are in use. This will determine 
the best time to release files for conversion. 

• Updating - The method and frequency of updating existing files. 
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ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION OF DATA 

By scanning a representative sample of all existing files and source documents, the scope 
of the conversion and the interrelationships of the files can be estimated. Files that are 
already in computer acceptable media should be examined carefully for undesirable record 
formats, such as split fields, field sizes that no longer meet requirements, and overpunch
ing. A work form such as that illustrated in Figure 5-2 will help expose the interrelation
ship of file data. 

Once all the data has been gathered, it should be examined thoroughly to ensure its accuracy 
and completeness. It can then be classified according to the type of media on which it is 
recorded. The following three classifications are used: 

• Compatible - media such as :?unched cards, magnetic tape, or punched paper tape, which 
are acceptable as direct input to the system or can be machine converted to acceptable 
media. 

• Incompatible - media such as ledger cards, catalogs, and listings, which must be trans
cribed into an acceptable direct entry media. 

• Combination - media of mixed types; for example, summary data in punched cards, details 
in ledgers. 

METHODS OF FILE PREPARATION 

The three categories of media lead to three possible methods of file preparation: creation of 
new files, straight conversion, and consolidation. 

Creation 

In creation of new files, information classified as "incompatible" is converted to an inter
mediate or final medium usable as computer input. This method is commonly used for files 
of Category 3 applications, which are not presently automated. (Application categories are 
defined in Section 2, "Scheduling.") 

The creation of new files is the most demanding of the three conversion methods and the 
most susceptible to error. It usually requires development of computer programs or unit 
record procedures, as well as design and implementation of a manual procedure for the 
orderly and accurate collection, coding, transcription, auditing, keypunching, key-verifying, 
and sorting of data to be contained in the file. 

It may be desirable to prepare a worksheet as an intermediate step between source docu·· 
ment and file, particularly when: 

• The information on the source documen t is difficult to read. 

• Withdrawal of data in the sequence desired is difficult. 

• The source documents are not available for the uninterrupted period required for control, 
keypunching and key-verifying, valida tion, and correction. 

• A multiple source of informaLon is used. 

• Extensive coding, condensing, or editing is necessary. 



RECORD 
ALPHA ARITHMETIC ---"""""--

FIELD NAME LENGTH OR OR 
NUMERIC DESCRIPTIVE INVOICE 

ACKNOWL- INVOICE SH IPPING SALES ACCOUNTS INVENTORY EDGEMENT REGISTER NOTICE ANALYSIS RECEIVABLE 

Date 6 N D X X )< X K 

Customer No. 5 /(/ D X X X )( X 
--

Invoice No. b 1(/ 0 X X X )( 
----

Customer Order No. 7' /ljM D )( X X 
------ - --'"'- ---

Shipping Instructions 5CJ /1 D X X X 
-- --"--"---

Item No_ 6 /lIU D X >< X )( >< 
Quantity 3 tV !9 X X X X >< -- ----~--

Price S- Al /-l X )( X X 
----" ---.-"--~ 

Cost ,~ N H X X 
f-----

Extension 0 N R X 
----- .- -----

Invoice Total 6 N" A- X >< X X 
""-f-----

Tax 4' AI R J< X 
f-------

Customer Name 3CJ /7 0 X ><- X X X X 
------

.. - f-------

--r-----

- -L---- ...- -.. 
l--- --- -

Figure 5-2. Field Interrecord Relationship Work Form 
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The worksheet should be designed so it can be used easily by both the clerical personnel 
who will transcribe the information from the source document and by the keypunch operator 
who will punch the data from the worksheet into cards. For efficient keypunching, the data 
should be arranged in the same sequence on the worksheet as on the cards. If such an 
arrangement is not possible, it may be advisable to create an interim card format; the final 
record format can then be achieved by using the computer or unit record equipment. 

Since the creation of a new file is not part of the routine data processing schedule and 
requires extensive editing and auditing, additional man-hours may be needed. They can be 
arranged through one or more of the following means: 

1. Extending regular working hours. 

2. Temporarily reassigning personnel from another department. 

3. Hiring on a temporary basis. 

4. Having tasks performed by an outside service organization. 

Factors to consider when determining the means of obtaining additional personnel include 
the estimated time required to complete the manual phases of file creation, the availability 
of source documents, the personnel's degree of familiarity with the task, the complexity 
of the task, and the frequency of change within source documents. 

Stra ight Conyers ion 

In straight conversion, files on "compatible" media are modified by direct processing on 
the computer or unit record equipment, with no manual operation involved. This conversion 
method is generally used for filE'S of applications in Categories 1 and 2 (defined in Section 
2, "Scheduling"). 

Examples of straight conversion are: rearrangement of certain data fields to a more efficient 
format in the new system; deletion of data; increase or decrease in the size of fields or 
records; changes in file label format; character translation; assignment or changing of codes; 
and calculation of additional data when all factors are present. 

Straight conversion may be performed on single files, where one unit (record, card, item, 
etc.) of input is to be converted to one unit of output, or on multiple f.iles where two or 
more units of input are to be merged, collated, condensed, or translated into one unit of 
output. 

Consol idation 

The consolidation method of file preparation is a combination of file creation and straight 
conversion. It is used when the source data for the new file is contained on a combination 
of "compatible" and "incompaLble" media. 

File preparation by the consolidation method is principally used in Category 3 applications. 
Some degree of consolidation may be required in Category 2 applications which are expanded 
to utilize the greater power of the new or expanded computer. (Application categories are 
defined in Section 2, "Scheduling.") 



PLANNING INDIVIDUAL CONVERSIONS 

Conversion Procedures 

The remaining tasks of file preparation are p~rformed separately for each file and include: 

• Establishing verification/validity techniques 

• Creating the file (including worksheet design, implementation, and instruction in use) 
or writing and testing the conversion program, or both 

• Pilot testing 

• Performing the actual conversion 

Time Requirements 

The time needed to complete the conversion of individual files should now be estimated, 
including time for perso.nnel training at each step. 

Note that the preparatory steps through pilot testing usually require much more time than 
the mechanics of actual conversion. It is also important to remembet that, because most 
personnel involved will be unfamiliar with the file preparation tasks, optimum performance 
rates will not be achieved initially. 

Schedu ling Factors 

The conversion 'Of each file is then scheduled, based on the following factors: 

• The total num ber of files to be prepared and the dates required, taken from the File 
Preparation Checklist 

• The frequency of use of each file, determined during information collection 

• The estimated time required for each conversion 

• The equipment delivery date 

• The availability of equipment for program testing, pilot testing, and conversion 

By taking these factors into account and calculating back from the date the file is required, 
the last possible starting date for each file can be determined. 

Ideally, all file completion dates should occur between the last time the files are used by 
the existing system and the first time they are needed by the new system. Dual file main
tenance would thus be eliminated, and files entering the new system would be as accurate 
and current as those in the earlier system. 

However, the amount of equipment and the number of personnel required to complete the 
conversion within the short time available usually makes this approach impractical. In 
practice, therefore, files are prepared in advance of their use and maintained until required 
by the new system. 
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If too many files are prepared at once or they are prepared too far ahead of use, problems 
may arise from the burden of dua:l file maintenance. By the time the files are used, recon
ciliation or even. recreation might be necessary. For this reason, it is .often desirable to 
prepare files only as needed for cutover of each application. 

Determ in ing Specia I Requ irements 

After the file preparation worklocld has been determined, requirements for additional per
sonnel and special supplies (such as magnetic tape, discs, cards, forms, and worksheets) 
should also be estimated and scbeduled. Supplies should be ordered sufficiently in advance 
to coordinate with suppliers' lead times, allowing a safety margin for contingencies. 

VERIFICATION METHODS 

Validation 

The success of any new system depends on th~ validity of the information it contains. 
Complete and accurate files will eliminate potential problem areas such as lost time because 
of missing records, erroneous or incomplete information, and customer complaints. 

Some common validation methods are as follows: 

Complete 

A printout of the entire file is verified by comparing it to the original data. This method 
requires extensive personnel time and yet does not necessarily ensure complete accuracy 
because personnel alertness is often reduced and erroneous data may be overlooked. 

Sampling 

Selected portions of data from the file are checked thoroughly. Sampling would point out 
consistent errors such as those caused by misinterpretation of instructions or of original 
data. 

Check Digit 

Permanent or semipermanent codes, such as part numbers, employee numbers, or customer 
codes, become self-verifying by the addition of a check digit, which is calculated from the 
original digits of the code. The check digit will locate any change in digit or sequence of 
digits within a code, such as those caused by transposition, misr,eading or keypunching. 
This validation method requires that the program calculate and assign the check digit, and 
expand the field size of the code to accommodate the calculated digit. 

Range Testing 

Codes, amounts, and figures are checked to ensure that they are within preset limits. Al
though this type of verification does not assure complete accuracy, it will locate the error 
that is entirely outside the range of possibility. Thus, if all items of an inventory cost 
between $1.00 and $53.00, range testing would find any item showing a cost outside these 
amounts. 



Character 

Like range testing, character validation is a test of reasonableness. A field which contains 
one of several known codes is compared to each of the codes possible until a match is 
found; if no match occurs, an error is indicated. For example, suppose that a tax code field 
must contain a 0, 2, 5, or 7. If it contained any other code or no code, an error condition 
would be indicated. 

Controls 

Unlike validation methods, which indicate the exact item that is in error, controls point 
out that a file or a portion of a file is in error. (Audit trails must then be fo11owed to find 
the actual error.) Controls may be of the following types: 

• Hash Totals - The total of a group of unlike figures, which is meaningless except for 
control purposes and would not be maintained for any other reason. Hash totals are used 
to verify that a11 records of a group are present. 

• Quantity and Amount Totals - The total of a group of like figures, which may already be 
utilized in the control of the existing system; for example, quantities in invoicing or 
payroll hours. 

• Unit Count - The total number of units (such as cards, items, records, or books) within 
each .particular group, section, or file. 

Control figures should be established at logical points within the file; for example, at 
changes in department, after X number of items, by classification, or at any point desired 
depending on the file arrangement. They should not be so numerous that they are cumber
some, nor so few that isolation of the error is an enormous task. 

The control figures are created (or verified if they already exist) before the initial process
ing, preferably as soon as the source material is available. 

To permit early detection and correction of errors, control figures should be checked at 
various stages of file development; for example, upon completion of the worksheet, after 
keypunching and verifying, after sorting, and after each pass on the UNIVAC 9200/9300 
Disc System. The frequency of checking required depends, of course, on the volume of 
da ta being processed. 

The control figures should also be verified at the output stage - that is, after the file has 
been converted or prepared, prior to use by the new system. 

Audit Trails 

Procedures must be established to permit, upon discovery of an error, an orderly tracing 
of the flow of data to determine the origin and cause of the error, the type of corrective 
action to be taken, and the point at which to initiate a restart procedure. 
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STANDARDS 

By setting standards where possible, the installation manager will reduce the amount of 
explanation and instruction needed, and increase the efficiency of the operation. Some 
suggested areas in which standards should be followed are: 

• Type and points of control for each file 

• Character representa tion used on worksheets; for example, 0 (letter) and 0 (numeral), 
S (letter) an d 5 (nume ral), Z (lette r) and 2 (numeral) 

• Worksheet design and use 

• Initial and pilot tes t da ta 

• Acceptance test minimum 

CONVE RSION PROGRAM WRITING 

The writing of conversion programs can only begin when all the information has been 
collected and analyzed, and the standard and procedures have been established. 

Existing or proposed file maintenance programs can sometimes be used to perform the 
conversion. The use of these programs, with or without modification, could eliminate the 
need for specialized conversion programs and would reduce the overall programming 
workload. 

(Refer to Section 4, "Programming," for an explanation of the actual programming function.) 

PILOT TESTING 

Pilot tests of representative portions of the new files are as important as systems tests 
of applica tions. They should be performed for all conversion programs in order to find 
and correct errors that may have been overlooked in the program testing before these 
necessitate complete reruns of the final conversion. In addition, from the timings obtained 
in pilot tests, the total run time for the complete file conversion can be projected, and 
the schedule adjusted if neces sary. 

Upon completion of a successful pilot test, the partial files that have been prepared can 
be used as input for the final systems test of each application and of the overall system. 

CONVERSION OPERATIONS 

Actual preparation of the files should be done, where possible, by members of the Data 
Processing Department. In this way, the people using the files after conversion will be
come familiar with the files and file content, and gain experience in the operation of the 
UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. Furthermore, this procedure will greatly reduce the 
number of explanations needed at the time of cutover. 

Where the conversion operation is performed depends on the magnitude of the files, the 
speed of completion desired, a nd the availability of personnel and equipment. If time and 
workload permit, the conversion may be performed at the installation site upon delivery of 
the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System, or shortly thereafter. If file preparation is to be 
completed before delivery, however, a Univac Regional Test Center or other nearby site 
could be utilized. 



It may be desirable to employ the services of a Univac Information Services Center to 
perform portions or all of the conversion phase of file preparation. Such outside contracting 
can avoid the need to hire and train temporary personnel and to secure temporary equipment 
and word space. 

NEW FILE MAINTEN,ANCE 

Procedures must be developed to maintain the files from the time the data was originally 
obtained until the file is used in the new system, when the regular file maintenance programs 
will ta'ke over. 

Without proper file maintenance, the new files may require reconversion, extensive updating, 
or complete file reconciliation by the cutover date. To avoid such problems, precise pro
cedures for the handling and control of additions, corrections, changes, and deletions must 
be developed and used. 

FILE MAINTENANCE DURING USE 

The purpose of file maintenance is to permit the continued use of a data file as long as 
possible before having to reorganize it. File maintenance involves making additions and 
deletions to the file, changing static information, and, in some cases, providing for activity 
frequency changes. Regardless of the file maintenance techniques used, however, the gaps 
left by deletions and the chaining required for additions eventually lead to poor utilization 
of space and excessive look-up time. Because the efficiency of the file gradually decreases, 
periodic reorganiza tion of the file is usually necessary. 

Additions 

In an indexed sequential and random file, additions should be made at the time they 
occur. In a basic sequential file, which does not have gaps or an overflow area, additions 
require reorganization of the file. The most efficient way of making additions to a sequential 
file is to accumulate a number of them, sort them into sequence, and merge them into the 
file under control of the Sequential Processor. 

De letions 

A data record that becomes inactive should not be removed from the file immediately 
beca use there may be a s ubsequ ent reference to it. Ins tead, a record to be removed should 
be flagged. Examples of flags are the date on which the item became obsolete or on which 
it may be removed from the file; the flag could also be a single bit indicator which designates 
immediate or later removal. A flagged item should be removed during a subsequent file 
maintenance or audit run. 

Before a record is deleted, it should be dumped to punched cards, magnetic tape, or a 
line printer. This provides a historical record of all data removed from the file. It also 
provides for their possible reconstruction. 

After a series of deletions have been flagged, all files need to be reorganized and con
densed. In indexed sequential files, reorganization is done in order to avoid unnecessary 
searching and to make certain that all indexes reflect any changes made in the file. In 
files that utilize chains, the chains affected must be adjusted to preserve their workability. 
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During reorganization, records flagged for deletion are either removed from the file or 
placed last in descending order of activity and deleted when the control date for removal 
has been reached. 

Static Information Changes 

The facility to change normally s ta tic credit fields, such as the cost field of an item 
in ven tory record, should be provided in normal process in g programs. When astatic field 
is changed, the program logic ~:hould be such that the change is made before that field 
is used in a processing calculation affected by the change. For example, if a pay rate 
is to be changed, the program logic should ensure that the change is made before a 
paycheck affected by the new rate is computed. 

Mass changes to normally static data are best made by an independent file maintenance 
run that prints out both old and new contents of the chan ged records. 

Activity Frequency Changes 

Files organized so that the most used records are at the front, instead of the keys being 
arranged in nume ric sequence, should occas ionally be reviewed and reorganized to reflect 
current activity frequency. If the activity of items in the file is naturally changeable -
seasonal, for example - automa tic activity count fields can be included in the records 
and used to rearrange the file so that the most active items are at the front and the least 
active at the rear. 

File Maintenance Techniques 

The following file maintenance techniques should be performed to maintain file efficiency: 

1. P reven t file satura tion. File saturation will proba bly force processing to halt, resulting 
in loss of time, manpower, and money. 

2. Dump files regularly. 

3. Always reorganize before the condition of the file is such that it exceeds the critical 
point where processing may have to halt until reorganization is performed. 

4. When using overflow areas, use an alarm system to warn of impending file exhaustion. 

5. Dump indexes regularly an d check their validity. 

6. If changes are made to any files that use indexes, verify the changes in the appropriate 
indexes. 

7. In random files, purge inacti.ve items regularly. 

8. Perform scheduled online reviews of item status; determine whether they are active or 
obsolete. 

9. When an item is purged, rna He a ha rd copy printout of the purged areas. 

10. Es ta blish file retention da tes so that informa tion which is important, but inactive 
(for example, W-2 information), is not destroyed inadvertently. 



BACK·UP PROCEDU RIES 

As computer systems become more complex, back-up procedures are becoming more 
essential. When a total equipment configuration includes disc, back-up procedures are 
required for two major reasons: 

1. If a file is destroyed or becomes inaccessible, it must be reconstructed to be 
reprocessed. 

2. The des tructive update characteristic is inherent in disc devices. Destructive upda te 
means that, when information is written to the disc, those locations within a sector 
which do not receive data are cleared to binary zero. Thus, when records are updated, 
the previous information is destroyed. 

In either case, the user must establish back-up procedures to preserve information. These 
procedures must be fully planned, checked out, documented, and readily available to all 
personnel who are responsible for computer room operations. To provide better control, 
one person should have the responsibility for implementing and maintaining the back-up 
procedures. Some of the mo'st common back-up procedures are described below. 

Reta i n ing Sou rce Documents 

Source documents should be retained as long as it is feasible (that is, while storage space 
is available) or necessary (as required for tax information and internal accounting). The 
retention time of the source document will vary from application to application. 

Dumping 

All files should be dumped periodically to another disc, or to tape, card, or printer. Generally, 
it is most practical to produce the file dump as a byproduct of reports generated on a periodic 
basis. At firs t glance, it would seem that a daily dump would simplify rebuilding the file. 
That is to say, yesterday's file can be loaded and today's input reprocessed in case of 
equipment failure or of an inadvertent file overwrite. This method is, in fact, the solution 
with small files. However, as the size of the files increases, daily dumping becomes less 
practical in terms of time and volume. 

J ou rna lin g 

If it is not practical to reprocess all transactions that occur between dumps, a journaling 
method of back-up should be used, to permit faster retrieval and reprocessing. J ournaling 
uses magnetic tape for back-up (see Figure 5-3) and is therefore only possible when the 
total system configuration includes magnetic tapes. 

Journaling is accomplished as follows: The first time' a record is written to a disc it is 
also written, or journaled, to tape. Subsequen tly, records are journaled before and after 
modification. As each record is j ournaled to rna gnetic tape, additional information is 
written with the record to facilitate future retrieval. The journal information for each 
record must include the magnetic tape file and record number, the date, the type of file 
a.nd its name, and the address of the record on disc. The journal tape can be considered 
a chronicle of activity related to the file. 

When the journaling technique is used, programming changes which affect the file have no 
effect on the reliability of the back-up data produced. If the data must be recreated, it can 
be reprocessed completely or reinstated at the last entry related to the file. 
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DATA 
RECORD 

Figure 5-3. Journaling Approach to File Back-Up 

Mirror-Image Recording 

This technique requires duplicate recording of all records as they are written to disc. This 
can be accomplished in several ways. One way is to logically divide the disc into two 
equal sections. When a record is written to disc, it is written to both sections, in the 
same relative position. Another method is alternate track recording; that is, a record 
written on Track 0 is also written on Track 2. A third method requires a duplicate disc 
to record all data. 

Mirror-image recording is extremely relia ble, but it is costly in terms of time and storage. 
Moreover, if the disc becomes inopera ti ve, the informa tion is inaccessible. 

Grandfather-Father-Son Approach 

Another back-up procedure is the gran dfa ther-fa ther-son approach, illustrated in Figure 
5-4. In this method, duplicate recording is not required. Instead, two previous generations 
of a file are kept as back-up to the current file. When a master disc file is updated, the 
new mas ter file is called the (( son," the mas ter used as input is the" father," and the 
previous mas ter, wh ich created the" father" file, is the" grandfather." The grandfa ther 
file is held until the son file h.3.s gone through another processing cycle and has, in turn, 
become a father file. Thus, if information on the son disc is destroyed, the father or grand
father disc is available for reprocessing. 
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Figure 5-4. Grandfather-Father-Son Method of File Bock-Up. 

RESTART PROCEDU RES 

It is sometimes advantageous to restart processing without returning to the beginning of 
a run. To permit this, a series of checkpoints must be established which will preserve 
at se lected intervals, the contents of main storage, of se lected registers, and of indica tors. 
In other words, those items which will permit the most efficient restart capabilities must 
be saved. 

Because of the destructive nature of disc devices, other considerations must be taken 
into account to enable restart after failure. Main storage must be reloaded, registers must 
be reestablished, and previously described back-up procedures must be used to restore the 
file. 
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B. SUPPLIES 

INTRODUCTION 

Besides the hardware and soLware, other rna terials required for efficient operation of the 
Data Processing Department fall into three categories: 

1. Vital Supplies 
These supplies are indispensable to the operation of the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System. 
Included in this group are tabulating cards, discs, tapes, printer forms, carriage control 
tape, and other items which a re directly rela ted to the input or outpu t of the Da ta P ro
cessing Department. 

2. Furnishings and Handling Supplies 
This cate gory includes desks, tables, chairs, card files, cabinets and containers, 
bookcases for manuals, mo'Va ble carts, and other storage facilities. 

3. Miscellaneous Supplies 
Included in this group would be items such as rubber stamps, buck slips, stationery and 
coding paper, templates, and other incidental office supplies. Report binders and log 
book are also necessary items. A large chalkboard is extremely helpful for group 
discussi ons or on-the-prem ises trainin g. 

While items of all three categ<:>ries are essential to a well organized Data Processing 
Department, it would be difficult to advise on the amount of furniture or general office 
supplies needed. In installations converting from card or tape oriented systems to a 
direct access system, there will be little change. Section 6 therefore deals exclusively 
with those items vital to the operation of the equipment. 



ORDERING 

Supplies should be ordered far enough in advance of the system conversion to allow as 
smooth a transition as possible. The "vital" supplies must be given the highest priority. 
Knowledge of the usual quantities consumed in daily processing and of the delivery lead 
times involved, and use of a high quality product with establishment of an emergency 
stock, will substantially reduce or totally eliminate potential problems. 

Supplies stock should be- higher than normal during the conversion period to compensate 
for increased consumption due to program testing runs and to possible reruns caused by 
inexperience. 

To minimize storage space req uirem en ts and assure fresh stock, it is usually most prac
tical to replenish cards, forms, and ribbons on a relatively short-term, possibly monthly, 
basis. Often supplies can be ordered in bulk and scheduled for automatic delivery on a 
cyclical basis. An added benefit of this arrangement is that many vendors offer quantity 
discounts. If automa tic deli very is planned, however, seasonal trends m:ust be considered; 
the quantity delivered in each period must reflect the expected usage during that period. 

Many supply vendors offer usage and inventory control systems to their customers. Use 
of these form alized and tes ted records wi 11 simplify the mainten ance and control of 
supplies. 

PUNCHED CARDS 

Card Storage 

The card storage area should be as near the Data Processing Department as possible so 
cards are easily accessible. The storage area temperature should be between 70 0 and 
75 0 F, the humidity level between 40 and 60%. Ideally, temperature and humidity levels 
should be identical in the stora ge a rea and the da ta process ing rooms. If they are not, the 
cards should be stored in the data processing room for three days before use. 

Cards may be stored in the shipping cartons before use. These should be kept on steel 
shelving whenever _possible; they should never be put against an outside wall or directly 
on a concrete floor since this invites moisture and warping problems. Further, they should 
not be stacked more than three high nor stacked on their sides. To inhibit warping, cards 
should be removed from partially filled 2000-card boxes and stored in trays under pressure. 

Control of Card Stock 

Every card type (both by number and color) should be effectively controlled to avoid 
shortages or excesses and to make optimum use of the available storage space. 

Usage records should be maintained and reviewed. Where indicated, adjustments should 
be made to any automatic replenishment procedure. The usage record should show normal 
lead time for each card type and should note variations caused by optional features such 
as multicolored stock, prepunching, or any other unique consideration which might affect 
delivery time. 

When new card formats are ordered, sufficient lead time should be allowed so that proof 
copies can be checked thoroughly by the people responsible for the original design. 
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Specia I Ca rd Types 

Color Coded Cards 

Color coding of cards provides the advantage of easy recognition; the type or purpose of 
the card can be seen at a glance and a misfiled card is conspicuous by its dissimilar 
color. However, colored stock is more expensive than natural stock and its use must be 
jus tifia ble by the resultant increase in efficiency. 

Multipurpose Cards 

Use of multipurpose cards (cards with several differen t sets of fie ld headings) is recom
mended, since it will simplify inventory management. It may also result in savings, since 
large orders can be placed on which quan tity discounts may apply. 

FORMS 

Stock Forms 

Blank stock in single or multiple parts is necessary in every installation. Its use in as 
many applications as possible will redu ce the number of different forms to be stocked 
as well as the time loss caused by frequent changing of forms in the printer. Generally, 
blank stock should be used for most in-house reports and for all program testing. Since 
stock forms are shelf items for most suppliers, they have minimal lead times. 

Stock Imprints 

These forms utilize the standard sizes of stock paper, but are designed so that headings 
and drop lines can be imprin ted with minimal cos t. The lead time for forms of this type is 
usually longer than for blank stock but shorter than for custom forms. 

Custom Forms 

These forms require the most careful attention, since they invariably reach the hands of 
management or customers, or both. They are usually multicolored and multicopy. The 
custom form is generally designed by the systems analyst who, at the time of application 
development, investigated the uses of the form. Most form suppliers are happy to assist 
in forms design; their representa ti ves are professionals whose advice on factors such as 
color, weight, and shading should be carefully considered. The forms supplier can often 
provide samples of forms serving the same purpose in other installations; these may be 
helpful in both forms design and systems design. 

The forms supplier should be advised of the computer system on which the forms will be 
used, to ensure that the methods employed to hold multipart forms together, the carbon 
quality, and the paper weight are within the tolerances of the system. 

If transition is being made from a printing device whose characters are not ten-to-the-inch, 
mos t of the installation's cus tom forms w ill require redesign. Plans should be made to 
have the inventory of old forms at minimum level at the time of cutover. 

Proof copies of all new forms should be thoroughly reviewed. Some items which require 
particular attention are size of co lumns, vertical and horizon tal spacin g, drop lines, and 
all headings. If corrections are extensive, another proof should be made. Although most 
forms suppliers give a cost reduction for large orders, it is advisable to sacrifice this 
savings on the initial order to protect against oversupply of a form containing an unfore
seen problem. 



DISC CARTRIDGES 

The UNIVAC 8410 DAS uses disc cartridges manufactured by Univac. In ordering the initial 
supply of discs, the i~stallation manager can estimate the number needed by considering the 
file sizes, number of files, number of an tecedent copies maintained for security, and adding 
a sufficient number of discs for programmer use. If the system is fully disc-oriented, systems 
discs must also be provided. If the system configuration also contains tape, fewer discs 
will be required because back-up copies of discs can be· kept on tape. Historically, ma ture 
disc installaUons have averaged about ten discs for each disc drive; five discs per drive 
would be a reasonable initial supply if an average rather than a calculated quantity is to 
be ordered. 

The disc cartridge may be stored vertically or horizontally, although vertical storage is 
recommended. 

MAGNETIC TAPE 

Magnetic tape has been the most common bulk storage device since the advent of the first 
commercial computer, the UNIVAC I in 1951. Since that time there have been many changes 
in tape recording devices and in the tape itself. The improvement of recording techniques 
and the a bility of today's computers to process more data in less time have placed increased 
emphasis on the quality and care of tape. 

Ordering Tape 

The tape selected must, of course, be of good quality. Its rated recording density should 
be equal to or greater than the density at which recording will take place. Tape length is 
commonly 2400 feet, but reels of different length may be ordered depending on the size of 
the files to be processed and the flexibility desired in the installation. 

An adequate supply of tape should be ordered to meet normal usage and program testing, and 
provide safe levels of retention. A good working formula is: three working tapes per tape 
drive, plus three tapes per file, plus a minimum of three systems tapes. Although the actual 
number of tapes required will vary with each installation, this formula will give a reasonable 
estimate for the initial tape order. 

Care of Tape 

The maJor considerations in the storage and handling of magnetic tape are as follows: 

On arrival: 
1. Report visual damage to carrier. 
2. Look for stacking of cartons more than five high. 
3. Open sample cartons to find any hidden damage. 
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Storage' 
1. Store cartons with reels verti.cal. 
2. Store tape in the plastic con tainers in which reels were shipped from vendor. If wrap·· 

around rings are used, choose a design that does not spread the reel flanges or crimp 
the tape. 

3. Maintain 60 0 to 80 0 F temperature and 40% to 60% relative humidity in the storage area. 
4. Keep tape away from radiators and open windows. 
5. Log the da te received. 
6. For tape stored over six months, rewind before use. 
7. Keep tape away from fluorescent lights, power transformers, and telephones. 

Handling 
1. Handle tape (to repair, for example) only in a clean area. Otherwise, dust or other 

contaminants may adhere to the tape. 
2. Handle reels by the hubs to avoid deformation of the reel sides. 
3. Handle tape only with clean hands or white gloves. 

Cleaning 
1. A gain, handle tape only with clean hands or white gloves. 
2. Use a high quality magnetic tape cleaner on a clean cloth. 
3. Don't use residue-producin g cleansers such as ca rbon tetrachloride. 

Use 

1. If a tape-induced error occurs, check the tape for pin holes, dents, stretch, excess 
oxide, or foreign particles. 

2. Check the read/write head, capstan, and tape path for dirt accumulation. 
3. Check the tape wipers. 
4. Don't touch head with fingers, scrape oxide with fingernail, or hold finger or any other 

object against moving tape. 
5. Observe "N 0 Smoking" and "N 0 Ea tin g" rules in computer room. 

RIB BONS 

An adequate supply of printer ribbons should be maintained. As for most other supplies, 
the number of ribbons needed will depend on the amount of use and the lead time involved. 
The life expectancy of a ribbon is usually determined by the number of lines printed in 
the installation in a given time. As a general rule, the supply should never go below 
three ribbons. 



7. SITE PREPARATION 

IN TRO DU CTION 

An important, and too often neglected, aspect of installing data processing equipment is 
the preparation of the site. Certain requirements concerned with the physical installation 
of the equipment are mandatory, and must be fulfilled prior to equipment delivery. For a 
detailed description of these requirements, which pertain to such factors as power, 
cooling, component arrangement, and floor loading, refer to UNIVAC 9200/9300 Systems 
Installation Planning Specifica tions (MH-1185). 

Other requirements, although not absolutely essential, are equally important in achieving 
a productive and trouble-free operation. These factors dealing with design of the environ
ment for equipment, personnel, and storage are the subject of Section 7. 

EQUIPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature and Humidity Control 

Since improper air conditioning is one of the primary causes of equipment failure, proper 
temperature and humidity control is probably the most critical aspect of site preparation. 

For optimum performance, the equipment room should be kept at a 'humidity level of 40 to 
60% and a temperature of 70 0 to 75 0 F. These ranges should be maintained 24 hours a day. 
Installation of a separate cooling system in the equipment room is recommended to avoid 
the expense of opera tiug a centra 1 air conditioner during nonworking hours. Use of a 
tempera ture and humidity recording ins trument, capable of continuous recordin g for at leas t 
seven 24-hour periods, is a valuable help in sensing impending trouble. 

Dust Control 

Equally important in obtaining optimum equipment performance is a dust-free environment. 
Dust is detrimental to magnetic recording devices and to photo-cell sensing; when allowed 
to accumulate in the system's built-in filters, it can impede cooling air flow. Floor wax 
should be used lightly, if at all. Daily damp mopping of the computer area is recommended. 

Power Considerations 

It is important that power lines feeding the data processing equipment be isolated from 
large cycling loads, such as those from air-conditioning units, El"rc welders, or large elec
tric motors. The power line should be checked with voltage recorders for a period of one 
week. If stable electric power cannot be guaranteed, it is highly desirable to provide the 
equipment room with its own motor-genera tor power supply or voltage regulator. 

Parallel Equipment Usage 

If both old and new equipment will operate during cutover using the same site and power 
supply, additional air co nditioning a nd electrical power may be required. 
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FIRE AND SMOKE PROTECTIOt~ 

J.<'ire fighting equipment for the delta processing area must be chosen carefully, because 
some devices use materials which are harmful to the data media or to the processing 
system. Carbon dioxide is considered safe for use. Overhead water spri~klers, however, 
are not recommended. 

Protection of the library from fire and smoke is also an important consideration, as the 
reliability of rna gnetic recording is reduced by atmospheric impurities. For this reason, 
smoking should be prohibited in the vicinity of system equipment or tape files. Good 
fire preven tion practices should be followed, su ch as emptying waste receptacles regularly, 
preventing the accumulation of used forms and cards, and storing supplies in metal cabinets. 

EQUIPMENT LAYOUT 

Layout Cons iderations 

In arranging the equipment, primary consideration should be given to the operation of the 
installation. High operator efficiency depends on good equipment placement, ample table 
space, and proper storage of cards, magnetic tapes, and discs. 

The installation should be designed for effective work flow. Placement of punched card 
equipment should be functional according to the volume of cards processed, the number of 
each machine type to be installed, and the sequence of processing for the majority of jobs. 
Aisles must be provided for movement of carts and trays to and from the equipment. Since 
disc and tape oriented systems are largely independent of their related punched card equip
ment, it is generally desirable to locate the punched card peripheral equipment in a different 
room. 

The placement of multiple unit Cll ble-connected equipmen t is determined to a certain ex
tent by cable lengths. Although there is a specific limit to the cable lengths allowed, 
these limits are high enough so that they seldom present a problem. (Cable lengths are 
discussed in Section 3 of UNIVAC 9200/9300 Systems Installation Planning Specifications, 
MH-118S.) 

The physical appearance of the installation is sometimes a consideration in equipment 
layout; for instance, tape and disc drives may have to face a glass wall in a computef 
room viewed by the public. 

The Univac Field Engineering Manager will review and give advice on all site plans. 

Visual Requirements of Layout 

Equipment and files in the data processing area should be arranged so that supervisory 
and operating personnel have ready visual access to equipment and operator controls. 
Equipment which requires monitoring should be within easy sight of operation personnel. 
The supervisor should be able k view the en tire da ta processing area from his normal 
work locatfon. 

Typical arrangements of UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System components are shown in Figures 
7-1,7-2, and 7-3. These layouts give the operator a complete view of all control panels, 
card rna gazines, disc dri ves, an d tape reels from one point. The floor plan should be drawn 
to suit the specific configuratior .. The completed floor plan should also show the loca tion 
of des ks, tables, file and s tora ge ca binets, etc., thus allowing review of traffic pa ttems 
and access routes. 
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WORKING ENVIRONMENT 

Proper lighting and control of sound, as well as general appearance and neatness of the 
working area, are important in maintaining high morale and operating efficiency of the data 
processing staff. 

Sound Control 

Soundproofing of the equipment area is important to the operating personnel. The most de
sirable sound a bsorbintg rna terials for use in the ceiling are both fireproof and nondusting. 
Such rna terials pay for themselves through increased safety as well as efficiency and re
liabili ty. Draperies and ca rpetin g also help to reduce the sound level. 
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Lighting 

All areas should be adequately lighted to avoid unnecessary interruptions of normal work 
flow. In addition, mistakes caused by the staff's inability to see wording, forms, and des
ignations can be costly. 

ALLOCATING AUXILIARY WORKING AND STORAGE AREAS 

Programm ing Room 

Convenience and quiet are im:;JOrtant considerations in selecting the programming room. 
The area set aside for the programming staff should be planned so that noise level and 
interruptions are kept to a minimum. It should also ha ve di rect access to the computer 
room or be as close as possible. 

Field Engineer's Work Area 

The Field Engineer performing preventive or emergency maintenance on the system will 
need a table surface near the equipment to hold circuit diagrams, tools, and parts while he 
is working on the equipment. Good si te planning w ill provide adequate work surface for 
both the Field Engineer and the installation personnel, such as programmers, who require 
a place to spread out reference documents. 

Supply Storage Area 

The desirability of a supply storage area adjacent to the data processing area was ex
plained in Section 6, Supplies. 

Input and Output Handling Are-as 

Areas in which input or output data will be accumulated, assembled, or distributed to other 
departmen ts require special cons idera tion. Since these a reas normally provide access to 
the Data Processing Department for outside personnel, they should be located near the en
trance to the department. Because of dust generated by forms bursting and card handling, 
and also because of outside personnel traffic, this area should be separated from the im
media te computer area. 

PLANNING FOR FUTU RE GF~OWTH 

When layin g ou t the floor plan and alloca tin g space for the equipment room, it is wise to 
keep in mind the proba ble need for fu ture expansion. If expansion room cannot be pre
allocated, at least a plan for the future displacement of an adjacent department is important. 
Then, when company growth leads to expansion, the installation will not find itself with 
such inflexible barriers that the only way to go is to the next floor. 

Major facility revisions can be a voided if requiremen ts such as space, air conditioning, 
and power supply are considered at this time. 



B. SYSTEM TRANSITION 

INTRODUCTION 

The term "transition" (or cutover) refers to the transfer of operations from one system or 
equipment to another. In many cases, the transition involves both new equipment and new 
procedures. The interdependence of equipmen t and procedure results from the acquisition 
of new equipment to satisfy the requirements of new applications or to handle revisions 
designed to enlarge the scope of existing applications. Procedural changes also come 
about as systems are revised to make use of particular features of the data processing 
system. Such changes are quite common when a new storage medium, such as that repre
sented by a direct access system, is being introduced. 

The dura tion of the transition fJhase varies from one ins talla tion to another, and depends 
upon factors such as the nature of the application and the types of equipment involved. 
When the installation of a data processing system is to be effected with only minor pro
cedural changes, the transition effort may involve only the subs titu tion of equipmen t and 
new programs. The transfer of operations from one system to another in such cases can be 
accomplished in a very short period of time. If the installation of a new system is associated 
with extensive procedural changes, however, the transition period may extend over several 
months. 

Three basic considerations are involved in planning the transition: 

1. Selection of the cutover method 
2. Conversion controls 
3. Conversion scheduling 

SELECTING THE TRANSITION METHOD 

The transitions for unrelated applications should be planned and executed separately. 
The transition of related applications mayor may not be accomplished separately, depending 
upon the specific nature of the applications involved. The basic division of methods lies 
between the" immedia te" and" pa rallel" approa ches. 
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Parallel Transition 

When this method is used, the old system is operated for a time in parallel with the new 
system, with both systems receiving transactions and producing reports and documents. 
The outputs of the new system are checked against those of the old system by individual 
comparison or by control totals. Distribution of the reports and documents produced by the 
old system continues in the nor:nal manner. 

Once the reports from the new system have been examined, they are destroyed. If the new 
system includes revised clerical procedures, the documents produced are first passed through 
the clerical operations as part of the examination. This phase of the test provides assurance 
that the content and format of the new documents reflect efficient clerical operations. It will 
also enable clerical personnel to become familiar with the new forms and procedures. Docu
ments produced by the new system must be carefully controlled and, if possible, marked to 
prevent inadvertent distribution. 

U ndesira ble conditions uncover,ed by the checkin g opera tion are corrected by adjus tmen: ts 
to programs or procedures. Whil,~ the alterations are being made to the new system, parallel 
operations and the search for new discrepancies continue. As the procedures and programs 
of the new system are refined, the quality of the outputs will improve to a near perfect state. 
A t this time there may be a tem pta tion to cease the opera tion of the old sys tem on the 
assumption that the next adjustnents made to the new system will be final. This temptation 
should be avoided, because corrections to programs and procedures can cause additiona.l 
errors. The new system should not become operational until at least one error-free cycle 
has been completed. When perfect output is achieved, but not before, operation of the old 
system is terminated and the new system carries on alone. 

Although parallel operation may appear to duplicate the functions of a systems test, it 
should not be thought of as a su.bstitute for a thorough sys tems test. 

The forms and documents produced by the new system are checked by comparison to those 
produced by the old system or by a proof system which involves specially developed proof 
totals. If the outputs produced by both systems are similar in content, verification can be 
performed by comparison. This comparison of card outputs can be performed manually if 
volume permits. Whenever possible, however, the use of equipment to perform the comparison 
will reduce the clerical effort, increase accuracy, and make the results of the comparison 
available sooner. The use of the equipment as a verification tool is not restricted to card 
outputs which are identical. 

The verifica tion of printed forms wi 11 0 ften require vis ual comparison 0 f documents produced 
by both systems. Instead of directly producing reports and documents, however, a computer 
run may write the data onto a disc, to be printed out at a later time. When design permits 
this type of opera tion, the equipment can a gain be used for the comparison. The report 
disc can be compared to the ca rds used to prepa re the report under the old system. 

Proof totals are used alone or in conjunction with comparisons to establish the validity of 
the products of the new system. These totals are either part of the normal control system, 
or special totals produced either by routines added to the programs or by special runs. They 
are amoun ts which are na tural to the applica tion; for example, moneta ry amounts, quan tities, 
or hash totals (sums of data fields which do not represent quantity). Hash totals of key 
numbers are often used as a mean s of providin g assu rance tha t records or transa ctions 
have not been lost. 



Because it provides the best means of ensuring accurate results, parallel operation is a 
commonly used method of accomplishing the transition. It also provides more time to make 
and test corrections, eliminating additional errors which can result from hurried efforts. 
The period of parallel operation is an excellent time to train clerical and operations personnel. 

Parallel operation, however, places added burdens on the operating staff, since two systems 
must be operated at the same time. The increased workload can be partially relieved by 
the use of temporary personnel. 

Immediate Tra ns ition 

The transition may also be effected by term ina tin g the opera tion of the old sys tem at the 
time the new system is activated. Since there is no check of new system against old, the 
systems test, specialized inspections, and the normal controls are relied upon to guarantee 
the accuracy of the new system. 

Because only one procedure is to be followed, the use of this method reduces the effort 
required by the operating staff. At the same time, however, there is an increase in pressure 
caused by the need to produce perfect ou tpu ts without complete experience. Although 
immediate transition elimina tes the need to have both systems on site for an extended 
period, it is advisa ble to have the old system available until the new system has been 
proven. 

Switching to the new system on an immediate basis makes the systems test a crucial 
phase of the en tire con vers ion effort. Since there is no "second chance," it mus t be 
conducted with a well selected random sample of "live" data, and the results must be 
carefully evaluated. 

While this method reduces the effort required of the operating staff, it places increased 
dependence on the systems and programming staffs. These personnel are required to 
guarantee a near perfect system on the very first "live" run. It is highly proba ble that 
the first operations of the new system will produce forms and documents that contain 
errors, although they may be of slight impact. Corrections to systems, procedures, and 
particularly to programs, can cause other errors,thereby setting in motion a chain of 
error and correction that may continue through several cycles before perfect quality is 
achieved. 

Immediate transition should be restricted, whenever possible, to cases in which the 
applica tion has been revised to such a degree tha t there is little or no way to tie the 
outputs of the new system to those of the old. Such an occurrence is likely when the 
scope of the application is significantly enlarged. 

Gradual Trans ition 

The foregoing discussion of the parallel and immediate approaches makes no specific 
reference to either a single application or all applications because the methods are 
applica ble to either situa tion. The transition effort may concern one applica tion at a 
time, groups of related applications converted in serial fashion, or all applications at 
one time. 

If all applications are not converted as a group, better distribution of the workload on 
systems and programming staffs can be achieved. As is the case with the parallel 
approach, however, two sets of equipment must be on hand for the entirety of the 
transitional period. 
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When a particular application or a group of interrelated applications involves high volume, 
the demands on personnel may become excessi ve in light of the added activities of systems 
design, programming, file preparation, and output verification. When the conversion schedule 
indicates that this will be the case, consideration should be given to executing the con
version in segments. Segmentation will result in a series of transitions - either immediate 
or pa rallel - each of smaller volume. The segments may all be of equal size, or they may 
be increased in size as the new system begins to run more smoothly. Best results are achieved 
when segmentation is based upon a division which is natural to the application (for example, 
blocked by account number or groups of sales offices). 

CONVERSION CONTROLS 

The most importan t controls to be used durin g the transition period are those designed for 
normal operation. They include both the overall systems controls, which relate to functions 
outside the data processing activity, and special controls used to monitor the internal 
activities of the data processing group. If these controls are redesigned to be compatible 
with the new system, the new controls should be instituted during the transition period so 
tha t their validity may be determined. 

In order to bridge the gap betw'een the old and new controls, and to provide added assurance 
of quality during the transition period, temporary controls may be added to the system.- These 
controls may consist of additional proof runs, special subroutines added to programs, and 
visual inspection of documents. They should provide balancing points which occur more 
frequen tly than will be necessa ry wh en the new sy stem is fully opera tiona!. In addition to 
raising the level of confidence in the new system, temporary controls will make earlier 
detection of system faults possible. 

Recovery techniques are the procedures used to correct the errors revealed by the controls. 
Recovery techniques used during the transition period may differ from those used for normal 
system operations. The parallel method of conversion provides a complete check on every 
run, and recovery means continuous adjustment and rerunning until old and new outputs 
balance out. If normal recovery techniques fail durin g an "immedia te" trans ition, the old 
system can be put back into operation with only minor consequences. This is a last resort 
and should be avoided whenever possible, however. The "gradual" method of transition 
presents a more complex problem since normal recovery is used for the portion of the run 
still under the old system, while new recovery techniques are used for the new system., 
Any errors in one system must be analyzed to discover what effects they may have on the 
other system. 

Recovery procedures should be simple enough so that only the affected portion of the run 
need be done over. An example would be the discovery, after running a large payroll register, 
tha t errors were made in the third and sixth of 25 departments. Only the rerunning of these 
two departments, and manual correction of overall run totals, should be required. Large 
jobs should thus be su bdivided to permit simple recovery. 

Special steps should be taken for those runs in which an updated file is produced. The old 
file should be held for two cycles to facilitate its reconstruction in the event of anything 
happening to the new files. If possible, the input records that caused the changes should 
be kept in their original sequence. 



CONVERSION SCH EIDULING 

System transition should be scheduled as carefully as are the systems design, systems 
programming, and file conversion efforts. The detailed schedule should include each 
operation to be performed and the sequence and the duration of each operation. 

The major tasks involved in establishing the conversion schedule are: 

1. Itemization of the con version opera tions to be performed 

2. Arrangement of the list of operations into the sequence in which they should occur 

3. Selection of the time period during which the transition activities are to occur 

4. Esta blishment of the conversion schedule 

Itemiz ing Trans ition Operations 

Using the Conversion Sequence Work Sheet (Figure 8-1), list all operations occurring 
during the transition period that will affect the new system. These operations include 
individual application runs, special purpose runs used only for the transition activity, 
and runs to be used for more than one application. Any other functions, such as special 
reviews, should also be included. 

OPERATION TYPE INPUT TO OUTPUT FROM FREQUENCY 

Figure 8-1. Conversion Sequence Work Sheet 

---

REMARKS 

... -
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As each opera tion is s ta rted, additional informa tion should be entered under the appropriate 
heading of the Conversion Sequence Work Sheet. A description of these headings follows. 

Column Heading Explanation of Entry 

TYP E This entry is used to indica te whether the opera tion is a regular 
part of the system, a temporary function, or a one-time operation. 

INPUT TO The entries. in this column should reveal all later operations which 
are directly dependen t upon the cu rren t opera tion. In the pay roll 
example the entry in this column might be "Prepare Checks." 

OUTPUT FROM The entries. in this column should reveal all prior operations upon 
which the current opera tion is dependent. On a payroll application, 
for example, the operation Net Pay Calculation Run might be followed 
by the entry "Calculate Gross Pay" in the OUTPUT FROM column. 

FREQUEN CY The entry in this column will record whether the run is daily, weekly, 
monthly, etc. 

Sequencing of Operations 

Next, arrange the operations in order of priority, using the data on the Conversion Sequence 
Work Sheet as determinants. The operations should be listed again on another work sheet 
in proper sequence. The purpOBe of this step is to make certain that first things occur 
first, so that continuity of operations under the new system is maintained. 

Selecting the Time Period 

The time at which the conversion is to begin is generally determined on the basis of the 
preceding programming and sYBtems design phases and the requirement for the products of 
the new system. There are, however, certain other factors that may affect the final schedule. 
A checklist of these factors and other considerations follows: 

1. Anticipated workload 

The effect of holiday schedules, vacation schedules, or periods of high report preparation 
activity (for example, year-,end operations) must be considered. 

2. Personnel Training 

The training of operating personnel must be completed by the time the transition begins. 

3. Equipment 

The utilization of equipment, particularly peripheral equipment, will be higher during 
the transitional period. There must be sufficient equipment time a vailable to absorb 
the added workload. 

4. New Equ ipmen t A vailabiIity 

The new system should be on site prior to conversion so that operators have an 
opportunity to become familiar wi th it. 



NO.1 

NO.2 

5. Site Preparation 

The computer room should be ready for full operation. All work and storage areas must 
be ready for use, so that operations are able to start with maximum efficiency. 

Establish ing the Conversion Schedules 

The conversion schedule may now be completed using the sequence established on the 
Conversion Sequence Work Sheet. Each operation should be listed on the "Detail Conversion 
Schedule" (Figure 8-2), wh ich provides for both scheduled da te and actual da te entries. 

Once the Detail Conversion Schedule is completed, its information should be transferred 
to the master schedule to provide a complete picture of all events. 

CALENDAR CHECK POINTS (Dates) 

OPERATIONS WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 345 1 2 345 1 2 3 4 5 1 

S ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ X 
A ~ ~ X X X 
S X X 

X A 

( 

I 
) 
J 

} 

V 

NO.3 

/"....-""V~- .... r-"- V-- ~ 
~ 

............ "-. --
............ --" V..i 

Figure B-2. Typical Detail Conversion Schedule 
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9. OPERATICJNS 

INTRODUCTION 

To gain optimum benefit from a new installation, the daily task assigned to the computer 
must be performed accura tely and on time. Controlling the actual olPera tion of the UNIVAC 
9200/9300 Disc Sys tern is thus the subject of Section 9. 

The supervisory, control, ope-rator, and clerical functions of the Operations Department are 
investigated and explained. To implement planning and control activities, forms are pro· 
vided which have proved effective in many installations. Not included in the discussion, 
however, are the auxiliary operations - those functions concerned with data processing 
equipment which is not used online to the UNIVAC 9200./9300 Disc System, such as key· 
punches, sorters, collators - since these operations have usually been established in 
previous installations. 

DETERMINING PERSONNEL. REQUIREMENTS 

The functional groups of the Operations Department are shown in Figure 9-1. While the.se 
functions are needed in every installation, the personnel requirements for each function 
will vary: Large, complex installations may require that a number of people be assigned 
to a single function; in small operations one person may be able to handle several functions. 
The installation manager must estimate the workload each function represents and assign 
personnel accordingly. 

I 

[

KEY PUNCH 
AND 

CLERICAL 

r----- -

I 
I 
I 

CONTROL }-
FUNCTION 

L------

I 
PERIPHERAL ] 

MACHINE 
OPERATIONS 

--

OPERATIONS GROUP 

EDP 

MANAGEMENT 

I 
OPERATIONS 

SUPERVISION 

1 

1 
COMPUTER 

OPERATIONS 

Figuw 9-1. Functional Chart of the Operations Group 
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SUPERVISING THE OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT 

In addition to the obvious responsibility for overseeing and directing department personnel, 
the supervisory function includes reviewing the work produced by the department, main
taining liaison with other departments, and analyzing department costs. 

Supervising Department Personnel 

Effective supervision of department personnel demands that a schedule of projected 
activities be established and maintained. With the increased speed and capacity and the 
new concepts inherent in the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System, the supervisor can no 
longer afford to rely on memory - a written schedule is essential. Suggested scheduling 
procedures are described in detail later in this section. 

It is the supervisor's responsibility to produce the quantity and quality of work of which 
his equipment is capable. There are many textbook treatments of the methods of measuring 
Data Processing Department efficiency. Even the gross quantity gauges, such as cards 
processed or lines printed per day, are useful. The supervisor must remember that although 
data processing supervision is a technical and specialized function, his ability to manage 
personnel will determin.e the success of the installation. 

Reviewing Department Work 

Perhaps the most critical supervisory responsibility is to review the work produced by the 
Operations Department. By examining the quantity and quality of results achieved, the 
supervisor can detect operating deficiencies as soon as they occur and institute corrective 
action before a major problem develops. 

M a into in in g L i a is 0 n 

Another important duty is that of liaison. This function is three-fold: 

1. With upper management 
The next level of management mus t be kept informed of the department's activities 
and progress. Managemen t, as the sponsoring au thority, has a need to know the 
effectiveness of the Operations Department. In turn, mana gement skills and au thority 
can prove valuable in some department problem situations. It may also provide infor
mation about plans for, or demands on, the department. 

2. With the systems design and programming groups 
Cons tructi ve change and growth in a data processirig opera tion is healthy. Free 
exchange of ideas with these groups will help to assure that changes in programs, 
systems design and procedures will be directed towards the improvement of the overall 
data processing operation. 

3. With other departments 
Liaison with departments that supply input data and receive output information, and 
with those for which applications are under development, will help to anticipate 
problems, alleviate ;areas of possible friction, and correct deficiencies originating 
outside the Operations Department (late input delivery, for example). 
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A no Iyz ing Departmen t Cos ts 

Since the real value of the installation cannot be es tima ted until the cost is known, cost 
analysis constitutes a fourth major supervisory function. Cost information can be obtained 
from corporate accounting repolts of Accounts Payable, Payroll, Depreciation, Overhead, 
and other items charged to the Operations Department. From the departmental records of 
equipment utilization, personnel activity, and supplies consumption, the supervisor can 
determine the costs in relation to time periods, equipment, and applications. Where records 
reveal imbalance in peripheral llsage, or overtime personnel costs caused by uneven work
load distribution, or reruns necessitated by insuffiCiently trained personnel or inaccurate 
input data, improvement and correction measures should be instituted. 

Some improper situations can be corrected within the department. A t other times, the liai
son function must be exercised to correct inefficiencies originating in other departments. 

SCHEDULING SYSTEM OPERATION 

The most effective tool in achieving maximum computer utilization is a realistic schedule. 
A good schedule will be tight enough to minimize loss of valuable computer time, yet 
loose enough to allow for delayed input, error recoveries, or other problems. The principal 
effect of a schedule is to coordinate several activities to culminate in a processing run. 
A realistic appraisal will reveal that sometimes not all activities will coordinate, thus 
maximum efficiency cannot alwa.ys be attained. 

Genera I Cons iderations 

A primary scheduling considera tion is the availa bili ty of input da ta. Since a computer run 
often depends on the output of an auxiliary operation (such as keypunching), the UNIVAC 
9200/9300 schedule will be closely related to the schedule of auxiliary operations. 

Also important in scheduling the UNIVAC 9200/9300 Disc System is proper utilization of 
Control Stream, if the system configuration permits its use. This feature permits immediate 
call-in of a program at the conclusion of the preceding program. If good liaison has been 
maintained with the systems design and programming groups, programs will have been 
prepared to minimize file and paper changes. The supervisor can then plan the daily 
sequence of programs so that unavoida ble opera tor du ties can take place while the current 
program is operating. Thus, by reducing operator intervention, Control Stream increases 
productive time and lessens the possibility of introducing errors in the operation. 

Note that initial efforts rarely produce an optimum schedule. Needed amendments will 
become obvious as the da ily records of equipmen t u tiliza tion are exa mined. 

The Master Schedule 

By the time the conversion is completed, certain policy guidelines will have been set; 
priority standings of various reports will be established; and the basic cycle of operations 
and the runs required will be known. The run timings can be estimated either from experi
ence or, for new programs, from pilot runs and systems tests. 

To create the master operating :schedule, a large daily calendar based on the work cycle 
(usually the calendar month or a four-week period) is used (see Figure 9-2). It could be a 
paper calendar, a large chalkboard, or a visual display board, depending on the user's 
preference. 



The daily runs are scheduled first, according to priority, taking into consideration the 
volume fluctuations caused by business cycles. Next, the weekly runs are added, then the 
monthly ones, and finally any remaining ones. 

The master schedule must allow for unexpected changes such as those caused by emer
gency reporting demands, faulty input or necessary reruns. To achieve this flexibility, 
periodic runs should be scheduled for execution as soon as input is avaiiable; they should 
also be spaced throughout the time available to provide an even workload, leaving a little 
spare time each day. 

Personnel involved in auxiliary operations should be notified of any change in the master 
operating schedule so they can make a corresponding change in their schedules if necessary. 

DAILY CALENDAR - SHIFT~ - FOUR WEEKS BEGINNING ______ _ 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

flAILy j?u/V P6 DItIL'/ RUN #6", PAILY RUN #6 WEE/{LY RUN#? PAIL Y RUN *10 
Wce/1LY l1a"v #$1 MONTH L Y RUN /02 MONT/lLj !1L/;V ~4- PAli-Y I1UN#G 'WEEkLY RuN' #/2. 

/"1cJtVTh'LY!?V/I/.#a I)AILY RwV #<1- WEEkLY RUN #3 WEE.!1L-Y RtUv' #,9 PAIL)! f1uN #q. 

.f)AIL Y I?U/I/-#4 J)AILY 11 UN #~1 DAILY RUN'#q. j)/'lJLj RUIt/ #4 P.4ILj RLI/V#,3 
.1),4ILY I1wv-#9 WeeK. Ly RUN #2 })AILY /fUlV#,9 PAIL'/ RUN #,9 /"10/vTI-IL.y Ru"v till 
WEel1LY Ifwv # 17 WEEkL.Y RUN #8 

!'1o/liTHLy RUAI#'3 lJAILY RUN #6 WEEI<LY RUN#ll WEEKLY RwV#8 WED<L! RUN #1 
/'1 oN TH L)! 1[uN"79 D/}ILY llutV #"1- WE~I1LY RUN #-2.. WEEKLY RUN'#12 /1oNTHLY RUN#S 
110NTHLY f?u./I/#'-Z PAILY Rt-w #9 PAILY RUN #6 PAILY RUN#6 
[),LilLY RUAI#6 /V;ONTIILY RUIi/ #4 pAli-Y RUN #4 DAILy' I1w,/ #q. 
::DAILY I1UN#q. WEE/(L Y RU.N "'$'/ HoL!PAj DAILY f1l(!V#",9 P,4ILY /1UN#,9 
~AILYl1UN#.9 WE.Ef<L! RUN 11'3 

j),L/ILy RuN' #r;; DIIILY RUN"'G PAl LY RUN 316 PAILY Ru/ll#G PAILY RU/V #6 
lJAIL'j RU.N #4- ])AILY RuN"" q. DAIL.Y RWV#4 PAILY /lUN cJt4 DAILY RtllV #4-
lJ/fILY RUN #.9 )),4ILY /1UN'#'~i PAILY RI..-III/'*9 PAILY RUN #9 PAILY RUN '"9 
I;1IU/fIY RUN #5/ WEE-!{LY RLLtV.#17 WEEf(LY RUN#-2 WEEkLY RUN #8 WEeKLY RUN #12 

MONTH L Y RUN #' iLl- /"10N'THLY l1t1N #/C WEEKLV!lUlv*3 WEEHLY RUN '"7 /'1oNTI-/I-Y /fUN'iiC; 
WEEKLY RUN #9 

])AILY RUN #6 DAILY RVN #;;; PAIL! !lUN#r,; PAILY RUN "'6 PAIL';' RUN #6 
])/JIL'j RUN #4 PAILY RtlN#4 PAILY RU/II-#4 PAILY RIAN #4 /).4IL Y RU/V #4-
PA/Ly RI.IN#9 PAIL Y !lll/V ""9 PAILY RUN #9 lJ,4 / LY RUN #9 PAILY RUN 0#-9 
WHKLY RUN #.5/ WEEkLY !ltlN#Z WeE-IfLy RVN:8 WEiil<LY fltltV'#7 l'1oIVTIILY RUN #/0 

WGEkLy FfU/V1I';7 WiiEkLY Ru/V'*3 WEE:KLY RUN /i? NON7HL';' RUN #9 

-

Figure 9-2. A Four-Week Daily Calendar 
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The Da i Iy Operations Workshel!t 

The Daily Operations Worksheet is a working paper used to arrive at a Daily Operations 
Schedule. On it, the manager lists the runs which must be performed to meet his schedules. 
Then, considering the units within his configuration used by the various runs, the file and 
forms changes which must be made between runs, the time estimate of each run, and the 
priority of the runs, he arranges them in optimum sequence. The Daily Operations Worksheet 
should be prepared as far in ad,vance as possible so that the effect of deviations from the 
current schedule can be plotted into the next period. 

The Da ily Computer Operationsl Schedu Ie 

In an installation with few people, the worksheet may suffice as a daily schedule. Larger 
installations, however, usually need a more formal one. Figure 9-3 illustrates a simple 
Daily Computer Operations Schedule based on a twenty-four hour day, the smallest time 
increment being fifteen minutes. This schedule could be amended to represent any work
day length and any time increment desired; it could also be expanded to indica te the com
ponents scheduled for use. 

DAILY COMPUTER OPERATIONS SCHEDULE 

DATE 

TIME OPERATION OR PROGRAMMER TillE OPERATION OR PROGRAMMER TIME OPERATION OR PROGRAMMER 
0000 0800 1600 
~r--------------------------~=~15~-------------------------~~15~----------------------~ 

30 30 30 

45 45 45 
f----oToor- 0900 -------------------------------+--:-:17:-.:-:000-+----------------------\ 
~f-------------------- - ~- '----'15 -------- 15 

~~- 30 30 

~=:---- _ _ __ --1i---:-c:-:-45=-+-____________________ -t-:-:-"-':45-+-__________________ -I 
0200 1000 1800 
1--------------------------4_---t-------------------~---r_--------------------\ 

~---------------------------4--~~~~------------------4-3=1~~------------------~ 
~----------------------+--4~5+-~-----------------~r-~45-+------------------------\ 

~--------------------------+_-cc:._+__--------------------_4--=--+__-------- ,-----------_1 
0300 !l00 1900 

I 15 =_ :====~======~--~- --C15----- --------------------+-'-"'1'75-t-------------------
30 ---30 .-- 30 

1----------------------------f-----f-----------------------+_-4_------------------4 
_~______ 45 45 

f--O..4-IllL 1200 2000 
~ 15 15 
---.lQ.. 30 30 
_~ ________________________ -t--_.4=5+-___________________ -+---,-,-:4!-"-5-t-__________ , __________ -1 

0500 _______________________ _4-13-0-0~---~-------------+_2-10-0-t---------------------1 
~ ________________ _4--~115Lf___------------------_1-=15~-----------_______ ~ 
~ ______________________ +-_3~0_+__------------------_+~3~0_t_------------------_1 

~ ___________________ ~--~45~-------------------_+__-4~5~---------------_____ ~ 
~ _______________________ -+---'1:..:40""0+_------ __________________ ~22:..:.00=-t---------------------_t 

15 _____ -+--__ 15-t-__________________ _+__-=15_t_-----------------_1 
~ ____ ~ __________________ --+-_3'-.:.0+-________________ -+ __ 3"-"0~-------------------~ 
~ __________________________ _1 __ -4~5~---- 45 

~ -----------------------+-150

E
O 2300 

~ --r--~~ - -·---------_________ +-_1~15-t-_____________________ _1 

45 --r--45 - _______________ -+----'3:.:,0-t-_________ --------j 
'------', __ ~ ____________________ '__ _________________ ---'-_-'-'45~ ___________________ __I 

Figure 9-3. Sample Daily Computer Operations Schedule 



CONTROLLING SYSTEM OPERATION 

A control group must be established to maintain records of documents entering and 
leaving the department and to establish controls on data received. The various types of 
input must be routed to their proper destination within the department. In addition, input 
documents often require editing preparatory to keypunching; for punched cards, it may 
be necessary to perform card counts or validation of control hole punching. 

These records can then be used to determine the operating efficiency of the Data Pro
cessing Department and, most important, to assure validity of the output. 

The control function may constitute a separate group or be combined with other clerical 
functions, depending on the size and organization of the department and on the volume 
of work. 

Record ing and Control I ing System Input/Output 

It is importan t to record the arrival of all incoming documents - whether paper, punched 
cards, magnetic tapes, or discs - which will be used as system input by the Data Processing 
Department. This is pa.rticularly true for documents which are routed through the Data Pro
cessing Department destined for other departments. 

The Input Document Log, shown in Figure 9-4, has been devised for this purpose. The 
date and time received, source, and description of the documents should be entered, as 
well as any control information accompanying the documents. When the documents are 
released for processing, the date and time, and the name of the person taking it should 
be noted. Any a bnormalities in the data, and any action taken to correct them, should be 
noted in the "Comm ents" column. 

INPUT DOCUMENT LOG 

RECEIVED 
DOCUMENT CONTROLS 

RELEASED COMMENTS 
TIME FROM TIME TO 

DATE 
ONCE 
EACH 
DAY 

v~~ 

~--- ---- -......... 

Figure 9-4. Sample Input Document Log 
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The Use of Control Totals 

The use of control totals to confirm accuracy is essential in obtaining reliable system 
output. If possible, control totals should be established by the originator of the input 
da ta. If they are not, control inf,orma tion should be developed by the Opera tions Depart
ment itself. 

Control totals are most effectively maintained on data fields whose sums have significance 
to the finished reports; for example, those representing money, unit count, weight, etc. 
When meaningful totals are not possible, "hash" totals (that is, totals which have no 
significance other than for contlOl) can be established for fields containing information 
such as account or invoice num"bers. 

Control totals should be checked by the Data Processing Department when recording the . 
receipt of da tao Control totals should also be used to verify the relia hility of the process
ing that follows. They are particularly effective in localizing errors when batch identifi
cation processing techniques ar(~ used. 

Control of Input Errors 

The Operations Department must be prepared to handle any errors detected in the input 
data, or any occurrences which cause the normal work or data flow to be interrupted. 
(Errors or interruptions, as well as action taken to correct or alleviate them, must be 
noted and reported to the data processing supervisor. While events of only incidental 
importan ce do not necessa rily ha ve to be reported immedia tely, continual improvement of 
the data processing operation requires that all types, sources, and frequencie-s of error be 
analyzed so that corrective meaBures will eventually minimize the incidence of error.) 

A common practice in computer :installations is the use of the computer itself to validate 
input data. Examples of computer validation include tests for reasonableness and cross·· 
footin g built in to the programs,' Inpu t which does not qu alify for process in g is ignored in 
the normal program flow and printed out in an error listing at the end of the run. Control 
totals must then be adjusted and an analysis of the error listing made. 

The means of correcting data and making adjustments to operating procedures should be 
devised and agreed upon ahead of time. Criteria should be established for handling faulty 
input data. For example, under what conditions should input be corrected by Data Process
ing Department personne I? When should it be returned intact to its origina tor? When should 
error items only be rejected? 

Another frequently overlooked problem is the reentry of previously rejected data. If the 
balance of an application has been run, and error items are to be run at a later time after 
correction, control total adjus tments will ha ve to be made for both the rna in pa rt of the 
run and for the subsequently corrected error items. 



Validation of Computer Output 

Once beyond the program testing stage, valid input should result in valid output. Verifica
tion procedures, therefore, are usually confined to visual spot checks. 

The computer output must be examined for any omissions of data or operations, for the 
entry of erroneous data, and for any signs of machine failure. An examiner who is familiar 
with report requirements should make a visual check to find major errors in format and 
content. Comparison of control totals should reveal data omissions. Any errors detected 
should be noted and an established procedu re followed. 

Handling of System Output 

A function which is frequently underestimated is the physical preparation and the distri
bution of system output. With the amount of documentation that the 9200/9300 printer is 
capable of producing in a single eight-hour shift, the removal of perforated margins, 
decollating of multiple parts, bursting, binding, logging, and distribution can be a sizeable 
job in itself. Time, personnel, and equipment must be allocated to the job. Procedures must 
be established to get the work done quickly and efficiently. The Output Documen t Log, 
shown in Figure 9-5, is an excellent means of keeping track of this work. 

OUTPUT DOCUMENT LOG 

RECEIVED COMP- NO. ACTION TAKEN RELEASED 
DOCUMENT OF COMMENT 

TIME FROM LETE? PARTS BAL. BURS' BIND OTHER TIME ~~r- TO 

B X X 

DATE A 
ONCE YES L 
EACH COULD OR ·A 
DAY BE NO N 

OTHER C 
THAN E 
9300 D 

? 

Y 
E 
S 

0 
R 

v V "-
N 

~l--/ '-~ 
V~~ ~ ........... 1-----/" r-.... 

Figure 9-5. Sample Output Document Log 
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Control of the distribution of confidential or sensitive information is a further requirement. 
The master and daily schedules. will show when this type of informa tion is to be produced. 
A supervisor or other responsible person might be assigned to operate the system when 
such output is being produced, or to distribute it outside routine channels. Such material 
is sometimes printed after normal working hours. 

Establishing a Manual of Proce·dures 

An invaluable tool in every da ta processing organiza tion is the Manual of Procedures. This 
document should describe with absolute accuracy every aspect of the data processing 
opera tion. Insofar as possible, I~very requ irement, procedure, condition, situa tion or res ult, 
whether desi ra ble 0 r undesira ble, should be an ticipated an d planned for. 

The input expected should be described and illustrated by examples. Each application 
should be clearly and completely defined, and the desired results described. Document 
routing should be described. System output should be defined, described, and illustrated 
with examples. Distribution of system output should be indicated. Special requirements 
for controlling confidential or sensitive documents should be explained. Tape and disc 
control procedures to be followed by the computer operator and the librarian should be 
specified. 

Extraordinary situations - for example, the appearance of erroneous input or output data, 
and unusual operation or documentation requirements - should be anticipated and the 
action to be taken in each case explained. 

The Manual of Procedures should be complete and accurate to the point that the times 
when the department supervisor's assistance is needed are kept to an absolute minimum. 

OPERATING THE 9200/9300 DliSC SYSTEM 

Efficient computer opera tion requires as much training, intelligence, and planning as do 
programming and systems design. To familiarize the operator with the UNIVAC 9200/9300 
System, Univac provides formal and informal training in equipment handling. Besides having 
expert knowledge of computer operation, however, the operator must also be efficient in 
minimizing the time required for set-up and handling of supplies. 

Monitoring System Operation 

The operator's major duty is to monitor the entire computer operation. This includes 
setting up the system,initiating operation, and providing necessary supplies such as 
forms, discs, tapes, and cards to the system. The operator should also make at least a 
cursory examina tion of input and printed ou tput. 

Should an error occur, he must recognize it, institute the proper recov·ery procedure, and 
report the occurrence. A special form should be available for reporting the occurrence of 
errors and the action taken. Thi~: form should provide a method of distinguishing among 
data, program, operator, and equipment errors. 

Obviously, the operator cannot be expected to remember all the possible operating con
ditions of every program in the system. Consequently, he will need a Run Book giving 
detailed instructions for set-up, error recognition, and error recovery for each program. 



The operator is also responsible for instituting the proper close-9ut procedures. Again 
he needs detailed instructions - from the Run Book for the close of the program, and from 
the Manual of Procedures for distribution of output and return of files to the library. 

Keeping a Daily Machine Utilization Record 

One of the records which the department supervisor will require, if he is to properly 
analyze the opera tion of his department, is a Daily Machine Utilization Record. On this 
form, the opera tor should record s tart and s top times of each run, calcu1a te elapsed times 
and, if desired, note the equipment used. A sample form is shown in Figure 9-6. 

The operator should be impressed with the importance of recording both start and stop 
times prom ptly and accurately. Start times are usually correct beca use the opera tor mus t be 
at the console to start the job. He may not be there when the job terminates, however, 
leading to inaccurate stop times, with consequent inflation of run times and lowering of 
set-up times. On the other hand, if accurate records are kept, set-up times can often be 
reduced, and the efficiency of the opera tion thereby increased. 

PERFORMING PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

To assure maximum continuity of machine operation and avoid time loss due to reruns 
or service calls, the operating personnel should assume the following preventive main
tenance responsibilities. These responsibilities are stated here in general terms. Where 
more specific instructions are necessary, they are covered in operating instruction manuals. 

All machine surfaces should be kept clean and free of loose objects such as paper clips 
and pencils. 

Any unusual noise or abnormal condition of a part, component, or control should be reported 
to Univac Field Engineering. 

Punch 

• Empty the Chip Receiver at regular intervals; clean the inside area around the Receiver. 

• Remove card jams. 

• Clean Read Photo-Diodes at regular intervals. 

• Clean lint from card transport. 

Reader 

• Remove card jams. 

• Clean Read Photo-Diodes at regular intervals. 

• C lean lint from ca rd trans port. 

Console Cabinet 

• Make Indicator Light check each time CLEAR switch is pressed. 

• Observe any malfunction in switch operation. 

• Clean a ir filter. 

• Observe level of oil gauge. 
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UN IVAC 9200/'1300 SYSTEM 

DAilY MACHINE UTILIZATION RECORD 

-. I 
RUN START STOP ELAPSED USAGE OPER-

IDENTIFICATION TIME TIME TIME CODE ATOR 

J I 

I J 

I I 
J I 
I I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

f---. I I 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

1--- I I 

I I 

I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

1---- I I 

I I 
I I 
I I I 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: 

Between horizontal double lines enter main program I.D., 
Start and Stop times, etc. Indicate components u.:;ed with 

"X" . 

COMMENTS* 

USAGE CODES: 

P - Productive Time 

o - Operator Error 

R - Rerun Time 

In same horizontal block on succeeding I ines show symbiont T - Program Test Time 
usage. Indicate symbiont-assigned components with uO". 

A - Run Diagnostic Time 

Fill out comp lete Iy. 

DATE 

PAGE 

COMPONENTS IN USE 

PTR PUN 
SER-

RDR. VD 

10 1 
:2 3 
4 5 

6 7 

0 1 
:2 3 
4 5 
6 7 

I) 1 
:2 3 
4 5 
13 7 

0 1 
2 3 
4 5 
15 7 

() 1 
2 3 
4 5 
I) 7 

() 1 
~~ 3 
4 5 
6 7 

0 1 
2 3 
4 5 

6 7 

0 1 
.2 3 
4 5 
6 7 

I - Idle Time 

M - Prevent ive ,Ma i ntenance 

D - Down Time 

E - Emergency Maintenance 

Be accurate with times. 
* Under "comments" explain any entry other than P, T, M. 

Enter events as they occur. 

Comment on any difficulty encountered. 

Figure 9-6. Sample Daily Machine Utilization Record 

DISC 

0 1 
2 3 
4 5 
6 7 

0 1 
2 3 

-4 5 
6 7 

0 1 
2 3 
4 5 
6 7 

0 1 
2 3 
4 5 
6 7 

0 1 
2 3 
4 5 
6 7 

0 1 
2 -3 

4 5 
6 7 

0 1 
2 3 
4 5 
6 7 

0 1 
2 3 
4 ~ 6 



Printer 

• Change ribbon. 

• Install forms. 

• Check quality of printing. 

• Check functioning of con troIs. 

Tape Units 

Perform 2- and 8-hour cleaning as described in the UNIVAC 9300 System UNISERVO VI C 
Subsystem Programmer/Operator Reference Manual (UP-7583). To minimize damage to the 
tape, keep the tape free of dirt and dust and observe proper tape handling techniques. 

Card Controller 

• Remove card jams. 

• Clean Read Photo-Diodes at regular intervals. 

• Clean lint from card transport. 

8410 DAS Head Cleaning'Procedure 

Should loss of output or excessive error rates occur during operation of the 8410 DAS, 
head c leaning should be done in the followin g manner: 

1. Stop the handle.r. 

2. Replace the recording disc cartridge with the cleaning disc. 

3. Allow the top cover to remain open. 

4. Rotate the cleaning disc slowly approximately twenty full revolutions, CLOCKWISE 
ONLY BY HAND. 

DO NOT TURN MOTOR POWER ON. 

5. Remove cleaning disc. 

6. Replace recording disc on handler and resume operation. 

7. If trouble persists, repeat the procedure one more time. 

8. If trouble still persists, call Univac Field Engineering. 

MAINTAINING A LIBRAR Y 

One of the most important functions in a computer installation is maintenance of the 
library. Each disc or reel of tape must be classified and labeled for identification. Since 
discs and tapes can be reused and the information previously contained thus destroyed, 
their issuance must be carefully controlled. They must be properly housed when not in 
use. Damaged tapes must be stripped and worn tapes retired. Discs which have developed 
bad spots must be reprepped or limited in use to files which do not need the unusa ble 
sectors. Finally, records must be kept. Complete library control is essential, since a 
ruined file can upset schedules or cause other serious problems - at best it wIll require 
machine and personnel time. 
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For proper functioning of the library, the following two rules should be followed: 

1. Each instance of file handling must be recorded as it occurs. 

2. No one but the librarian in charge should remove files from or replace them in the 
library. 

C las si fying 0 i scs and Tapes 

By Application: A common method of classifying tape reels or discs is to color code them 
by application. In this method, each active reel or disc pertaining to an application bears 
a correspondingly colored identification label. When a reel or disc (both sides) no longer 
con tains useful information, the applica tion label is removed to indica te a vaila bility. 

By Inventory Numbers: Another popular method of organizing libraries is to store reels 
and discs by inventory num bers and to maintain accurate cross-referenced records by file 
number and reel or disc number. Thus, the File Number Record would show the reel or 
disc on which each generation of the file was recorded; from this record the librarian can 
determine when a reel or disc has become available for use. The Reel or Disc Number 
Record would show the file currently recorded on the reel, the date of recording, and the 
history of the unit. 

Although reel and disc filing are essentially the same, extra care must be taken to educate 
the personnel who handle discs .. Discs are controlled by disc surface, "A" and "B," rather 
than by housing. Each surface can contain one or more files, unrelated to the file on the 
other surface. Also, it is important to remember that, when the disc is mounted, its under 
side is online. Therefore, so tt;at the file being processed may be identified, the external 
label to that file should be placed on the side of the cartridge opposite the file itself. 

Maintaining Back.Up Files 

Good organization in tape insta:.1ations incorpora tes the "grandfa ther-fa ther-son" concept, 
which saves the two previous versions of each file as back-up to the current version. Using 
this concept ensures that if a current file is lost, damaged, or mishandled, it can be recreated 
without excessive effort. Similar protective measures should be taken in direct access 
oriented installations. Variance from the three generation concept may be made when 
another machine-readable version of the file, such as punched cards or an identical file 
in a different sort sequence, exi.sts and can serve as back-up. When processing accomplishes 
des tructi ve updating of files, there is no natural" new generation" file crea ted, so pro
tection must take the f~:>rm of duplicate recording or prior file copying with retention of 
transaction records. The Write and Check function should be used to assure future read-
a bility of newly written records. 

Ma inta in i ng Reco rds 

The Job Control Record: The librarian should have a Job Control Record (Figure 9-7) 
for every job to be run on the system. The name of the file which is to be run on each 
disc or tape drive and the number of days in the retention cycle should be entered 
in the lower portion of the form. As discs or tape reels are readied for release each day, 
the unit numbers should be entered on the appropriate Job Control Records, in the column 
related to the disc or tape drive on which the file will be used. This record will provide 
a history of the discs or reels used for a specific job; it will also act as a signal should 
consistent problems occur in any drive. 



LIBRARY JOB CONTROL RECORD 

JOB NAME: ______________ _ JOB NUMBER: 

TAPE SERVO DATE DISC DRIVES 

RUN --
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

--
D 

--- I 
S 
C --
V 

0 

R L 

E U --
E M 

L E 
-~ 

N 
N 

U 
U 

M 
M 
B 

B E 
E R 
R 

--

--

SER-
FILE NAME 

RET. 
VO Cyc. DISC FILE NAME RET. 

CYC. 

0 0 
1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 
7 7 

Figure 9-7. Sample Job Control Record 
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Disc and Reel Labels: When discs or tape reels are received, a permanent label should 
be affixed by the librarian. Th,~ label should show the manufacturer's serial number, the 
date of receipt, and the installation-assigned serial number. 

Working Labels: Besides the permanent label bearing the assigned reel or disc number, 
each reel and disc surface should have a temporary or "working" label. This label, 
usually printed on pressure-sensitive adhesive-backed stock, identifies the information 
recorded on the unit. Figure 9--8 shows two co.mmonly used working labels; Figure 9-9 
illustrates a number of special purpose temporary labels. All these and others are available 
from various forms and supply item vendors. 

NAME TAPE NO. 

SUBJECT DATE WRITTEN TAPE LABEL NO. OPERATOR REEL NO. 
01;:-

OUTPUT FROM 

FROM RUN It (OUT) FOR RUN It (IN) DATA GROUP 

REEL NUMBER 

I TAPE 1.0. WORD OF OPERATOR 
~ 

Figure 9--8. Two Commonly Used Working Labels 

---- ----IMPORTANT FII.E 
DO NOT SCRATCH \\rtTHOUT SCRATCH 
SPECIAL AUTHORllJ'TION 

~ 

HOLD MASTER 
DATE DESC._ 

~ 

----- ---------. 

WORK PROGRAM 

Figure 9-9. Some Special Purpose Temporary Labels 



Reel and Disc Control Records: 

When new disc cartridges or tape reels are received in to the installa tion, a Control Record 
should be started. This record should be headed by the disc or reel serial number (assigned 
by the manufacturer or at the installation). It should show the date of acquisition and 
record each instance of use. The name of the file or files currently recorded on the unit 
should be shown along with the name of the run which created them, the date created, and 
the expiration date of the files. As tapes are shortened or discs reprepped, the control 
record should be changed to reflect the condition of the unit. A sample Disc/Reel Control 
Record is shown in Figure 9-10. 

DISC/TAPE CONTROL RECORD 

DDISC DTAPE 

DISC REEL SERIAL NO. ____________ _ REEL LENGTH ________ _ 

DATE RECEIVED _________ _ DISC PREP DATE ________ _ 

MANUFACTURER _________________________________ _ 

--
RETEN. DISC SIDE RELEASED 

FILE NAME DATE RUN 
CYCLE 1 2 DATE BY 

--
--

--

---I 
COND ITION: 

Figure 9-70. Sample Disc/Reel Control Record 
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Issuing Tapes 

Normal Issuance: The librarian assembles the discs and tapes to be run during a given 
period, based on the runs specified in the Daily Run Schedule. A C?py of the Run Book 
should be available from which the librarian can get the necessary information to complete 
the Disc and Reel Control Reco;~ds, the Job Control Record, and the working label for 
each unit. As these records are completed and the labels affixed to the units, the Write 
Enable Rings or plugs should bE! inserted as required. Once the librarian has checked 
to make sure that no error was made, the tapes and discs can be released to the operator. 

Special A.llocations: In some installations, certain persons (programmers, engineers) are 
permitted to request that tapes and discs be removed from the normal cycling of the tape 
library and allocated to their use. In such cases, the librarian should insist on a written 
request and should prepare an A lloca tion Record (Fi gure 9-11) indica ting which discs 
or tape reels have been assigned. These units should be labeled and housed in a separate 
part of the library; their Control Records should be marked to indicate that the unit is not 
available. The Allocation Record should be reviewed periodically to avoid withholding 
discs or tapes unnecessarily. 

DISC ALLOCATION RECORD 

NAME 

DATE 
DISC PUR POSE 

NUMBER ASS:GNED RELEASED 

Figure 9-77. Sample A Ilocat ion Record 



Availability for Unscheduled Use: Provision must be made in the library routine to have 
tapes and discs a vailable for programmers or operators who may have unscheduled needs. 
If a tape or disc is required immediately, the librarian can forego formal checkout procedures 
and note only the disc or reel number and to whom and when it was released. Such units 
w ill be iden tified only by the disc or tape reel label. Once released, they are the responsibility 
of the recipient. If any data is recorded which must be protected, the person using the unit 
must give the librarian all the information necessary for proper labeling and updating. 

Return of Discs and Tapes to the Library 

The tapes and discs must be returned to the library at the end of the workday. The operator 
should have initialed each working label to confirm that the scheduled run was completed. 
The librarian must check the returned units against her records to ensure that each tape 
and disc is accounted for. The Write Enable Rings and plugs should be removed. The 
tapes, discs, and records involved can then be filed. 

As the tapes and discs are filed, the associated grandfather tape and back-up disc should 
be examined for expira tion of the retention date. If all runs are on schedule, the reserve 
files will have reached their reten tion cla tes and can be designa ted as a vaila ble for use. 

Tape Maintenance 

The first few feet of the tape are handled to thread the tape on the tape handler. Should bad 
or excessive handling damage this area to the point where it becomes unusable, the tape 
librarian must" strip" the ta pe - that is, cu t off the dama ged area and move the" Beginning 
of Tape" reflective strip. When a tape has been stripped, the date should be noted and the 
reel length amended on the Reel Control Record. Further, the tape reel should be marked 
"short" and a flag placed on its Reel Control Record. When subsequently issuing the 
tape, the librarian must make sure that the shorter length will not affect the intended use 
of the tape. 

Disc Maintenance 

Disc cartridges need no maintenance except normal care in handling and protection from 
excessive airborne contamination. Occasionally, the disc surfaces may need cleaning 
with a Freon solvent. This cleaning should not be attempted by installation personnel 
until after instruction in the technique by a Univac Field Engineering representative. 
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GLOSSARY 

ACCESS TIME: See Time, Access. 

ADDITION, RECORD: (n.) 1. The allocation for and storage of a new record in a file. 
2. A transaction containing information that is to initiate a new record. 

ADDRESS: (n.) 1. A label, name, or number which designates a register, a location, or a 
device where information is E:tored. 2. That part of an instruction which specifies the 
10ca tion of an operand. 

ADDRESS, LOGICAL: (n.) The address of a unit of storage within a system, such as the 
address of a record within a file, without regard to the actual phys ical location on direct 
access storage. Syn. - File relative address. 

ADDRESS, PHYSICAL: (n.) The actual physical location or hardware address of a particular 
item, usually a record, in direct access storage. 

ADDRESS, RECORD: (n.) The address in storage where a particular record may be found. 

AFTERLOOK: (n.) The copy on tape or disc of a record, reflecting changes made after a 
transaction has been processed against it. 

ALPHANUMERIC: (adj.) Containing both numerals and letters. 

AMERICAN STANDARD CODE FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE: (n.) An eight-bit 
code used for data notation. Usually referred to as ASCII. 

APPLICATION: (n.) The business system or problem to which a computer is applied. 

ASCII: (n.) Acronym for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. See A.merican 
Standard C ode for I nformat iot.! Interchange. 

AUDIT TRAIL: (n.) See Chan~~e Tape. 



BLOCK: (n.) A grouping of data, in most cases, records, ~hich remains fixed in one computer 
application. The size of blocks is determined by the sys~ems analyst. When data is manipulated, 
it is generally considered as an integral part of its block. Syn. - Bucket. 

BLOCK, INDEXED SEQUENTIAL: (n.) One of several grdups of sequentially stored records· 
in an indexed sequential file. The size of the block is predetermined for the user. 

BUCKET: (n.) See Block. 

CHANGE TAPE: (n.) A recording of all transactions or updated records (afterlooks) which 
is kept for a set period of time to ensure data integrity. In the event of hardware or program 
error, all past transactions are available on the change tape to help re-establish the files. 
Syn. - Audit Trail. 

CHAIN: (n.) A linking together of data records or file areas by storing the address of one 
in the other. 

CODE, HEXADECIMAL: (n.) A code which is based on the number system of base sixteen. 

CONTROL UNIT: (n.) That portion of the hardware of a computer which directs a sequence 
of automatic operations, interprets the coded instructions, and initiates the proper signals 
to the computer circuits to execute the instructions. 

CYLINDER OF DATA: (n.) See Position Capacity. 

DASD: (n.) Acronym for Direct Access Storage Device(s). See Direct Access Storage 
Device. 

DATA BASE, USER'S: (n.) 1. All of the files of a particular application which are 
interrelated and stored on DASD. 2. All the files of a pal1ticular customer that are 
stored in, or available to, the computer system. 

DATA FIELD: (n.) The information contained within a field. 

DEBUG: (v.) To remove the errors from a program in order to put it in operational status. 

DELA V, ROTATIONAL: (n.) The time delay caused by the rotation of the direct access 
storage device. Syn. - Latency. 

DELETION, RECORD: (n.) The removal of a record from a file, usually by placing zeros in 
its place. 

DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE DEVICE (DASD): (n.) A device on which all information is 
equidistant in access time, usually as applied to electromechanical file storage. 

DIRECT RELATION FILE ORGANIZATION: (n.) A method of file organization whereby 
the record identifier corresponds to the address of the record in storage. 
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DISC, MAGNETIC: (n.) A stora ge device in which information is recorded on the magnetiz
able surface of a rotating disc. A magnetic disc storage system is an array of such 
devices, with associated reading and writing heads mounted on movable arms. 

DISTRIBUTED FILE ORGANIZATION: (n.) A method of file organization whereby the 
records are stored in buckets of several records each. A randomizing technique is used 
to place the records in the buckets. Each bucket must be scanned to find a desired record. 

DRUM, MAGNETIC: (n.) A storage device in which information is recorded on the magnetiz
able surface of a rotating drum. 

DUMP: (v.) To copy a DASD file, usually onto a tape. 

DUMP, MEMORY: (n.) A listing of the contents of a storage device, or selected parts 
of it. Syn. - Storage Dump, Core Dump, Memory Printout. 

EBCDIC: (n.) Acronym for Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code. See 
Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code. 

EXTENDED BINARY-CODED DECIMAL INTERCHANGE CODE (EBCDIC): (n.) An eight-bit 
code for data notation which is. divided into a zone group and a digit group of four bits 
each. 

EXTENT: (n.) A group of contiguous tracks within a disc volume. An extent is defined 
by beginning and ending track addresses. 

EXTRACTION: (n.) A randomizing technique whereby a set of random numbers is obtained 
by extracting several digits from each original key to produce a new set of keys. 

FIELD: (n.) The smallest unit, of data processed within the computer. It may be as small 
as one bit or as large as several characters. 

FIELDATA: (n.) A six-bit coding system for data notation. 

FILE: (n.) A collection of records; an organized collection of information. 

FILE DUPLICATE: (n.) A copy of the master file of a system. Transactions identical to 
those processed against the master may also be processed against th~ duplicate. The 
duplicate need not be kept on the same device as the master. 

FILE RECOVERY:' (n.) The process of restoring a file which has been damaged in some 
way to the state it was in before the damage took place. 

FILE RELATIVE ADDRESS: (no) See Address, Logical. 

FILE, SEQUENTIAL: (no) A fHe that is stored in a certain order as opposed to a file 
which has been stored randomly. 



FOLDING: (n.) A randomizing technique in which the original identifier is split in some 
way and the parts added together to produce a new identifier. 

FRAME: (n.) A subdivision of tape, generally seven or nine bits wide, usually containing 
one character. 

HARDWARE: (n.) The mechanical, magnetic, electric, and electronic devices from which 
a computer is constructed. 

HEAD: (n.) An assembly of one or more coils of wire and associated polepieces, which 
can record information on a magnetic surface and/or read information from a magnetized 
surface. 

HEAD, FIXED: (n.) A head which has a set location and reads only one track of information. 

HEAD, FLYING: (n.) A read/write head which floats on a cushion of air close to the 
surface of the device. 

HEAD, MOVABLE: (n.) A head which is moved over several tracks making it possible 
for less heads to be used. 

IDENTIFIER: (n.) The field or fields of information by which a record in a file is identified, 
sequenced, and/or controlled. Syn. - Key. 

INDEX (pI. INDICES, INDEXES): (n.) A file which is usually used to access a main 
record file. An index is accessed by record identifier. It contains the identifier and 
the storage address. It may also contain critical information. 

INDEXED NONSEQUENTIAL FILE ORGANIZATION: (n.) A method of file organization in 
which the records are stored in no set pattern. The main file can be accessed only by 
an index and the records within the file are usually packed. 

INDEXED SEQUENTIAL FILE ORGANIZATION: (n.) A method of file organization in 
which the records are stored in sequential order and are accessed through range indexes. 

INDEX, RANGE: (n.) An index in which each entry references a block of records. 

INDEX, SPECIFIC: (n.) An index which contains a specific reference to every record 
stored in the main file. 

INPUT: (n.) Data transferred from auxiliary or external storage into the internal storage 
of a computer. 

INQUIRY: (n.) A simple transaction us~d for retrieving stored data. 

ITEM: (n.) See Record. 
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KEY: (n.) See Identifier. 

KEY, DUPLICATE: (n.) 1. A key produced by a randomizing process which is the same 
as another key produced by the same process. Syn. - Synonym. 2. An identifier which 
appears on more than one record. 

KEY, SYSTEM ENTRY: (n.) An identifier which is used to first enter a system. 

LATENCY: (n.) See Delay, Rotational. 

LOGICAL ADDRESS: (n.) See Address, Logical. 

MAGNETIC CARD DEVICE: (n.) A direct access storage device which contains magnetic 
cards stored in a magaz ine. 

MAIN MEMORY: (n.) See Main Storage. 

MAIN STORAGE: (n.) The vital storage system of a computer in which data may be manipulated 
a field at a time. Usually the fastest storage device of the computer, and the one from which 
instructions are executed. Contrasted with Auxiliary Storage. Syn. - Core, Main Memory. 

MAP, BIT: (n.) A map, containing bits in which each bit represents an area in ·storage. A 
magnetized bit indicates used storage; a nonmagnetized bit represents free storage. 

OFFLINE: (adj.) Pertaining to the operation of I/O peripherals and other devices not 
under direct computer control; most commonly used to designate the transfer of information 
between magnetic tapes and other media. 

ONLINE: (adj.) Pertaining to the operation of an I/O device as a component of the computer, 
under computer control. 

OUTPUT: (n.) Data transferred from the internal storage of a computer to output devices or 
external storage. 

OVERFLOW: (n.) 1. Records which exceed the regularly assigned storage section of a 
file. 2. The area in a file where records which exceed the re gular storage area are placed. 

OVER-INDEX: (n.) A range inde·x which usually accesses another range index. 

PARAMETER: (n.) A quantity to which arbitrary values may be assigned; used in sub
routines and generators to specify item size, decimal point, block arrangement, field 
length, sign position, etc. 

PARITY CHECK: (n.) A redundancy check technique based on an odd or even number of 

binary 1 's in some grouping of binary digits. For ins tance, in the binary represen ta tion 
of a character, a parity bit is made either 0 or 1, whichever is required to make the num
ber of O's in the character an even number (even parity) or an odd number (odd parity). 



PARITY DIGIT: (n.) See Parity Bit. 

PHYSICAL ADDRESS: (n.) See Address, Physical. 

POSITION CAPACITY: (n.) The amount of data which is available on a device without 
moving the read/write heads. Syn. - Cylinder Concept, Cylinder of Data. 

PRIME NUMBER: (n.) A number that cannot be evenly divided by another number except 
itself or 1. 

PROCESSING: (n.) The working with and manipulation of data to achieve a particular 
result, such as file updating and computations. 

PROCESSING, BATCH: (n.) The procedure of processing transactions in a group against 
a program. 

PROCESSING, INDIVIDUAL RANDOM: (n.) The working with and manipulation of 
transactions in a nonsequential mode, as they are read into the system. 

PROCESSING, RANDOM BATCH: (n.) Processing whereby the individual records are 
collected until there is a certain number before processing begins. The records mayor 
may not be stored before the run. 

PROCESSING, REA L-TIME: (n.) The processing of current transactions on an individual 
basis with immediate response. 

PROCESSING, SEQUENTIAL: (n.) Processing in an established order, one after another, 
as determined by identifiers. 

PURIFICATION: (n.) The process of reducing data errors and inconsistencies as much 
as possible before file creation begins. 

QUEUE: (v.) To place messages waiting to be processed in a certain order, usually with 
regard to priority. 

QUEUE: (n.) A line-up in a certain order, of messages, transactions, activities, etc., 
waiting to be processed. 

RANDOM ACCESS STORAGE: (n.) See Direct Access Storage Device. 

RANDOMIZING: (n.) The act of performing any of several mathematical processes on a 
set of numbers to produce a new set of randomly distributed numbers. 

REAL-TIME: (adj.) Used to describe a problem in which the response requirements are 
particularly stringent. The term is derived from the process control field and from military 
applications in which the data processing must "keep up" with a physical process. Used 
in business applications to mean "keep up" with the operations of the business. 

RECORD: (n.) A series of fields related to a common subject. Syn. - Item. 
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RECORD, FILE DESCRIPTION: (n.) A separate record in a system which de scribes a 
particular file. 

REDUNDANCY CHECK: (n.) A checking technique based on the presence of extra (re
dundant) information which is used only for checkin g purposes. Parity checkin g, check 
digits, control totals, and hash totals are all examples or redundancy checks. 

SCAN: (v.) To examine every entry in a file and compare this against certain information 
in order to retrieve a desired item. 

SEARCH: (v.) To locate a deBired word or record in a set of words or records. The set 
searched may be located in any type of storage: internal, auxiliary, or even (in some 
cases) external. 

SECTOR: (n.) A minimal addressable unit predetermined by hardware. 

SECTOR, FIXED: (n.) A sector whose size is determined by the hardware. 

SECTOR, V ARIAB LE: (n.) A sector whose size may vary according to the way the 
programs are written and according to the data. 

SEEK: (v.) A hardware function to move read/write heads to the correct position. 

SOFTWARE: (no) A term applied to the general purpose class of routines for a computer 
including compilers, assemblers, executive routines, input and output libraries. 

SORT: (v.) To sequence records according to a key contained in the records. 

SPLITTING: (n.) The process of dividing a full block of records into two parts, each 
part forming a new block which is half full. 

SQUARING: (n.) A randomizing technique whereby the original identifier is multiplied 
by itself to produce a new key. 

STORAGE: (n.) Any device into which units of information can be transferred, which 
will hold information, and from which the information can be obtained at a later time .. 

STORAGE, AUXILIARY: (no) A storage device which is capable of holding larger amounts 
of information than the main storage of the computer, although with slower access time. 

STORAGE, CORE: (n.) A form of high-speed storage in which information is represented 
by the magnetization of ferromagnetic cores. 

STORAGE, MAIN: (n.) See Mclin Storage. 

STORAGE UNIT: (n.) 1. An online part of the hardware which provides extra internal 
storage for the central processing unit. 2. A module of direct access storage. 

STORAGE, WORKING: (n.) A portion of the internal storage reserved for specific 
functions such as input and output areas. 



STRING: (n.) A set of records usually in ascending (or descending) sequence according 
to a key contained in the records. 

SYMBIONT: (n.) A special software program which handles I/O buffering of slow speed 
peripherals via DASD. 

SYNONYM: (n.) See Key, Duplicate. 

UPDATE: (v.) To modify a master file according to current information, often that contained 
in a transaction file, according to a procedure specified as part of a data processing activity. 

UPDATE, TRANSACTION: (n.) A transaction that effects a change to one or more fields 
in an existing record in a file. 

VALIDITY CHECK (n.) A checking technique based on known reasonable limits on data 
or 'computed results. For instance: a man cannot work 400 hours in one week; there is no 
day 32 in a month; a man on an hourly classification very seldom has a net week's pay 
greater than $2000.00, etc. Also called a reasonableness check. 

VERIFICA TION: (n.) 1. A check to see if a head is in correct position. 2. The process 
of comparing the data content of new files with the original documents in some manner 
before the operation be gins. 

VOLUME: (n.) A disc surface. The Volume may contain one file, part of a file, or more 
than one file. 

VTOC: (n.) An acronym for Volume Table of Contents. A directory stored on a disc unit 
which contains the labels, limits, and identification of each file contained on the disc 
surface. 
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